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A b stract
Whistler mode (WM) radio sounding is a powerful new method that provides measurement of
both field-aligned electron and ion densities from the satellite altitude (<5,000 km) down to 90
km. Using radio sounding data from the Radio Plasma Imager (RPI) onboard the IMAGE (Im
ager for Magnetosphere-to-Aurora Global Exploration) satellite, this thesis presents a systematic
and efficient approach to implement the whistler mode radio sounding method and discusses the
uncertainties in the measured plasma parameters. The sounding method is applied to obtain the
first measurements of plasmaspheric field-aligned electron density and ion composition as a func
tion of geomagnetic storm activity during the mid-August to September 2005 period. This period
included several geomagnetic storms of varying strength that occurred in succession. The plasmapause was located at L ~2.4 during the onset and main phases of the storms. The whistler mode
sounding results were augmented by measurements from the CHAMP and DMSP satellites, and
ground ionosonde stations during the same period. On the day-side, at L ~ 2, as a function of storm
activity the following general results were found: (1) The electron density, relative ion concen
trations, and O+ / H + transition height underwent temporal changes as a function of geomagnetic
storm activity, and each species had different temporal behavior thus indicating different recovery
times. (2) O+ / H + transition height increased by ~200-300 km during the onset, main and early
recovery phases of the storms. (3) Variation in the electron density below the O+ / H + transition
height was different than that above. (4) Electron density at F2 peak increased during the onset
or main phase of storms followed by a decrease in the recovery phase. (5) Electron density above
O+ / H + transition height increased either in the onset or on the first day of recovery phase followed

by a decrease. (6) a H+ decreased during the onset, main and/or early recovery phases of storms;
a O+ increased in the early recovery phases of the storms; a He+ varied in a complex manner but

in general there was an increase in a He+ during the onset phases and decrease in a He+ during the
recovery phases of the storms. (7) When storms occurred in succession in an interval of roughly
less than a day, the latter storms had little or no effect on the electron density and/or ion compo
sition. On the night-side, WM sounding data was sparse. In the case of one moderate storm, we
found that 3 days after the storm, at L~2.3, electron density at F2 peak and relative ion concentra
tions (at all altitudes) were comparable to those before the storm, whereas electron density above
O+ / H + transition height decreased. WM sounding results for the day-side and night-side were in

v

agreement with measurements from CHAMP (~350 km) and DMSP (~850 km). Whistler mode
sounding results coupled with physics-based models will allow: (a) investigation of the role of
thermospheric winds, dynamo electric fields, and storm time electric fields in causing the varia
tions in electron and ion densities and (b) testing of current theories and validating physics-based
models of the thermosphere-ionosphere-magnetosphere.
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C h ap ter 1
Introduction
1.1

Objectives

The objectives of this dissertation are: (1) to devise a systematic and efficient iterative procedure
to implement the whistler mode radio method of determining field-aligned electron density (Ne),
ion effective mass (mef f ), and ion densities (H +, He+, O+) using magnetospherically reflected
(MR) and specularly reflected (SR) whistler mode (WM) echoes observed on the IMAGE satellite;
(2) to estimate uncertainties in the measurement of electron and ion densities and ion effective
mass obtained using the whistler mode radio sounding method; (3) to determine plasmaspheric
field aligned electron densities and relative ion concentrations as a function of geomagnetic storm
activity using whistler mode radio sounding data and other complementary data sets; and (4) to
compare WM sounding results of field aligned electron and ion densities with measurements from
other satellites and ground-based ionosondes and predictions from empirical models.

1.2

B ackground and past w ork

This thesis deals with the measurement and interpretation of the plasmaspheric density and com
positional changes along field lines that occur during the onset, main, and recovery phases of
geomagnetic storms. These density and compositional changes as a function of storm activity can
be used for space weather predictions. Space weather refers to conditions on the Sun and in the
solar wind, magnetosphere, ionosphere, and thermosphere that can influence the performance and
reliability of space-borne and ground-based technological systems and can endanger human life
or health [Moldwin, 2008]. Adverse conditions in the space environment can cause disruption
of satellite operations, communications, navigation, and electric power distribution grids, leading
to a variety of socioeconomic losses. Intense changes in solar activity leading to coronal mass
ejections (CME), large solar flares, and high-speed solar wind streams can severely influence the
behavior of magnetospheric plasma and cause great variation in the motion and quantity of the
energetic particles within the magnetosphere. This disturbs the Earth’s magnetosphere, dramati
cally leading to geomagnetic storms and substorms. The inner magnetospheric plasma parameters
including plasma density and composition are profoundly affected by the geomagnetic activity.
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These density and compositional changes have implications on magnetospheric processes such as
ring current and can influence magnetosphere dynamics by modifying wave particle interactions
[e.g., Daglis, 1997; Daglis et al., 1999b; Nose et al., 2011].
In the following a brief review of past work upon which this dissertation is built is provided.

1.2.1

The E a rth 's m agnetosphere

The Earth’s upper atmosphere comprises the Earth’s ionosphere and magnetosphere and consists
of cold and hot plasma, plasma waves, and geomagnetic field.
Immediately surrounding the Earth is the non-conducting atmosphere, roughly 60-80 km thick
and transparent to the propagation of radio waves. The next layer above the neutral atmosphere is
called the ionosphere, which extends up to ~1000 km, completely encircles the Earth, and then
merges into the magnetosphere. The boundary between the ionosphere and the neutral atmosphere
below it is called the Earth-ionosphere boundary. The region between this boundary and the Earth
is called the Earth-ionosphere waveguide. The topside ionosphere starts at the F2 layer peak at
approximately 300 km and extends upward. Below the F2 peak, the electron density increases
with altitude and above it decreases. The topside ionosphere extends up to transition height where
heavier ions (O+) become less numerous than lighter ions (H + and He+) [Schunk and Nagy, 2000;
Kelley, 2009].
The magnetosphere extends upward from the ionosphere. The magnetosphere is defined as that
region of space where the behavior of the plasma is controlled primarily by the geomagnetic field.
In the absence of the interplanetary plasma, the Earth’s dipole field would extend symmetrically
in all directions. But in reality the solar wind exerts pressure on the dipole field, compressing it
on the sun side (thus creating the boundary known as the magnetopause) at ~ 10 RE (1 R e — 6370
km) and extending it into a long tail on the night side that blends gradually into the background
interplanetary field at >60 R E.
The inner magnetosphere, called the plasmasphere, is a high-density (100-1000 el/cc) cold
plasma region consisting mainly of electrons and H + ions, and a smaller population of He+ and
O+ ions. The plasma in this region co-rotates with the Earth and can also flow along the field

lines from one hemisphere to the other. It is believed that cold plasma of ionospheric origin flows
along the field lines to fill the plasmasphere. The plasmasphere extends from above the ionosphere
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to anywhere between 2-8 RE in the equatorial plane, depending on the geomagnetic activity. The
boundary of the plasmasphere is called the plasmapause. The cold plasma density measured at
the geomagnetic equator gradually decreases with increasing distance from the Earth up to the
plasmapause at which the electron density drops by as much as one or two orders of magnitude.
The location of the plasmapause is often near L = 4-5 during quiet geomagnetic conditions. The
distribution of plasma within the plasmasphere can be roughly described by a diffusive equilibrium
model [Angerami and Thomas 1964]. More recently, Ozhogin et al. [2014] evaluated diffusive
equilibrium models and found the representation of the real plasmasphere using diffusive equi
librium model questionable. Outside the plasmasphere the plasma density continues to decrease,
generally following a R -N drop off in density, where N ~ 3 -5 . In addition to cold plasma, the inner
magnetosphere also contains two zones of energetic particles, the Van Allen radiation belts.
Whistler mode echoes that are analyzed in this thesis were observed inside the plasmasphere
and below 4000 km altitude.

1.2.2

M easurem ent of electron an d ion densities in the m agnetosphere

Measurement of plasma density and composition along the field line (B0) is critical to understand
ing the dynamic processes that determine the distribution of plasma along a flux tube and testing
predictions from various physics-based models. In the past it was nearly impossible to obtain di
rect measurements of field-aligned plasma distribution. Our knowledge on the ionospheric and the
overlaying plasmaspheric/magnetospheric electron density (Ne) has been obtained mainly from
topside or bottomside sounding using radio waves in the high frequency (HF) range [e.g., Hunsucker and Hargreaves, 2003; and references therein] or incoherent scatter radars [e.g., Foster et
al., 2004] or in situ satellite measurements using plasma density probes [Kletzing et al., 1998] or
plasma resonances [e.g., Benson et al., 2003] or plasma wave cutoffs [e.g., Persoon et al., 1983;
Benson et al., 2004] or natural whistlers [Storey, 1953; Helliwell, 1965; Smith, 1960; Edgar,
1976; Clilverd et al., 1991]. While the spacecraft measurements are either limited to high altitudes
(>5000 km) or along the satellite track, the bottomside sounding measurements are limited alti
tudes less than roughly 300 km. In order to obtain information on plasma distribution as a function
of altitude covering both the bottomside and topside ionosphere, it was necessary to piece together
data obtained on multiple satellites and from the ground [e.g., Persoon et al., 1983; Horwitz et
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al., 1990; Carpenter and Anderson, 1992; Gallagher et al., 2000; Goldstein et al., 2001; Denton
et al., 2001]. Most such information is statistical in nature, because the conjunctions between two
satellites or between satellite and a specific ground station are infrequent.
The effective ion mass and ion densities of the plasmasphere are not as well known [Lemaire
and Gringauz, 1998; Bilitza and Reinisch, 2008]. Our knowledge of plasmaspheric effective ion
mass and ion densities has mainly come from in situ measurements from satellites [e.g., Taylor et
al., 1965; Brinton et al., 1969; Horwitz et al., 1984; Farrugia et al., 1989; Baugher et al., 1980;
Craven et al., 1997] or field-line resonance frequencies measured using ground magnetometers
[e.g., Schulz, 1996; Denton and Gallagher, 2000; Berube et al., 2003], lower hybrid waves [e.g.,
Brice and Smith 1965; Barrington et al., 1965; Kougblenou et al., 2011], ion whistlers [e.g., Bar
rington et al., 1966; Gurnett and Shawhan, 1966; Shawhan and Gurnett, 1966], and theoretical
modeling involving relation of ion composition to electron density and temperature [e.g., Webb
et al., 2006]. In situ ion density measurements using particle detectors have large uncertainties
because of problems such as spacecraft potential that afflict the particle detectors [Lemaire and
Gringauz, 1998]. Other measurements using field-line resonances and lower hybrid waves provide
effective ion mass either at the equator or locally. Theoretical modeling of ion densities [e.g., Webb
et al., 2006] need to be substantiated with observations.

1.2.3

Effect of geomagnetic storm s on the ionosphere

The ionosphere is the main source of plasma in the magnetosphere. The ionosphere is known to be
highly variable. The ionospheric density and its variability have been mainly studied with bottom
and topside sounding of the ionosphere using radio waves in the HF range [e.g., Kelley, 2009; and
references therein; Benson, 2010; and references therein] or from in situ satellite measurements
using plasma density probes [e.g., De La Beaujardiere et al., 2004, and new technology of the
GPS ground and satellite receivers for TEC measurements [Klobuchar, 1997; Mendillo, 2006 and
references therein; Siefring et al., 2009]. The sources of ionospheric variability include solar EUV
radiation, thermospheric winds, E x B drifts, and thermospheric composition [e.g., Kelley, 2009;
Hargreaves 1992; Danilov 2001]. Solar EUV radiation is responsible for the diurnal and solar cycle
variations of the ionosphere. Thermospheric winds can move the ionospheric ions and electrons in
the direction of the geomagnetic field. Electrodynamic (E xB ) plasma drifts control the distribution
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and composition of the ionospheric plasma and strongly affect the generation of plasma waves and
density structures with a large range of scale sizes. Thermospheric composition affects the rate
at which ions and electrons recombine. It influences the electron concentration in the F2 region.
Electron density at the F2 layer peak at mid-latitudes can vary by a factor of 10 from day to day
and by a factor of 5 with solar cycle.
Geomagnetic storms can dramatically alter F2 region density in the ionosphere [e.g., Liu et
al., 2010; Mansilla, 2007; Danilov, 2001; and references therein]. The maximum electron density
at the F2 peak, NmF2, may increase or decrease during these geomagnetic disturbances. The in
crease in F2 peak is termed as positive ionospheric storm and the decrease in F2 peak is termed as
negative ionospheric storm [Mansilla, 2007]. The reaction of the ionosphere as seen at different
ionospheric stations may be quite different during the same storm depending on the station coor
dinates, local time, and other parameters. While negative ionospheric storms are almost always
observed at high latitudes, positive ionospheric storms tend to occur at middle and low latitudes.
As for the seasonal preference, negative ionospheric storms dominate in all seasons except winter,
when positive ionospheric storms are more probable [e.g., Liu et al., 2010]. The recovery period of
the ionosphere is shorter compared to that of the plasmasphere and does not show any latitudinal
dependence [e.g., Park 1974; Liu et al., 2010; Reinisch et al., 2004].
Although the sources of ionospheric variability are well known [Hargreaves, 1992; Schunk
and Nagy, 2000; Kelly, 2009], the role of various sources, e.g., thermospheric winds, dynamo
electric fields, electric fields during storms, compositional changes, in modifying the ionosphere
during geomagnetic disturbances, and how ionospheric density varies with disturbance magni
tude, remains as an important unsolved problem in upper atmosphere [Kintner et al., 2008, and
references therein]. The problem is: (1) global distribution of thermospheric winds over the distur
bance time scale is not known, (2) the relative importance of the wind and electric field of solarmagnetospheric origin in determining the ionospheric disturbance is not known, (3) thermospheric
ion composition is not well known.

1.2.4

Erosion an d refilling of the plasm asphere

One of the fundamental and difficult problems of plasmaspheric dynamics is the study of plasmasphere refilling. The plasmasphere is known to be highly dynamic. It quickly shrinks during
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periods of enhanced geomagnetic activity and slowly grows or refills during recovery times. In
the aftermath of strong magnetic activity, the plasmapause may be located at L=2, and the plasmaspheric plasma may extend globally beyond L=6 after several days of low magnetic activity
[Carpenter and Anderson, 1992]. The outer regions of the plasmasphere can be stripped away
during geomagnetic storms to form plumes which convect through the dayside magnetosphere to
ward the magnetopause, where the plasma is believed to be lost. Inside the plasmasphere there
can be significant loss of plasma through flow along the flux tubes to the underlying ionosphere.
With decreasing geomagnetic activity, depleted flux tubes are subsequently replenished from the
underlying ionosphere (i.e., they refill).

1.2.4.1

Electron density flux during quiet an d d isturbed time

Plasmasphere refilling has been studied since the 1970s. In the following, we focus on the handful
of studies that are closely related to the work presented in this thesis (low to mid latitudes). We
first discuss electron and ion flux from the ionosphere under quiet time geomagnetic conditions
then the refilling rate under disturbed geomagnetic conditions.
Earlier, Park [1970] and Tarcsai [1985] used whistler observations to determine the electron
flux to and from the ionosphere over L=3.5-5.0 and L=2.0-2.8, respectively. Park found that under
quiet geomagnetic conditions this was ~ 3 x 1 0 8 el cm-2 s-1 (referenced to 1000 km altitude)
upward on the day-side and ~ 1 .5 x 108 el cm-2 s-1 downward on the night-side. Tarcsai reported
that fluxes were usually < 6 x 108 el cm-2 s-1 and mostly downward from 1700-0400 LT. Saxton
and Smith, [1989] also used whistler observations and estimated that the daytime upward flux at
L=2.5 was 1-3 x 108 el cm-2 s-1 .
Evans and Holt [1978] used incoherent scatter measurements to investigate electron density
and H + and O+ fluxes at L=3.2. They concluded that the upward daytime H + flux is ~ 5 x 107 el
cm-2 s-1 near sunspot maximum and 108 el cm-2 s-1 near sunspot minimum. The flux remains
upward at night in summer near sunspot maximum but is downward before sunrise at sunspot
minimum. Ground based measurements (via cross-phase analysis) of ultra low frequency (ULF)
field line resonances (FLRs) have also been used to estimate the upward plasma flux at L=2 (but
mapping to the outer plasmasphere) during the recovery phase of a large storm [Chi et al., 2000].
This was found to be ~ 6 x 108 amu cm-2 s- 1 .
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Using measurements of the electron density found from passive radio wave observations by
the IMAGE spacecraft Radio Plasma Imager (RPI) instrument on consecutive passes through the
magnetosphere Denton et al. [2012] calculated the long-term (>1day) refilling rate of equatorial
electron density from L = 2 to 9 during geomagnetically quiet time. They found that the refilling
rate is greater at solar maximum for small L < 4, about the same at solar maximum and solar
minimum for L=4.2 to 5.8, and larger at solar minimum for large L>5.8, such as at geostationary
orbit (L~6.8) (at least to L of about 8).
Whistler observations were also used to determine the electron flux during disturbed periods.
Park [1970] found the refilling rate over L = 3.5-5.0 to be 3.5-5.8x 107 el cm -2 s-1 . Park [1974]
also used whistler observation and reported that recovery time strongly depends on plasmaspheric
tube volume. It varies from ~ 1 day at L=2.5 to ~ 8 days at L=4. Chappell [1974] states that the
refilling rate for N e can reach 50 cm-3 /day based on measurements by the OGO 5 spacecraft at
L=4. Carpenter et al. [1993] used measurement of ion density from the DE-1 spacecraft and found
an N e refilling rate of 80 cm-3 /day at L=4.5 for an event observed during the summer of 1982.
Chi et al. [2000] investigated plasma depletion and refilling at L=2 using ground magnetometer
data for an event in September 1998. They found that even at such low latitudes the plasma density
dropped significantly to ~ 1/4 of the pre-storm value. They estimated the refilling rate to be ~ 647
amu/cm3/day.
Dent et al. [2006] used ground-based magnetometer cross-phase and the IMAGE satellite
in situ RPI data for monitoring of plasma depletion and refilling for two cold plasma depletion
episodes during May 2001. Their results suggested a dependence on both L and the time taken
for depletion to complete. They also found an enhanced heavy ion population in the inner plasmatrough during an active refilling interval.
Sandel and Denton [2007] used data from the IMAGE Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (EUV)
instrument to calculate local time averaged refilling rates of He+ for moderate geomagnetic con
ditions in June 2001. With certain assumptions, they found a refilling rate for He+ of roughly 1
cm-3 /hr at L=3.3, and 7 x 10-2 cm-3 /hr at L=6.3.
Obana et al. [2010] used crossphase analysis of magnetometer array data to determine the
equatorial mass density during three moderate geomagnetic storms in March 2004 and June and
April of 2001. They concluded that it took two to three days for L=2.3 flux tubes, three days at
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L=2.6, and over four days for L > 3.3. They also found that plasmaspheric refilling progressed
with a clear diurnal variation associated with linearly increasing plasma density in the daytime and
decreasing plasma density at nighttime. The daytime increases in plasma mass density related to
refilling rates ranging from ~250 to ~ 13 amu cm-3 h-1 over L=2.3-3.8. The resultant upward
plasma flux at the 1000 km level was in the range of 0.9-5.2x 108 amu cm-2 s- 1 . The daily aver
aged refilling rate, including the nighttime downward flux, was found to be ~420 amu cm-3 d-1
at L=2.9-3.1. Using EUV/IMAGE and VLF whistler data, they estimated the plasma composition
and found that the O+ proportion was on the order of 3%-7% at L=2.3 and 6%-13% at L=3.0.
Reinisch et al. [2004] used sounding measurements from the RPI experiment on the IMAGE
spacecraft and a plasma density inversion algorithm to derive the field-aligned electron density
profile for a range of L shells during a large geomagnetic storm (Dst<-350 nT). The authors found
that during the main phase of the storm more than two thirds of the quiet time plasma content was
depleted at the L=2.8 flux tubes near local noon in <5 h , while at L=2.3 there was almost no
depletion. They also found that L=2.5-3.3 flux tubes were refilled to near full values within 28 hrs.
The refilling rate was at least 470 cm-3 /day at L=3 for one event in April 2000.
Although in most cases depletion of the plasmasphere was reported due to geomagnetic storms,
Chi et al. [2005], used ground magnetometer data and TEC observations and reported enhancement
in electron density at mid latitudes in the plasmasphere after the 2003 Halloween storm.

1.2.4.2

V ariation of ion densities du rin g geomagnetic storm s

Geomagnetic storms are also known to cause dramatic changes in the plasmaspheric ion compo
sition. These compositional changes have implications on magnetospheric processes such as ring
current, and they can influence magnetosphere dynamics by modifying wave-particle interactions.
In the past couple of decades, growing experimental evidence, including ground based radar
observations, field line resonances, and satellite observations has suggested an increase in mass
density/thermal heavy ion population at low-mid latitudes [e.g., Yeh and Foster, 1990; Berube et
al., 2005; Horwitz et al., 1984; Grew et al., 2007].
Yeh and Foster [1990] used the Millstone Hill incoherent scatter radar to monitor upward O+
outflow during a February 1986 storm and found an increase in O+ flux at mid latitudes. They
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stated that these ions constituted a significant source of 1 eV O+ ions to the overlying magneto
sphere during such intervals.
Horwitz et al. [1984] used DE-1 thermal ion composition measurements and reported that in
the aftermath of a storm, O+ density could become comparable to H + density in the plasmasphere
(November 1981 storm).
Berube et al. [2005] determined plasmaspheric mass density between L=1.7 and L=3.2 from
pairs of stations in the MEASURE array of ground magnetometers during quiet and disturbed peri
ods. They used the RPI electron density database in conjunction with mass density measurements
and found that average ion mass is greatest under the most disturbed conditions. Their results
indicated that heavy ion concentrations (percent by number) are enhanced during large geomag
netic disturbances. They also found that the average ion mass increases with increasing L (below
L=3.2), indicating the presence of a heavy ion torus during disturbed times.
Dent et al. [2006] reported that on L shells between 2.39 and 6.54 in May 2001 comparisons
between time dependent ground-based magnetometer cross-phase and IMAGE RPI determined
plasma mass density profile evolution implied the presence of an enhanced heavy ion population
in the inner plasma trough during an active refilling interval.
Takahashi et al. [2006] used field-line resonances recorded by ground magnetometers at L=1.321.41 during the Halloween storm and found an increase in the mass density along the field lines
during the magnetic storm relative to the pre-storm value. He also reported that the mass den
sity returned to its pre-storm value within 6 hours. He noted that the ionospheric plasma number
density, obtained from TEC, during this storm was similar to that during quiet times.
Grew et al. [2007] studied the equatorial plasma density and composition at L = 2.5 during
an extended disturbed interval, Sep-Oct 2002, using field line resonance measurements, naturally
and artificially stimulated VLF whistlers, and IMAGE EUV observations. He found that during
the storm the plasmapause moved to L<2.5. In the plasmasphere and plasmatrough the H +: He+:
O+ composition by number was 82:15:3. Just outside the plasmapause he found that the O+

concentration exceeded 50%, which suggested the presence of an oxygen torus.
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1.2.5

Effect of geomagnetic storm s on ring c u rre n t an d its composition

In addition to changes in thermal ion compositions in the ionosphere/magnetosphere, geomagnetic
storms are also known to increase energetic ion population in ring current. For example, comparing
the storm time ring current composition with the quiet time composition and protons (90% in
number density), Balsiger et al. [1980] pointed out that the storm time magnetosphere has abundant
O+ ions (75% in number density) in the region 6 < L < 8 and in the energy range of less than 16

keV. Young et al. [1982] pointed out that it must be O+ ions (E<50 keV) that influence the
decay process because of their long lifetime. Hamilton et al. [1988] found greatly increased
concentrations of O+ in the ring current during disturbed periods. Grande et al. [1996] presented
survey plots of magnetospheric ion composition spectrometry (MICS) data for the whole CRRES
mission and showed that ionospheric material concentrated at low altitude during the storm’s main
phase and moved to higher L shells during the recovery phase. Daglis [1997] examined five events
by using the MICS data on CRRES, and his results showed that the energy densities of O+ ions
in the outer range of the ring current (5< L <7) were extraordinarily high. Daglis et al. [1999a,
1999b] showed that ionospheric origin ions contribute to large part of ring current during major
storms. Fu et al. [2001] using CRRES data for four selected storms found energetic particle
enhancements at very low equatorial altitudes (L=3-4) during major storms with significant delays
relative to the sudden storm commencement times. They also found that fractional number density
of O+ ions increases with the intensity of the storm. Nose et al. [2011] proposed that the ring
current, rich in O+, is formed in a recurrent process in which the oxygen torus, the plasmasphere,
and the ring current interact. It is speculated by Nose et al. [2011] that the source of O+ in ring
current is the ionosphere and that the energy is of solar origin. Observing the spatial and temporal
variations of the density of ions (H+, He+, O+) is important to understanding the source region of
the ions and the role the ions play in controlling the properties of the ring current and the radiation
belt [Takahashi et al., 2008; Nose et al., 2011].
In the past, geomagnetic storm influence on the ionosphere was mostly studied separately from
its influence on the plasmasphere. But to better understanding magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling
during storm time, we need combined information on plasmaspheric density and composition,
ionospheric density and composition, and solar and interplanetary conditions. The WM sounding
from IMAGE provided an excellent opportunity to study this. Whistler mode radio sounding pro
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vides electron density, effective ion mass, ion composition, and density irregularities along field
lines from 90 km to ~ 4000 km, which includes the F2 peak [Sonwalkar et al., 2011a; 2011b].

1.3

Problem statem ent an d approach

This thesis is built upon the work published in Sonwalkar et al. [2001]; Sonwalkar et al. [2004];
Sonwalkar et al. [2011a]; and Sonwalkar et al. [2011b] papers. Part of this thesis work has
already appeared in two Journal of Geophysical Research-space physics publications [Sonwalkar,
Carpenter, Reddy et al., 2011a; Sonwalkar, Reddy, and Carpenter, 2011b]. More recent thesis work
was presented and published at AGU conferences [Reddy and Sonwalkar, 2011, 2012, Sonwalkar
et al., 2013, 2014c], a COSPAR conference [Sonwalkar et al., 2012], and the URSIGA conference
[Sonwalkar et al., 2014a]. This thesis work seeks to answer the following questions:
(1) How do we systematically and efficiently determine the field-aligned electron density, ef
fective ion mass, and ion composition given whistler mode echo dispersion and cutoffs?
(2) What is the uncertainty in the measurement of electron density, ion effective mass and ion
composition obtained using the whistler mode radio sounding method?
(3) How do the electron and ion densities in the ionosphere and the overlying plasmasphere on
the day-side and night-side change as a function of geomagnetic activity?
(4) How does the response obtained from WM sounding compare with those from in situ mea
surements from other satellites, ground-based ionosondes, and empirical models?
(5) What is the role of thermospheric winds in determining ionospheric storm time variability?

1.4

C ontributions of this thesis w ork

Several contributions were made in the course of this work. They are summarized below:
(1) Development of a systematic and efficient iterative procedure for the whistler mode radio
sounding method that allows determination of the field-aligned electron density, ion effective mass,
ion composition (with certain assumptions), and field-aligned density irregularities using WM echo
observations and ray tracing calculations.
(2) Methodology to determine the field-aligned irregularities, their location and scale sizes
using WM echo observations and ray tracing calculations.
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(3) Comparison of the whistler mode radio sounding results with in situ measurements from
the DMSP and CHAMP satellites, bottomside sounding results, and predictive values from IRI
2012, GCPM and Ozhogin et al. [2012] empirical models.
(4) Estimation of uncertainties in the measured field-aligned electron density, ion effective mass
and ion composition using the whistler mode radio sounding method.
(5) Application of the whistler mode radio sounding method to determine for the first time
plasmaspheric field-aligned electron and ion densities during the onset, main, and recovery phases
of storms.

1.5

O rganization of thesis

The present work is organized into four chapters. Chapter 1 provides thesis objectives, background
for the work done in this thesis, problem statement and approach, and contributions of this thesis
work. Chapter 2 presents observations and interpretations of whistler mode echoes, devises a
systematic and efficient iterative procedure to implement the whistler mode radio sounding method,
and provides estimates of uncertainties in the measurement of plasma density, composition, and
ion effective mass. Chapter 3 includes analysis of whistler mode echoes observed on the IMAGE
satellite during quiet and disturbed periods to determine field-aligned electron density and relative
ion concentrations on day-side and night-side as a function of geomagnetic storm activity. Chapter
3 also presents the response of electron and ion densities to geomagnetic storm activity, as obtained
from the in situ measurements from other satellites, bottomside sounding, and empirical model
predictions. Chapter 4 gives a summary, concluding remarks, and suggestions for a possible future
work.
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C h ap ter 2
W histler M ode Radio Sounding on IM AGE of Field-Aligned Electron Density, Ion
Com position, and Field Aligned Density Irregularities
The objectives of this chapter are: (1) to devise a systematic and efficient approach to implement
whistler mode radio sounding technique to determine field-aligned electron density, ion effective
mass and ion densities in the magnetosphere; (2) to discuss uncertainties in the measurement of
electron and ion densities and ion effective mass; (3) to compare the whistler mode sounding results
of field-aligned electron and ion densities with those from other satellites, bottomside sounding
results, and predictions from other empirical models; and (4) to augment whistler mode radio
sounding results with those from other satellites and ground-based ionosonde stations.

2.1

Introduction to w histler m ode echoes

Whistler mode is a cold plasma wave mode. Whistler mode waves propagate in the magnetosphere
at a frequency (f ) below either the electron plasma frequency (f pe) or the electron gyro frequency
(fee), whichever is lower. These waves are found in all parts of the magnetosphere. Because of their
large refractive index that varies over three to four orders of magnitude (>1-10,000), slow phase
and group velocities, and their accessibility to most parts of the magnetosphere, WM waves play an
important role in magnetospheric physics and have proved to be a powerful tool for magnetospheric
cold and hot plasma diagnostics [Storey, 1953; Helliwell 1965; Carpenter, 1966; Helliwell, 1988;
Carpenter et al., 1997; Sonwalkar et al., 1997]. Whistler-mode waves are also known to influence
the distribution, acceleration, and loss of energetic particles in the radiation belts [e.g., Kennel and
Petschek, 1966; Lyons and Williams, 1984; Liemohn and Chan, 2007].
In the past, observations of WM waves included either ground signals from lightning or trans
mitters with injection into the magnetosphere with vertical wave normal angles (because of Snell’s
law and jliono > > 1; where jliono is the refractive index at the ionosphere) or signals from magnetospheric sources (e.g., hiss, chorus) with unknown initial wave normal angle and source location.
Attempts to inject WM waves from space from the Activny satellite in the early nineties failed
[Inan et al., 1981]. The Radio Plasma Imager (RPI) aboard the IMAGE satellite is the first suc
cessful whistler mode radio sounder in space. For the first time, WM waves were successfully
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injected into the magnetosphere in all directions from a known source within the magnetosphere
and were received back after a certain time. Since WM waves propagate close to the geomagnetic
field line, WM echoes observed on IMAGE allow remote sensing along the field line.

2.1.1

Types of W M echo reflections

There are two distinct types of echo reflection that depend upon spatial changes in the refractive
index along ray paths below or above the satellite.
(1)

Magnetospheric reflection: The generation of magnetospherically reflected whistler mode

echoes is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.1a. For a wave injected close to the resonance cone
angle in frequency range f lh < f < fih,max, where f lh is the local lower hybrid frequency and fih,max
is the maximum lower hybrid frequency along the field line passing through the satellite magnetospheric reflection (MR) occurs at an altitude where the refractive index surface changes from an
open to a closed topology (Figure 2.1a ray path C, C'). This can happen in a smoothly varying
medium when the wave encounters the condition f lh ~ f , [Kimura, 1966; Smith and Angerami,
1968; Edgar, 1976]. At reflection (properly viewed as a process of refraction), the ray direction
becomes transverse to B0 as it changes from downward (upward) to upward (downward), thus de
scribing a loop as the echo returns to the satellite [Sonwalkar et al., 2011a]. Because the MR echo
path is a loop, it may be traversed in either direction. The dashed red curves in Figure 2.1a indicate
MR echo traversed in reverse direction.
The expression for f lh, which plays a key role in WM propagation, reflection, and echo forma
tion, is given below for a magnetospheric plasma composed of electrons, protons (H +), and helium
(He+) and oxygen (O+) ions.

(2.1)
where mp / m e & 1836 is the ratio of the proton mass to the electron mass, f pe and f ee are the
electron plasma and gyro frequencies, and m ef f is the effective ion mass, defined below.

m ef f

1

4

14

16

(2.2)

a) Magnetospheric
reflection

b) Specular reflection

boundary

Earth - Ionosphere
Boundary

Figure 2.1. Schematics showing whistler mode echo reflections. (a) Magnetospheric reflection.
(b) Specular reflection [adapted from Sonwalkar et al., 2011a].
where a H+ = NH+/ N e, a He+ = NHe+/ N e, a O+ = N O+/ N e, are the fractional ion abundances, and
N e, N h +, N He+, and N O+ are the densities of electrons, H +, H e+, and O+ ions, respectively.

The charge neutrality of the plasma requires

aH + + aHe+ + aO +— 1

(2)

(2.3)

Specular reflection: The generation of specularly reflected whistler mode echoes is schemat

ically illustrated in Figure 2.1b. For a wave at frequency f , propagating at small or large wave nor
mal angles, specular reflection (SR) occurs at the earth-ionosphere boundary near 90 km for that
wave that has not undergone a magnetospheric reflection discussed above. Near 90 km, the refrac
tive index governing this wave undergoes an ‘abrupt’ change from the magnetized-plasma condi
tions of the bottomside ionosphere to the essentially free-space conditions of the earth-ionosphere
wave guide [Helliwell, 1965]. Note Muldrew [1969] from soundings between ~ 200 and 800 kHz
on Alouette II, identified that whistler mode echoes on a limited number of ionograms recorded at
high latitudes in early morning had reflected at the Earth’s surface [Sonwalkar et al., 2011a].
Incident upon the earth-ionosphere boundary, which need not be horizontally stratified, there
will generally be a distribution of wave-normals and ray directions that depend on the amount of
ray bending that has occurred as the waves (launched at various angles and hence onto various
ray paths) penetrated the dense F layer. There may then occur two types of SR echo reflections:
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one involving a ray for which the wave-normal is normally incident on the boundary (the NI echo;
Figure 2.1b green curve, ray path A) and the other a ray whose wave-normal is obliquely incident
(the OI echo; Figure 2.1b gold curves, ray path B B'). In the NI case, both the incident and reflected
wave-normal angles are perpendicular to the boundary, and during reflection the ray direction is
reversed such that the echo retraces its path to the satellite. For the OI case, in which the incident
and reflected angles differ from one another (because of the anisotropy of the medium), the incident
and reflected wave-normal angles are oblique, as are the incident and reflected ray directions.
Thus the echo path to the satellite forms a loop. Because the OI-SR echo path is a loop, it may
be traversed in either direction. The dashed gold color curves in Figure 2.1b indicate an OI-SR
echo traversed in reverse direction. Although called specular, SR reflection may be understood to
include penetration of the ionospheric lower boundary by a fraction of the incident wave energy.
All waves that start from the satellite eventually undergo MR or SR reflection, but only a subset
of them return in the form of observable echoes [Sonwalkar et al., 2011a]. [For further details on
the generation mechanisms of MR, NI-SR, and OI-SR whistler mode echoes, see Sonwalkar et al.,
2011b.]

2.2

O bservations and interpretation

This section gives brief introduction to the RPI instrument aboard the IMAGE satellite. It presents
the observations and interpretation of a variety of magnetospherically and specularly reflected
whistler mode echoes observed by RPI/IMAGE during the August to September 2005 period. It
discusses a method to obtain local electron density and ion effective mass from the lower cutoff of
MR echoes. The occurrence patterns of MR and SR echoes is also presented.

2.2.1

In stru m en t description

The IMAGE satellite was launched on 25 March 2000 into an elliptical polar orbit with apogee at
~ 8 RE, perigee at ~ 1000 km altitude, and initial latitude of apogee 40° N. The RPI instrument
aboard the IMAGE satellite is a multi-mode instrument [Reinisch et al., 2000] in which sounding
and listening frequencies, range detection, pulse characteristics, and repetition rate are adjustable
parameters over a wide range of values. The instrument covers the frequency range from 3 kHz to
3 MHz with a receiver bandwidth of 300 Hz. There are three orthogonal thin-wire antennas, two
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500-m tip-to-tip dipoles in the spin plane (X and Y), and a 20-m tip-to-tip dipole along the spin
axis (Z). The long dipoles are used for transmission, and all three antennas are used for reception.
The nominal radiated power from the RPI, variable (in terms of free-space-mode excitation) from
0.1 mW at low frequencies to « 10 W per dipole at 200 kHz, was reduced by 3 dB on 8 May 2000
when the power supply for the Y-axis transmitter failed. A further reduction occurred on 3 October
2000, when one of the X-axis monopoles was partially severed, apparently by a micro-meteorite,
reducing the dipole length to 340 m. On 18 September 2001 an unknown (presumably small and
negligible) section of the Y antenna was lost. On 30 September 2004, as a result of an unknown
failure of the Y-antenna/receiver system, the signal strength received by the Y-antenna was reduced
substantially. The failure of the Y-antenna/receiver system in September 2004 led to an unexpected
benefit: it permitted detection of diffuse MR-WM echoes that in a large number of instances
could not be recognized on the X and Z antennas because of receiver saturation (see Sonwalkar
et al. [2011a] for details and examples of MR and SR echoes observed on three antennas). In
spite of difficulties with antennas, excellent whistler mode sounding data and passive recordings
of background whistler mode waves were acquired over the 5.8 year lifetime of IMAGE, which
ended on 18 December 2005 due to loss of telemetry.
The RPI instrument could be operated in two modes: active sounding and passive recording.
Figure 2.2a shows the IMAGE orbit in 2005, a schematic of active sounding (left) and the passive
recording experiment (right). In the sounding mode, RPI transmits a sequence of narrow radio
pulses of a few milliseconds to a few hundred milliseconds duration in 3 kHz to 3 MHz range in
various frequency-time formats called programs. Figure 2.2b shows a schematic of a sounding pro
gram. During typical RPI operations, a sounding program lasting ~ 10-100 seconds is repeated at
intervals of 2-10 minutes within a schedule containing other programs such as thermal noise (pas
sive recordings). The satellite only listens to the thermal noise in space during passive recordings.
These recordings are used to determine local plasma parameters [Reinisch et al., 2000].
At low altitude (< 5,000-10,000 km) the RPI on IMAGE has observed a variety WM echoes
at all latitudes at frequencies up to 300 kHz [Sonwalkar et al., 2004]. A survey of WM echoes
observed in January-August 2004, January 2005, and August-December 2005 during 3.2 ms pulse
transmissions in the 6-63 kHz range, with a step frequency of 0.3 kHz (program #38; Figure 2.2c),
has led to the discovery of magnetospherically reflected WM echoes [Sonwalkar et al., 2011a].
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Figure 2.2. Schematic showing the active (sounding) and passive (thermal noise) measurements
using Radio Plasma Imager (RPI) on the IMAGE satellite. (a) The IMAGE polar orbit and an
tenna geometry. (b) Schematic of a sounding program. (c) The frequency step and time step of
transmitted signal in active sounding program 38. The inset shows the details of the program.
2.2.2

Exam ples of specularly reflected and m agnetospherically reflected w histler m ode echoes
an d their in terpretation

Figures 2.3 and 2.4, respectively, show examples of typical specularly reflected and magnetospher
ically reflected WM echoes observed on IMAGE during active sounding experiments. Figure 2.5
schematically shows propagation mechanisms of various types of WM echoes [Sonwalkar et al.,
2004; Sonwalkar et al., 2011a].
Figure 2.3a shows a plasmagram (time delay versus frequency plot) displaying discrete SR
whistler mode (WM) echoes above « 10 kHz, with time delay decreasing with frequency and
with relatively small spreading in time delays at each frequency. The generation of SR echoes is
schematically illustrated in Figure 2.5a. The echoes shown in Figure 2.3a result from RPI signals
propagating downwards in a relatively smooth magnetosphere, specularly reflecting, either nor
mally incident (Figure 2.5a, ray path A) or obliquely incident (Figure 2.5a, ray path B, B'), at the
earth-ionosphere boundary, and returning to the satellite. Because the SR echo path is a loop, it
may be traversed in either direction.
Figure 2.4a shows a plasmagram displaying discrete MR whistler mode (WM) echoes below
« 12 kHz with time delay increasing with frequency and with relatively small spreading (~3-6
ms) in time delays at each frequency. The MR-WM echo has a lower ( fmin,MR) and upper cutoff
(fmax,m r ) frequency and a distinguishing shape on a plasmagram. Horizontal traces below about 40
ms time delay are proton cyclotron (PC) echoes [Carpenter et al., 2007]. The arrows on frequency
axes indicate the lower cutoff frequency of MR WM echoes, identified as the local lower hybrid
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Figure 2.3. Plasmagrams showing examples of the variety of spectral forms of SR echoes received
during RPI soundings. (a) Discrete SR echoes observed on 15 October 2005, (1776 km, Xm = 56°
N, L= 4.14, MLT=11.7) resulting from propagation in a smooth magnetosphere. (b) Discrete multi
path echoes observed on 23 August 2005 (1915 km, Xm = 59.7° N, L= 5.1, MLT=4.16), possibly
resulting from refraction of RPI signals by large scale irregularities. There is also evidence of
diffuse forward scattered SR echoes between 32 and 50 kHz. (c) Diffuse SR echoes observed on
10 September 2005 (1855 km, Xm = 76.91° N, MLT=4.3), possibly resulting from scattering by
small scale irregularities. [Reproduced from Sonwalkar et al., 2011a.]
frequency ( f lh). The generation of MR echoes is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.5d. The
echoes shown in Figure 2.4a result from RPI signals propagating downwards in a relatively smooth
magnetosphere and reflecting at an altitude where f ~ f lh (Figure 2.5d, ray path C, C ) when the
WM refractive index surface changes from open to closed topology [Kimura, 1966]. Because the
MR echo path is a loop, it may be traversed in either direction. This mechanism, involving the
MR process, is limited to frequencies less than the maximum flh 10-15 kHz in the ionosphere
[Sonwalkar et al., 2011a].
a) 22 OCT 2005 20:04:42 UT

b) 23 OCT 2005 10:22:46 UT

c) 29 OCT 2005 08:42:38 UT
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Figure 2.4. These RPI plasmagrams illustrate various features of MR echoes seen on the IMAGE
satellite. The arrows on the frequency axes indicate the lower cutoffs f min,MR ~ f lh,Sat of MR
echoes. (a) Discrete MR echo (Altitude=3404 Km, X = 31.9° N, L=2.13, MLT= 11.2). (b)
Discrete multipath MR echo (2654 km, Xm = 39.24° N, L=2.36 ,MLT= 12.3). (c) Diffuse MR
echo (2490 km, Xm = 38.52° N, L= 2.27, MLT= 11.9). [Adapted from Sonwalkar et al., 2011a.]
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Whistler mode echo propagation paths and echo characteristics are profoundly affected by
the presence of plasma density irregularities (or field-aligned irregularities, FAIs)along their ray
paths. Field-aligned irregularities can be broadly categorized [Sonwalkar, 2006] as small or large
scale based on X^_jRREG < < X or X ^ j RREG > > X, where X ^ j RREG and X, respectively, are the
irregularity scale size in the direction perpendicular to the field line and the WM wavelength.
Large scale irregularities in the propagation paths of WM waves can lead to refraction whereas
small scale irregularities lead to scattering of WM waves. These refracted and scattered waves can
reach back to the satellite giving multiple time delays at each frequency.
a) Discrete N I-SR and
O I-SR Echo

c) Diffuse SR Echo
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Figure 2.5. Schematic showing various propagation scenarios that may lead to specularly reflected
(SR) and magnetospherically reflected (MR)whistler mode echoes observed on the IMAGE satel
lite. (a) Discrete SR echoes due to propagation in a smooth magnetosphere. (b) Discrete multipath
SR and/or patchy SR echoes due to propagation along multiple paths to IMAGE in the presence
of large scale irregularities (1-10 km). (c) Diffuse SR echoes due to scattering of signals by small
scale (10 m -100 m) irregularities. (d) Discrete MR echoes due to propagation in a smooth magne
tosphere. (e) Discrete multipath MR and/or patchy MR echoes due to propagation along multiple
paths in the presence of large scale irregularities. (f) Diffuse MR echoes due to scattering of
whistler mode signals by small scale irregularities. [Adapted from Sonwalkar et al., 2011a.]
Figures 2.3b and 2.4b, respectively, show examples of multipath SR and MR echoes. The
vertical traces above 15 kHz covering the entire time delay axis range are ground transmitter sig-
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nals. Magnetospherically and specularly reflected waves encountering large scale FAIs (1-10 km)
following reflection can lead to propagation along multiple closely spaced paths (Figure 2.5b ray
paths B and B'' and Figure 2.5e ray paths C and C'') and hence to the reception of what we call
multipath echoes with medium spread time delays ( ~ 10-20 ms) at each frequency. Large scale
FAIs can also lead to no detection of SR or MR echoes by affecting the echo raypath (Figure 2.5b,
path BB''' and Figure 2.5e ray path C C"'). In the absence of FAI, the ray would have returned to
the satellite.
Figures 2.3c and 2.4c, respectively, show examples of diffuse SR and MR echoes. Small scale
FAIs (1-10m) in the propagation paths of MR and SR waves can lead to backward or forward
scattering (Figures 2.5c and 2.5f). FAIs scatter WM waves by linear and nonlinear mechanisms,
resulting in spreading of wavenormal angles such that some are close to the resonance cone angle
[James, 1978; Bell et al., 1983; Titova et al., 1984; Groves et al., 1988; Bell and Ngo, 1988;
Sonwalkar and Harikumar, 2000]. Whistler mode waves with different wave normal angles then
reach IMAGE with different time delays, leading to a large time delay spread (> 60 ms) at each
frequency and diffuse appearance on a plasmagram. Sonwalkar et al. [2011a] presented variety of
diffuse WM echo examples and a more detailed discussion of effect of FAIs on WM echoes. See
Sonwalkar et al. [2011a] for details on how most of the diffuse MR echoes were identified.

2.3

O btaining plasm apause location an d local electron density from up p er h y b rid frequency
m easurem ents

Figure 2.6 shows an example of RPI dynamic spectra made from passive measurements that are
interspersed with active sounding along an entire orbit. These passive measurements provide infor
mation on local plasma density, plasmapause location, natural plasma wave activity, and reception
of the ground transmitter signals. The upper hybrid emission provides a measure of fpe [Benson
et al., 2004]. At altitudes < 5000 km where MR echoes are observed, f ce can be obtained within
5% from the IGRF model [Li, 2004]. Dynamic spectra such as those shown in Figure 2.6, typi
cally showed naturally occurring upper hybrid emissions with upper cutoff at f uh =

+ f c2e.

Measurement of f uh along with f ce from the model thus provides f pe. The values of f pe from the
dynamic spectra are available before and after the transmissions of program #38 and can be used
to determine f pe at the time of the f h observation by interpolation.
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For example, note the 22 Oct 2005 2004:42 UT case. From the IGRF model, f ce ^ 3 2 2 kHz;
from the dynamic spectra (Figure 2.6); and by the method described above, we obtain f pe at the
times before and after the program #38 transmissions. At 2004:12 UT, when the satellite was at
3466 km and X = 31.06°, the measured upper hybrid frequency from the dynamic spectrum of
Figure 2.6 was ~ 640-653 kHz, f ce from IGRF was 312, and thus f pe ~ 559-573 kHz. At 2006:57
UT, when the satellite was at 2984 km and Xm=38.01°, the measured f uh was ~ 750 —765 kHz, f ce
from IGRF was 396 kHz, and thus f pe ~637-654 kHz. Interpolating, we get that at the time of f h
measurement (2004:42 UT) f pe ~ 569-584 kHz,.
The sudden drop in the upper hybrid emission frequency can be used to determine the plasmapause location. Under disturbed conditions, the dynamic spectra can show large scale plasma den
sity irregularities, which commonly occur near the plasmapause [Carpenter and Anderson, 1992].
The plasmapause locations as estimated from f uh measurements for the case of 22 Oct 2005 are
L=5.5 (day-side) and L=4.5 (night-side).
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Figure 2.6. Dynamic spectra from RPI passive recordings on 22 October 2005 showing various
naturally occurring plasma waves and VLF ground transmitter (Tx) signals.
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2.4

D eterm ination of local electron density and effective ion m ass from the lower cutoff of
M R echoes

The lower cutoff of MR echo f MRmin = f h and Equation (2.1) provide a method to measure mef f ,
if independent measures of f pe (Ne) and f ce are available. As an example, consider the case of 22
October 2005, when IMAGE was located at 3403 km and Xn = 31.8°. The Figure 2.4a shows that
f MR,mm <6.6 kHz. Unfortunately for this particular transmission the data was missing at 6.3 kHz.

By comparing the minimum frequency of the MR echo in Figure 2.4a with that of other examples
(e.g., Figure 2.4b), which show that the minimum frequency of an MR echo generally occupies
two bins, we estimate that f MRmin=6.3±0.15 kHz (A f = 300 Hz). With this value of f lh at the
satellite location, we can estimate mef f as follows. From the IGRF model, f ce & 322 kHz and
from the dynamic spectra f pe ~ 569 —584 kHz. Taking f pe ~ 576 kHz and f ce ~ 322 kHz at the
satellite, we obtain mef f & 1.138 with f lh = 6.15 kHz and m ef f & 1.034 with f lh = 6.45 kHz. If
we assume that at the satellite the principal contribution to m ef f was from H + and H e+ , we obtain
H e+ /H + ~0.19 for f lh=6.15 kHz and H e + /H + ~0.05 for f lh=6.45 kHz. The uncertainty in the
mef f and H e+ /H + measurement is the result of limitations on frequency resolution (A f = 300 Hz)

for f lh measurement and uncertainties in f pe and f ce.
The calculation can be turned around to focus on obtaining fpe from the MR data. At high
altitudes (> 2000 km) the main constituent ion is H +, and therefore mef f & 1. Local plasma
density can be obtained from Equation (2.1) by using the measured values of f MRmin and f ce
either measured or calculated from a model [Sonwalkar et al., 2011a]. In the 22 Oct 2005 case,
for example, f ce,ig RF=322 kHz. From Equation (2.1) we obtain f pe=459 kHz and 539 kHz, for
f lh=6.15 and 6.45 kHz, respectively. Note that this range of f pe is smaller than the range 569-584
kHz obtained from the dynamic spectra. This is expected because mef f > 1 and it is assumed to
be 1 in the calculation of fpe .

2.4.1

O ccurrence p attern of M R and SR echoes

Probabilities of echo occurrence depend on many factors: radiated power and pattern, antenna
orientation, frequency, distance traveled and spreading losses, efficiency of reflection, losses due
to absorption (D region), and the presence of FAIs along the signal ray paths. Figure 2.7 shows
the occurrence patterns along the IMAGE orbit in the geomagnetic meridional plane of various
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types of WM echoes observed during the transmissions of program #38 in January-August 2004
and August-December 2005. There were fewer MR echoes in 2004 because of fewer program #38
transmissions. Most echoes were observed at less than 5000 km altitude. We believe this limitation
was a result of experimental constraints: power transmitted and the maximum time delay limitation
of program #38. The occurrence pattern of MR and SR echoes was reported earlier by Sonwalkar
et al. [2004] and Sonwalkar et al. [2011a]. The data set used for the occurrence patterns shown
in Figure 2.7 is the same as that used by Sonwalkar et al. [2011a]. Along with the summary from
Sonwalkar et al. [2011a], additional aspects on occurrence patterns of WM echoes that were not
reported in Sonwalkar et al. [2011a] are presented here. Specularly reflected echoes were observed
(discrete, multipath, or diffuse) during ~23% of the transmissions below 5000 km and on at least
50% of the orbits. When observed, such echoes tended to appear on more than one sounding,
which were typically spaced by ~2000 km along an orbit (program # 38 was transmitted every
~ 4 minutes). Discrete SR echoes were observed during 14% of the transmissions, multipath SR
echoes during 2%, and diffuse SR echoes during 7% of the transmissions. Magnetospherically
reflected echoes (discrete, multipath, or diffuse) were observed during 20% of the transmissions
below 5000 km and on at least 50% of the orbits. Discrete MR echoes were observed during 5% of
the transmissions, multipath MR echoes during 1% of the transmissions, and diffuse MR echoes
during 14% of the transmissions. Though all types of SR echoes were observed at all latitudes, the
largest fraction of discrete echoes was observed at the lower latitudes and the largest fraction of
diffuse echoes at higher latitudes. Similarly, all types of MR echoes were observed at all latitudes,
but the largest fraction of discrete and multipath MR echoes was observed at the lower latitudes.
Diffuse MR echoes were found in large numbers at all latitudes.

2.5

W histler m ode radio sounding m ethod

Whistler mode radio sounding from IMAGE has been studied since 2001 [Sonwalkar et al., 2001;
Sonwalkar et al., 2004; Sonwalkar et al., 2011a; Sonwalkar et al., 2011b]. Sonwalkar et al., 2001
discusses the feasibility of conducting whistler-mode wave-injection experiments within and near
the plasmasphere and the potential of such experiments to address certain science questions. Son
walkar et al., 2004 and Sonwalkar et al., 2011a give a general introduction to whistler mode radio
sounding. Sonwalkar et al., 2004 presents observations and interpretation of SR whistler mode
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Figure 2.7. Occurrence pattern of MR-WM echoes (a-c) and SR-WM echoes (d-f) in magnetic
meridional plane. Also shown are the satellite orbits and MLT. (a) Discrete MR-WM echoes.
(b) Multipath MR-WM echoes. (c) Diffuse MR-WM echoes. (d) Discrete SR-WM echoes. (e)
Multipath SR-WM echoes. (f) Diffuse SR-WM echoes. From Sonwalkar et al. [2011a].
echoes. It also presents a method for remote sensing of field-aligned N e and density irregularities
from the observed dispersion of whistler mode echoes. Sonwalkar et al., 2011a presents observa
tions and interpretation of MR, OI-SR, and NI-SR whistler mode echoes. It also introduces the
idea of remote sensing of field-aligned electron and ion densities and effective ion mass from the
observed properties of WM echoes. Sonwalkar et al., 2011b presents whistler mode radio sounding
method to determine field-aligned electron density, effective ion mass, relative ion composition and
density irregularities. This section provides details of the WM radio sounding method that were
not given in Sonwalkar et al., 2011b.
Sonwalkar et al. [2011b] discusses the “direct” problem of WM radio sounding: given a
typical magnetospheric plasma distribution, determine the type and characteristics of the WM
echoes that can be observed on the satellite as well as the ’’inverse” problem: given the character
istics/properties of observed WM echoes, determine the magnetospheric plasma distribution along
the echo ray paths. Authors use ray tracing as part of the inverse problem of inferring properties
of the plasma medium from observed properties of the data. With two case studies, the authors
illustrate the new radio sounding method for the remote determination of electron density, ion ef
fective mass, ion densities, and scale sizes and locations of density irregularities along the field
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line passing through IMAGE. They also a present a brief discussion of uncertainties in the WM
sounding method. Various aspects of WM radio sounding method including Landau damping, hot
plasma effects, issues of wavelength and irregularity scale sizes, issues of antenna radiation, limits
on spatial resolution, WM echo ray paths in 3-dimensional magnetosphere are also discussed in
Sonwalkar et al., 2011b.
This section provides a systematic and efficient iterative procedure of implementing WM radio
sounding method that was not discussed in Sonwalkar et al., 2011b. It discusses how adjustments
to the raytracing density model are made during the iterative process until a ”final” model that
explains the observed features of MR and SR echoes is obtained. This procedure is illustrated
with a case study; a similar procedure can be employed to the analysis of any WM echo observed
on IMAGE. The uncertainties in the measurement of electron density, effective ion mass, and
relative ion concentrations using the WM radio method are discussed. A comparison of WM
sounding results with in situ measurements from other satellites, bottomside sounding results, and
predictions from empirical models is provided. Augmentation of WM radio sounding results,
when needed, with in situ measurements from other satellites and bottomside sounding results is
presented. Whistler mode radio sounding method is applied to two cases, one observed during
geomagnetically quiet condition and the other during geomagnetically disturbed conditions.

2.5.1

Form ulation of W M radio sounding problem an d iterative procedure to determ ine
field-aligned electron density and ion composition

The problem of whistler mode radio sounding is to determine the plasma distribution along the
echo propagation path from the measured echo dispersion and cutoffs. The spatially varying,
unknown plasma distribution, characterized by electron density (Ne), fractional ion abundance ( a ) ,
and the geomagnetic field (B), must satisfy the following constraints [Sonwalkar et al., 2011b]:

flhSat — f MR,min
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(2.4)

flhm ax1

^

f MR ,max
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(f
d s / v g ( f , 0, B , Ne, m e f f ) = tg,avg(f/OI)
OI Echopath
f OI ,min < f < f OI ,max

(2.8)

where variable s denotes the distance along the ray path, vg is the group velocity along the ray
path, tgavg( f /M R ), tg,avg( f / N I ) , and tgavg( f /O I ) are the measured average time delays for MR,
NI, OI echoes, respectively. The integral / d s / v g gives the total round trip echo propagation time
(time delay). The integral is evaluated along the echo ray paths, which are distinct for MR, NI, and
OI echoes. The group velocity is a function of wave frequency (f), wave-normal angle (0), and
medium parameters B, N e, and mef f .
In Equations (2.6) to (2.8) we have described the vg dependence on m ef f and not on individual
ion concentrations. For whistler mode propagation at frequencies well above local ion gyrofrequencies (fci), the refractive index depends on the ion effective mass, not on the relative concen
trations of the individual ions (See Appendix-B of Sonwalkar et al., 2011b). Thus sounding at
frequencies f > > f ci can in principle provide remote sensing of N e and mef f . Further assumptions
are required in order to obtain the fractional abundances of individual ions.
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Because constraints (2.6) to (2.8) are integral equations, the inverse problem of determining the
plasma distribution is ill-posed. Infinitely many plasma distributions can satisfy these equations
as long as the boundary conditions given by (2.4) and (2.5) are satisfied. We also note that while
equation (2.5) provides the approximate value of fih,max1 along the MR and OI echo ray paths,
or essentially along B0 (because the MR and OI ray paths lie close to B0), the equation does not
provide the altitude of fih ,max1 .
A general procedure to solve an ill-posed problem of this kind is to assume a parametric model
for the density and then determine the parameters of that model that are consistent with experimen
tal measurements. This procedure has been used for radio sounding of the bottomside and topside
ionosphere using cold plasma R-X, L-O, and Z modes [Benson, 2010 and references therein]. The
parametric model is chosen so as to be flexible enough to encompass a large variety of the past
plasma density and composition measurements at a wide range of locations within the magneto
sphere.
Our specific method of analysis is based on ray tracing calculation of WM propagation in a
magnetosphere described by a parametric diffusive equilibrium density model and a dipole mag
netic field. Our first step is to choose parameters such that the resulting density model satisfies
constraints given by equations (2.4) and (2.5). With this model, ray tracings are then carried out to
simulate MR, OI, and NI echoes. The calculated time delays are compared with the measured ones.
Based on the discrepancies, a new density model is built and the entire process is repeated until a
model is found for which the calculated and measured time delays agree within the experimental
uncertainties.

2.5.1.1

The Stanford 2-D ray tracing program

As noted above, the Stanford 2-D ray tracing program is a tool used as part of the WM radio sound
ing method for inferring properties of the plasma medium from observed properties of the data.
The Stanford 2-D ray tracing program solves Haselgrove equations [Haselgrove, 1955] in order
to determine the ray path in the magnetic meridional plane assuming a magnetospheric density
model. Both group time delay and wave normal angle can be calculated along ray paths for rays
injected at arbitrary latitudes and altitudes. The reflections at the earth-ionosphere boundary are
modeled as specular reflections at a specified altitude, typically 90 km [Sonwalkar et al., 2004].
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The wave normal direction of the wave reflected is obtained by applying the Snell’s law (Poeverlein
construction) at the boundary.
The Stanford ray tracer employs a dipole field model. The dipole field model is characterized
by a single assignable parameter, f ce,Eq, the gyrofrequency at the geomagnetic equator at the earth’s
surface. The gyrofrequency at a general point is given by

^ 1 + 3sin2X ,

fce = fce,Eq

(2.9)

where r is the geocentric distance, re the radius of the earth, and X the geomagnetic latitude.
Along a field line described by L, we have

r = reL cos2 X

(2.10)

The ray tracing program uses a density model that assumes the plasma is composed of electrons
and H +, He+, O+ ions, and is described by a diffusive equilibrium density model inside the
plasmasphere [Angerami and Thomas, 1964]. Outside the plasmasphere, the density model is
multiplied by a plasmapause factor that includes an (R-n ) density falloff outside the plasmasphere.
The electron density N e(r,L) at any point is given by [Sonwalkar et al., 2011b]

N e ( r ,L ) = N b NDE(r) N l i (r) NpL(r,L),

(2.11)

where r and L are, respectively, the geocentric distance (in km) to and the L-shell of the point
where the density is evaluated. Nb is the reference electron density at the base of the diffusive
equilibrium model inside the plasmasphere.
NDE is the factor due to the diffusive equilibrium model.

n de (r)

=

\

3
_ (r-rb
^ a e
i=1

(2.12)

where rb is the geocentric distance (in km) to the base of the diffusive equilibrium model; a i
are the relative ionic species at rb, where i = 1, 2, 3 represents H +, He+, and O+, respectively.
The scale height Hi for i = 1, 2 , 3, is defined as
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H = 1 1 5 0 6 (T )(7370)2( 7b ) 4 - ) ,

(2.13)

where , T is the temperature at the base of the diffusive equilibrium model.

N li is the factor due to the lower ionosphere:
_ (r—0 ^2
N li (r) = 1 - e (hbot > ,

(2.14)

where r0 is the geocentric distance in km to the level of the bottom of the ionosphere where the
density goes to zero and HBot is the scale height of the bottom side of the ionosphere.
NPL is the factor due to the plasmapause. Lp is the location of the plasmapause. This factor is

unity for L <Lp . For L >Lp ,

NpL(r,L) =

(L-Lp)2
(wp)2 + (1 - e

(L-Lp)2 r
e
(Wp)2 ) ( - )n
r
rc
(r-rc \2
+ (1 - ( - )n)e ( hs } ,
r

(2.15)

where L is the L-value defining the particular field line, Wp is the half width (in L) of the plasmapause boundary, rc is the geocentric distance to the level at which density outside the plasmapause
field lineis equal to the density inside, n is the exponent decrease outside the plasmapause, r- n ,
and H S is the scale height of the radial density decrease for r>rc and outside the plasmapause.

The ion densities are given by
r-rb
a ie Hi
N i = N e ----- *------------- ,
Lt=1 aie Hi

(2. 16)

where N e, N 1 = NH+, N2 = NHe+, N3 = N O+ are electron, Hydrogen, Helium, and Oxygen ion
densities, respectively.
From Equation (2.16), as expected, we note
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N e = N H+

+

N He+

+

N O+ ■

(2.17)

Equations (2.11) to (2.17) show that the density model provides much flexibility to adjust N e
and Ni as a function of altitude.
The diffusive equilibrium density model is characterized by a few key parameters, including
electron density N b and ion composition a i, i = 1, 2, 3 at the altitude baserb of the diffusive
equilibrium model, and temperature T. The lower ionosphere is characterized by a scale height
HBot and the geocentric distance r0 to the lower ionosphere where density becomes zero. The

plasmapause is characterized by its magnetic shell parameter Lp and width Wp. This factor is unity
for L < L p.
The lower ionosphere factor NLI decreases to zero at r0 ~ 50-60 km. The scale height HBot ~
120-160 leads to the F2 peak at ~ 200-300 km. The plasmapause factor, NPL is superposed on
the basic diffusive equilibrium model. The plasmapause factor is unity inside the plasmasphere.
Typically the plasmapause location, Lp , is estimated from the measurements of upper hybrid or
by using an empirical relation based on the value of KP in the previous 24 hours [ Carpenter and
Anderson, 1992]. Typical values assigned to n, the factor with which density falls-off outside the
plasmapause, and the width of the plasmapause, Wp, are ~ 4 - 5 and ~ 0.1 - 0.2, respectively
[Sonwalkar et al., 2004].

2.5.1.2

G eneral features of w histler m ode echoes an d ray tracin g density model

Before the details of WM radio sounding method are discussed, it is useful to consider how various
types of echoes accumulate their time delays and general features of the raytracing density model.
This will help in making adjustments to the density model during the WM radio sounding method
iterative process.
The diffusive equilibrium factor, NDE (r), determines the altitude variation of the relative con
centration of three ions. The ion composition is prescribed by fractional abundances a H+, a He+,
a O+, respectively, of H +, He+, and O+ at rb. Note that a H+ + a He+ + a O+ = 1. From Equation

2.16, it can be seen that the relative concentration of each ion as a function of altitude varies with
a scale height H i, which is proportional to T , rb, r, and inversely proportional to ion mass. The
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exponential term in Equation 2.16, changes its sign at rb indicating decrease in ion densities above
rb. Furthermore, because of the large differences in the ion masses, above rb the relative abundance

of O+ as a function of altitude decreases rapidly and that of H + decreases slowly. Above rb, as
a result, H+ quickly becomes the dominant ion species, with He+ the minor ion species and the
concentration of O+ becomes negligible. Below rb, the reverse happens: O+ increases rapidly
and becomes the dominant ions species, with H + and H e+ minor ion species. As an example,
for rb~ 1000 km and T ~1600 km, the scale heights of H +, H e + , and O+ are 1840 km, 460 km ,
and 115 km, respectively, at an altitude of 1000 km. The typical range of values of the ray tracing
density parameters that give a realistic magnetospheric density are obtained by comparing the ray
tracing density models with the past measurements. These values can be used for the initial guess
of ray tracing density parameters. For example, the best least square fit of the ray tracing density
model to in situ electron density measurements on ISIS-A (apogee 3500 km, perigee 500 km) over
a range of invariant latitude gives rb ~ 800 - 1200, T ~ 1000 - 2400 K [Li, 2004]. This shows
that the scale heights can vary by as much as a factor of 3, consistent with previous observations.
The measured tg - f values of MR echoes, which reflect above fih,max1 altitude ~1400 km,
provide information about that part of the magnetosphere that is dominated by light ions H + and
H e + . The time delays of MR echoes are sensitive to both Ne and me f f . At any given frequency,

two thirds of the MR echo time delay is accrued in the turnaround region where f h > f and the
refractive index surface is closed [Sonwalkar et al., 2011b].
The time delays of OI at frequencies near f i hmax1 (where delays rapidly increase with decreas
ing echo frequency) are sensitive to both N e and m ef f .

Above f lh,max1 altitude OI-SR echoes

accrue about 50% of their time delay. (At frequencies much greater than f lh,max1 the time delays
of OI echoes are sensitive to N e only.) Since OI echoes accumulate a large part of their time de
lay near R f lh,max1 and near RF 2, they provide information on the lightion dominated region above
f i h,max1 altitude as well as on the heavy O+ ion dominated region below [Sonwalkar et al., 2011b].

Thus both MR and OI echoes provide information on the region close to R f lh,max1, which is a
few hundred kilometers above the O+ / H + transition height, considered to be the nominal bound
ary between the ionosphere and the magnetosphere. Combined ray tracing analysis of MR and
OI-SR time delays therefore provides information on ion composition from the sounder altitude
down to 90 km [Sonwalkar et al., 2011b].
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Like OI echoes, NI echoes accrue about 50% of their time delay above f lh,max1 altitude and
about 50% below. But unlike OI echoes, NI echoes propagate at low wavenormal angles and their
delays are not sensitive to ion composition at any altitude. Relative to OI-SR echoes, NI-SR echoes
accrue a greater fraction of their time delay near the F2 peak [Sonwalkar et al., 2011b].
When we take into account the propagation characteristics (tg — f ) of MR, OI, and NI echoes,
it is possible to devise a systematic and efficient procedure that, typically in 2-3 iterations, will
lead to a density model that provides a close match between the simulated and observed properties
of WM echoes, including time delays and cutoffs.

2.5.1.3

Application of W M sounding M ethod to echoes observed on 22 O ctober 2005

Figure 2.8 shows MR and OI whistler mode echoes observed (Altitude = 3404 km, Xm = 31.9°N,
MLT = 11.2, L = 2.13) on 22 October 2005. Magnetospherically reflected (6.6-9.3 kHz) and
obliquely incident specularly reflected (10.2-33.3 kHz) echoes were observed with time delays
ranging between ~ 85-180 ms and ^ 110-180 ms, respectively. No NI echoes were observed
on this day. From the observed MR and OI echoes, fih,Sat —f MR,min=6.3-6.6 kHz, fih,max1 >
f MR,max=9.3 kHz and f lh,max1 ~ f OI,min ^ 10.2 kHz.

Figure 2.8. Discrete magnetospherically reflected (MR) and specularly reflected whistler-mode
echoes received during soundings by RPI on 22 October, 2005 when the satellite was at ~ 3400
km altitude, above R f lh,max1. [Adapted from Sonwalkar et al., 2011a.]
On 22 Oct 2005, from dynamic spectra (Figure 2.6) the plasmapause locations as estimated
from f uh measurements (dynamic spectra) are L=5.5 (day-side) L=4.5 (night-side); the plasma-
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pause locations obtained from maximum KP in the prior 24 hours are 3.76. When the echoes were
observed, IMAGE was on L = 2.13 shell and thus well within the plasmasphere. Therefore, the
plasmapause factor in the ray tracing density model is NPL = 1. Furthermore, ray tracing analy
sis (time delay) is not sensitive to the precise values of lower ionosphere parameters HBot and r0,
which determine the scale size of electron density fall-off below the F2 peak and the level at which
the electron density reduces to zero.

2.5.1.4

Initial guess for the ray tracing density model

Model-1 is the initial guess. The dipole field parameter f ce,Eq = 850 kHz was obtained so that
the model f ce at the satellite matches that obtained from the IGRF model at the satellite location
( f ce,sat = 322 kHz). We determine Model-1 parameters as follows: assuming a nominal value of

1000 km for rb and roughly equal proportions of three ions at rb (a H+ = a He+0.3, a O+ = 0.4),
choose N b and T such that f lh,Sat and f i hmax calculated from the ray tracing density model lie,
respectively, within the measured values f lhjSat = 6.3 ± 0.15 kHz, and f max,MR = 9.3 ± 0 . 15kHz <
flh,max1 and flh,max1 > fmin,SR = 10.2 ± 0.15kHz. The density model parameters of the initial

guess are listed in Table 2.1 under Model-1. Figure 2.9a shows for Model-1 the ion and elec
tron densities along B0 passing through IMAGE and Figure 2.9b shows the variation along B0 of
f ce, f pe, m ef f , and f lh (dotted curves). The black vertical lines near the satellite altitude (arrow

near 3400 km) show the range of measured f lh; the black vertical lines near 1300 km show the
measured f max,MR and f miri)SR- The solid green circle in Figures 2.9a and 2.9b show f pe obtained
from dynamic spectra. The first column of Table 2.2 lists Model-1 plasma density and composition
at certain key altitudes.
Using Model-1, ray tracing was carried at frequencies covering the range of observed MR
and SR echoes. Rays are launched at various initial wave-normal angles, and, depending on the
frequency, allowed to reflect magnetospherically or at the earth-ionosphere boundary at 90 km
before returning to the satellite altitude of « 3400 km. The returning ray passing through the
satellite location is assumed to simulate the propagation of the observed echo (two closely spaced
rays arriving on two sides of the satellite are used to estimate this ray). Figures 2.9c and 2.9d shows
examples of MR and SR echo ray propagation paths. The dotted curves in Figures 2.9e and 2.9f
show for Model-1 the calculated time delay as a function of frequency for MR and OI-SR echoes.
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The measured time delay as a function of frequency is shown by red bars. The comparison of the
calculated and the measured echo parameters shows: (1) the calculated time delays of MR echoes
for f < 9 kHz are ~ 3 -5 ms higher than those measured, (2) the calculated f MRmax agrees with the
measured value within experimental uncertainty (yellow box in Figure 2.9c), and (3) the calculated
time delays of OI-SR are ~ 15 —20 ms smaller than those measured.

2.5.1.5

Iterative ray tracing density model

Model-2 is built so that SR echoes time delays are increased but MR echoes time delays are the
same as before. In order to increase the calculated time delay for OI-SR echoes, the electron
density at lower altitudes (around F2) is increased. This is where SR echoes collects a significant
portion of its total time delay. At the same time, the density above f lh,max1 altitude (Rlh,max1) is kept
approximately the same as before so that the match between calculated and measured parameters
for MR echo is not disturbed.
To increase N e at lower altitudes and approximately keep same N e above R lh,max1, temperature
T is decreased and N b is increased such that N e below rb is increased (because of the reduced

oxygen scale height) and N e above rb remains approximately the same. In fact, N b is chosen so
that the ray tracing model density at the satellite remains the same as before. The parameters of
the new density model, Model-2, are listed in the second column of Table 2.1. The plasma density
and composition at certain key altitudes are listed in the second column of Table 2.2. The electron
and ion densities for Model-2 are shown by the dashed curves in Figure 2.9a, the characteristic
plasma frequencies and mef f by the dashed curved in Figure 2.9b. Ray tracings were performed
with Model-2 to simulate MR- and OI-SR echo propagation. The calculated tg — f for the MR and
OI-SR echoes are shown in Figure 2.9c and 2.9d, respectively, by dashed curves. Comparison of
the calculated and measured echo parameters shows: (1) the calculated time delays of MR echoes
for f < 9 kHz are still ~ 3 —5 ms higher than those measured, (2) the calculated f max,MR = 9.6
kHz is now greater than the measured f max^ R = 9.3 ± 0.15 kHz, (3) the calculated tg — f for OI-SR
now match within 1-2 ms with those measured.
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a)

b) 0

f pe , f ce (kHz)
2000
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Figure 2.9. Results of ray tracing simulations performed to determine electron density and ion
composition along B0 on 22 October 2005, 20:04:42 UT. (a) Density models along B0 through the
satellite for electron, H +, H e + , O+. Models 1 (dotted) and 2 (dashed) are the trial models. Model3 (solid) is the final model that gives agreement between ray tracing calculations and experimental
measurements. The arrow on altitude axis indicates the satellite altitude. (b) Plasma parameters
corresponding to three models shown in (a). The parallel vertical lines in black give the range of
measured f lh,Sat and the f MRmax. (c) Ray tracing examples illustrating ray paths for the MR and NI,
and (d) OI and NI echoes. (e) and (f), respectively show comparison of the measured time delays
(dark red) of MR echoes and SR with those calculated from ray tracing simulations for MR and OI
echoes. In (e) the yellow area centered at 9.3 kHz is shown to indicate the associated uncertainty
(0.3 kHz) with measured f max,MR. The upper cutoff calculated from ray tracing falls into the yellow
area for models 1 and 3 but not for Model-2. Shown in (f) are also the time delays calculated for
NI echoes using Model-3. Complete agreement within experimental uncertainty is found between
the measured time delays and those calculated for MR and OI echoes using Model-3.
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Table 2.1. Ray tracing density model parameters for the case of 22 October 2005. Models 1-3
assume that magnetospheric plasma is composed of three ions. Model-4 assumes that the plasma
is composed of two ions.
Parameter
f ce,Eq
Lp
Wp
n
Nb
rb
T
a H+ (rb)
a He+ (rb)
ao+ (rb)
r0
HBot

2.5.1.6

Model-1
850
4
0.1
4.5
1.15x104
1030
1800
0.3
0.3
0.4
6420
140

Model-2
850
4
0.1
4.5
1.22x1 0 4
1030
1600
0.3
0.3
0.4
6420
140

Model-3
850
4
0.1
4.5
7895
1180
1550
0.45
0.3
0.25
6420
140

Model-4
850
4
0.1
4.5
1.57x104
1130
2250
0.18
0
0.82
6420
140

Final ray tracing density model th a t represents field-aligned electron density and
ion composition on 22 O ctober 2005

The density model is further modified so that calculated tg — f of OI echoes remain about the same
as before, the calculated tg — f for MR echo is reduced by 3-5 ms, and the calculated f MR,max is
reduced from 9.6 to 9.3 kHz. The density model modification required changing rb, T , ai, and N b.
The parameters of the new density model are listed under Model-3 in Table 1. The corresponding
electron and ion densities are shown by the solid curves in Figure 2.9a, the characteristic plasma
frequencies and mef f by the solid curves in Figure 2.9b. Ray tracings were then performed with
Model-3 to simulate MR and OI-SR echo propagation. The calculated tg —f for the MR and OI-SR
echoes are shown in Figure 2.9c and 2.9d, respectively, by solid curves. There is now a complete
match, within experimental uncertainties, between the calculated and measured MR and OI-SR
echo parameters.
As discussed in the previous section, in general there are two possible SR echoes. For Model-3,
time delays for NI-SR echoes are also calculated over a 6-33 kHz frequency range. The calculated
time delays of NI-SR echoes are shown by the solid gray curve in Figure 2.9d. Comparing the
measured SR echo trace time delays with calculated tg — f of NI-SR echoes, it is clear that the NI-
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Table 2.2. Electron density, ion composition, m ef f , and
tracing analysis

Satellite Altitude (km)
Rbase (km)
Therm (K)
N ejsat (el cm-3 at satellite)
a H+ (at satellite)
a He+ (at satellite)
a O+ (at satellite)
M ef f (at satellite)
flh,local (kHz)
flh,max altitude (km)
f lh,max (kHz)
N e (el cm
at f lh,max)
a H+ (at flh,max)
a He+ (at flh,max)
a O+ (at f lh,max)
M e f f (at f lh,max)
Transition H eight (km)
N e (el cm- 3 , at Transition Height)
a H+ (at Transition Height)
a He+ (at Transition Height)
a O+ (at Transition Height)
M ef f (at Transition Height)
N e (el cm- 3 , 1000 km)
a H+ (1000 km)
a He+ (1000 km)
a O+ (1000 km)
M e f f (1000 km)
N e (el cm-3 at F2 peak)
F2 peak Altitude (km)
aH+ (at F2)
aHe+ (at F2)
aO+ (at F2)
N e (el cm- 3 , 90 km)
a H+ (at 90 km)
a He+ (at 90 km)
a O+ (at 90 km)

Model-1
22Oct05
3403
1030
1800
4233
0.93
0.07
3x10- 6
1.040
6.35
1338
10.08
7869
0.56
0.36
0.08
1.529
1070
1.08x104
0.34
0.32
0.34
2.269
1.21x 104
0.3
0.3
0.4
2.268
1.83x 105
224
1.2 x 10- 3
4.3 x 10-3
0.991
3.52x 104
3 x 10- 4
1.5 x 10- 3
0.9982
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at key altitudes obtained from ray

Model-2
22Oct05
3403
1030
1600
4233
0.95
0.05
4 x 10- 7
1.055
6.40
1327
10.32
8216
0.56
0.36
0.08
1.519
1066
1.14x 104
0.34
0.32
0.34
2.266
1.30x 104
0.3
0.3
0.4
2.5
3.00x 105
216
5.02 x 10- 4
2.2x 10- 3
0.999
6.28 x 1 0 4
1.2x 10- 4
7.1x 10- 4
0.9992

Model-3
22Oct05
3403
1180
1550
3420
0.96
0.04
5 x 10- 7
1.031
6.25
1374
9.90
6399
0.63
0.30
0.07
1.394
1108
8953
0.36
0.28
0.36
2.196
1.16x 104
0.27
0.23
0.5
3.05
3.36x 105
215
2.27 x 10- 4
4.9x 10- 4
0.997
7.17 x104
7 x 10- 5
3.3x 10- 4
0.9996

Model-4
22Oct05
3403
1130
2250
4800
0.9997
0
0.0003
1.0002
6.61
1740
10.05
6531
0.837
0
0.163
1.18
1411
8930
0.5
0
0.5
1.88
2.21 x1 0 4
0.095
0
0.905
6.6
2.43 x 1 0 5
238
0.0008
0
0.9992
4.04x 104
3 x 10- 4
0
0.9997

SR echoes were not observed on 22 October 2005. If observed, NI-SR echoes should have been be
easily noticeable as WM echoes that have no low frequency cutoff and monotonically decreasing
time delay. In the WM echoes observed from the transmission of pulses in program #38 format,
we have not observed NI-SR echoes. Sonwalkar et al. [2011a] and [2011b] presented the reasons
for not seeing NI echoes.
The ray tracing analysis of MR and SR echoes observed on 22 October 2005 shows that the
measured parameters of MR and SR echoes are sensitive functions of both electron density and
ion composition and that within experimental uncertainties and the limitations of the ray tracing
density model electron, H + , H e+ , O+ densities can be determined from the satellite altitude to the
bottom of the ionosphere, including the F2 layer. A complete match between the calculated and
measured WM echo parameters confirms our interpretation of MR and OI-SR echoes. We interpret
the electron and ion densities represented by Model-3 to be those present on B 0 passing through
the satellite.

2.5.1.7

W histler m ode echo ray param eters a t initial, reflection an d arriv al points

In addition to time delays, the ray-tracing simulations provide quantitative information on wave
characteristics along the echo ray path including wave-normal angle, refractive index, wavelength,
group velocity, amount of group delay accrued as a function of distance along the ray path, MR
echo reflection altitude, f lh at this altitude, and details of the magnetospheric and specular reflec
tions. This information, coupled with the satellite motion and the transmission format, explains
many features of the observed echoes.
The MR echo raytracings provided the following parameters. In each case the first number
refers to 6.6 kHz and the second to 9.3 kHz. Tables A.1-A.3 in Appendix A, respectively, give the
parameters at the initial, reflection, and arrival points at each frequency from MR echo ray tracings.
The initial wave normal angles of MR echoes were between 89.43° and 87.97°, which lay
within 0.6° of the the resonance cone angles, between 89.56° and 88.56°, and beyond the Gendrin
angles, between 89.00° and 87.11°. The corresponding refractive index values varied between
293.6 and 95.3. The refractive index values imply wavelengths of 155 and 338 m for the two
frequencies, comparable to the length of the X-antenna. At the reflection points, 6 = 90° and the
refractive index values were between 310 and 148. The wave normal angles of the waves returning
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to the satellite were between 89.42° and 87.94°, again close to the resonance cone angle. The
refractive index values were between 290 and 93. Thus the wave normal angle remained large over
the entire echo ray path. The ray direction w.r.to B0 was small within 0.3-0.9° indicating that the
ray propagated close to the field line.
The MR echo ray path lay between 3130 and 1396 km altitude. The MR echo ray path loop
is broadest at f lh = f altitude where the ray changes direction and starts moving towards B0. The
lower cutoff, f MRmin = 6.6kHz was reflected at 3130 km where

= 6.75 kHz altitude. The upper

cutoff f MR,max = 9.3 kHz was reflected at 1396 km where f lh = f lh,max1 = 9.9 kHz altitude. The
L-shell ranges covered varied between 2.131-2.130 (6.6 kHz) and 2.140-2.128 (9.3 kHz).
The group velocity for MR echoes increased with frequency at the initial point. For all fre
quencies, it decreased with altitude and was smallest near the reflection altitude. About half to
two-thirds of the time delay is accumulated at altitudes where f < f lh, that is over the part of the
ray path where the refractive index surface is closed. During this part of the trajectory, the group
velocity is the smallest. The total length of the ray path increases with frequency. This may explain
the sharp rise in tg as frequency approaches f MRmax.
The ray tracing analysis of OI-SR echoes in the frequency range 10.2-33.3 kHz observed on
22 October 2005 has provided the following echo parameters. In each case, the first number refers
to 10.2 kHz and the second to 33.3 kHz. Tables A.4-A.7 in Appendix A give ray parameters for
all frequencies at which raytracings were performed.
Initial wave normal angles of OI-SR echoes varied between 87.72° and 80.01°, which lay be
yond the Gendrin angles varying between 86.63° and 76.64°, and within 1-3° of the the resonance
cone angles varying between 88.32° and 83.37°. The refractive index values varied between 90 and
21, corresponding to wavelengths of 327 and 429 m, comparable to the length of the X-antenna.
At the reflection point at 90 km, the incident wave normal angles varied between 89.6 ° and 88.4°.
These wave normal angles lay outside the transmission cone angles for the WM waves at the
earth-ionosphere boundary at 90 km; thus the incident waves were total internally reflected. The
transmission cone angle measured with respect to B0 was between ~25.5° and 32.5°. At the reflec
tion points, the refractive index values for the incident wave varied between 199 and 45, and fj, sin 8
values varied between 181 and 42, both values greater than unity. The wave normal direction of
the reflected wave varied between 88.98 and 84.24 and the corresponding refractive index varied
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between 202 and 49 The wave normal direction of the wave returning back to the satellite varied
between 87.74° and 80.69°, again close to the resonance cone angle. The refractive index varied
between 92 and 23, respectively, corresponding to wavelengths of 156 m and 346 m, again compa
rable to X-antenna length. Wave normal angles at the F2 layer for downgoing waves were between
86.13° and 65.07°, less than Gendrin angle between 89.28° and 86.89°. The wave normal angles
at the F2 layer for up going waves were between 86.52° and 74.92°, again less than the Gendrin
angle. The wave normal angles below the F2 layer were less than Gendrin angle throughout.
Ray paths of OI-SR echoes at all frequencies lay between the satellite altitude and 90 km, the
specular reflection altitude. The broadest excursion in the L-shell range occurred near F2 altitude
where the ray starts moving toward B0. The L-shell range covered varied between 2.148 to 2.124
for 10.2 kHz and between 2.252 to 2.110 for 33.3 kHz.
Group velocity of OI-SR echoes increased with frequency at the initial point. For frequencies
close to flh ,max1 (< 15 kHz) a first minimum in group velocity occurred at R f ihmax1 and second
minimum at F2 peak altitude. At higher frequencies the group velocity steadily decreased, reaching
a minimum at the F2 peak where the density was greatest. The time delay accrued between the
satellite and f lhmax1 altitude was between 49.9 and 24.8 ms. Between f lh,max1 and F 2 peak altitude
was between 29.3 and 25.1 ms. Below F 2 peak altitude was between 12.9 and 8.0 ms. Note that
for frequencies close to f lh,max1, most of the time delay was accrued below R f lh,max1 altitude. This
is to be expected because the ions significantly affect the WM refractive index surface at large
wave normal angles for frequencies close to

max1.

As discussed earlier and as shown in Figure 2.9, it is possible to get NI-SR echoes that result
from small initial wave normal angle. Though NI echoes were not observed on 22 Oct 2005, the
ray tracing calculations of NI-SR echoes for the range of frequencies between 6.0 and 33.3 kHz
have provided the following echo parameters. In each case the first number refers to 6.6 kHz
and the second to 33.3 kHz. Tables A.7-A.11 in Appendix A give NI echo parameters at initial,
reflection, and arrival points for all frequencies at which ray tracings were performed.
Initial wave normal angles varied between 21.92° and 21.20°. The refractive index surface is
open with Gendrin angle ranging from 89.01 to 76.64° and resonance cone angle 89.56 to 83.37°,
respectively, both much larger than the initial wave normal angles that led to NI-SR echoes. The
refractive index values correspond to 12 and 6. These refractive index values imply wavelengths
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of 3.8 km and 1.5 km, much larger than the length of the X-antenna. These echoes are reflected at
90 km, where we assume that the lower ionosphere has a sharp boundary. The wave normal angles
continue to increase as the waves propagate downwards but remain small (less than Gendrin angle)
throughout the WM echo propagation leading to NI-SR echoes. The wave normal angles near the
reflection point are 29.00° and 28.18°. These wave normal angles lie inside the transmission cone
angle for the WM waves at the earth-ionosphere boundary at 90 km and are thus partially reflected.
The range of wave normal angles that lie within the transmission cone is between 26.5° and 32.5°.
At the reflection points, the refractive index was 28 and 13 and j sin 8 = 0 because of the vertical
incidence. The wave normal angles of the waves returning to the satellite were 21.92 and 21.20,
again relatively small compared to the resonance cone angles. The refractive index of the returning
waves were 12 and 6.
The NI-SR echo ray paths at all frequencies lay between the satellite altitude and 90 km, the
specular reflection altitude. At all frequencies the ray moved towards the lower L-shells. The satel
lite has moved 0.04 L-shells during the time elapsed between the transmission of 6 kHz and 33.3
kHz pulses. If we neglect the motion of the satellite, we note that the ray paths at all frequencies
are almost identical. The L-shell range covered by 6.6 kHz is 2.13-1.84 and that by 33.3 kHz is
2.17-1.90.
The group velocity at the satellite increased with frequency and remained roughly the same up
to ~1500 km. It then decreased with altitude reaching a minimum at F2 peak. Below F2 peak,
group velocity increased up to the reflection altitude of 90 km. The time delay accrued between the
satellite and f lh,max1 altitude was between 35.0 and 25.4 ms, between

max1 and F2 peak altitude

was between 42.1 and 24.3, and below F2 peak altitude was between 8.9 and 5.0 ms. In general, the
parameters of NI-SR echoes are comparable to those determined in a similar ray tracing analysis
of SR echoes observed on 05 May 2000 [Sonwalkar et al., 2004].
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2.5.2

C om parison of W M sounding results with in situ m easurem ents from other satellites
an d bottom side sounding results

(a )
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Figure 2.10. Comparison of WM sounding results with in situ measurements from the DMSP and
CHAMP satellites, and bottomside sounding results from ionosondes. (a) Electron density. (b)
Relative ion concentrations. (c) Lower hybrid frequency and effective ion mass
Whistler mode sounding results are in general agreement with those obtained from in situ
measurements from the IMAGE, DMSP-F15, and CHAMP satellites. Relative to whistler mode
sounding results, bottomside sounding results from nearby ionosondes overestimate electron den
sity at F2 peak.
Figure 2.10 shows a comparison of whistler mode radio sounding results obtained for the 22
October 2005 case with those obtained from in situ measurements on the IMAGE, DMSP-F15,
and CHAMP satellites and bottomside sounding results from nearby ionosonde stations.
For the 22 Oct 2005 case, the local plasma density calculated from upper hybrid emissions
is N eSat ~ 4000-4200 el/cc, in good agreement with values 3420/cc and 4800/cc obtained from
whistler mode radio sounding. The electron density and plasma frequency values for these cases
are shown by solid green circles in Figures 2.9a and 2.9b.
The DMSP spacecraft are in circular polar orbits (fixed in local time) sampling the ionospheric
plasma at about 850 km. The DMSP-F15 satellite is in a 0930-2130 local time orientation. The
SSIES instruments onboard DMSP are used for the measurement of electron density and fractional
ion composition [Rich and Hairston, 1994]. The Langmuir probe instrument on SSIES measures
the electron density. The retarding potential analyzer (RPA) is used to measure fractional ion
composition (H +, He+, O+). For the case of 22 Oct 2005 at 19:52 UT the DMSP-F15 satellite was
at MLT = 8.8 (IMAGE MLT = 11.2) and was on the same L-shell as that of IMAGE. The values
of the plasma parameters obtained from the DMSP satellite are shown by color coded triangles
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in Figure 2.10. Model-3 results are in good agreement with DMSP F-15 measurements. Near
simultaneous measurements of in situ ion composition can be used as additional constraints in the
WM sounding method.
The CHAMP satellite is in circular near-polar orbit(87° inclination) sampling the ionospheric
plasma at ~350 km. The Planar Langmuir Probe instrument onboard CHAMP is used to measure
electron density [Cooke et al., 2003; McNamara et al., 2007]. For the 22 October 2005 case, at
20:58 UT the CHAMP satellite was at L=2.31, within 0.2 L-shells of IMAGE and at MLT = 18.8
(IMAGE MLT = 11.2). Electron density obtained from the CHAMP satellite is shown by the green
square in Figure 2.10. The values of the plasma density obtained from the CHAMP satellite also
show good agreement with sounding results for the 22 October 2005 case.
For the 22 October 2005 case, the footprint of the field line (B0) passing through IMAGE
(L=2.13, MLT =11.2) was in the North Pacific Ocean (Geographic latitude = 41.6°; Geographic
longitude = 232.4°). The closest ionosonde station to this location was at Boulder (Xg = 40°,
§g = 254.7°) at L=2.25 and at a distance of 1880 km from the footprint of B0. The electron density

at the F2 peak obtained from the ionosonde is shown by the star in Figure 2.10. The electron
density at the F2 peak obtained from bottom side sounding [Reinisch et al., 2004] is about 3 times
greater than those obtained from WM sounding.
When MR echoes are not accompanied by SR echoes and vice versa, near simultaneous mea
surements from DMSP and CHAMP data could be used to augment WM sounding results. This
augmentation of WM sounding results is discussed in sections 2.5.6 and 2.5.7.

2.5.3

U ncertainty in the m easurem ent of electron density an d effective ion m ass resulting
from the assum ption of num b er of ion species in the density model

As noted earlier, radio sounding is an ill-posed problem because it involves integral equations
and hence does not have a unique solution. The problem is turned into a well-posed problem by
assuming a parametric model, in this case a ray tracing density model, for the medium density
and composition. In the earlier subsection plasma was assumed to be composed of three ions (H + ,
H e + , and O+). However, plasma can be composed of two or more than three ions. The assumption

of number of ions will lead to a different solution or different density model that will explain the
observed features of WM echoes.
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Figure 2.11. Results of ray tracing simulations performed to determine field aligned electron den
sity and ion composition on 22 October 2005, 20:04:42 UT. Simulations are performed for two
different models, one assuming that magnetospheric plasma is composed of three ions and the
other assuming that plasma is composed of two ions. (a) Density models along B0 through the
satellite for electron (green), H + (pink), He+ (brown), O+ (cyan). Model-4 (dashed) is a two ion
model and Model-3 (solid) is a three ion model. Both Models 3 and 4 give agreement between the
ray tracing simulation results and experimental measurement. The arrow on altitude axis indicates
the satellite altitude. (b) Plasma parameters corresponding to the two models shown in (a). The
parallel vertical lines in black give the range of measured f lh at the satellite altitude, and f MR,max
is greater than the upper cutoff of MR echo. (c) Comparison of measured time delays (dark red)
of MR echoes with those calculated from ray tracing simulations for Model-3 (solid) and Model-4
(dashed). The yellow area centered at 6.3 and 6.6 kHz is shown to indicate the f h s at — f MRmin and
the associated uncertainty (0.6 khz). The yellow area centered at 9.3 kHz is shown to indicate the
maximum measured frequency (f MR,max indicated by arrow) and the associated uncertainty (0.3
kHz). The lower and upper cutoffs of MR echo calculated from ray tracing falls into the yellow
area for both Model-3 and Model-4. (d) Comparison of measured time delays (dark red) of OI
echoes with those calculated for OI echoes from ray tracing simulations for Model-3 (solid) and
Model-4 (dashed). Also shown are time delays calculated for NI echoes using Models 1 and 2 (gray
curves). Complete agreement within experimental uncertainty is found between the measured time
delays and those calculated for MR and OI echoes using Models 3 and 4.
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Applying the iterative procedure discussed in subsection 2.5.1.3, a two ion density model (H +
and O+) that satisfies MR and SR echo dispersion and cutoffs was obtained. The ray tracing
density model parameters of this two ion density model (Model-4) are shown in Table 1 column
4. The values of the key plasma parameters as a function of altitude are given in Table 2 column
4. By dashed curves and solid curves, respectively, Figure 2.11(a) shows the plot of electron and
ion densities along B0 for a two ion model (Model-4) as well as a three ion model (Model-3).
The arrow on the altitude axis at ~ 3400 km indicates the satellite altitude. The dashed and solid
arrows on the altitude axis between ~1000 and 1500 km indicate the O+ —H + transition height for
Model-3 and Model-4. The characteristic plasma frequencies and m ef f for Model-3 and Model4 are shown in Figure 2.11(b). Ray paths similar to those shown in Figures 2.9c and 2.9d were
obtained. Note from Figures 2.9(c) and 2.9(d) that MR and OI echoes are close to the field line,
whereas, the NI echo deviates up to 0.3L from the field line. The calculated time delays as a
function of frequency for the MR, OI-SR echoes for both models are shown in Figure 2.11(c) and
Figure 2.11(d), respectively. The calculated time delays of OI echoes using Model-3 and Model4 differ by ~ 3 -5 ms in the frequency range 10.2-33.3 kHz, but they are shown slightly more
displaced in Figure 2.11(d) for convenience.
From Figures 2.11a and 2.11b and Table 2, clearly that Models 3 and 4 are sufficiently distinct.
At the satellite the N e obtained from Model-4 (4800 el/cc) is ~ 1.4 times that obtained from Model3 (3400 el/cc), and at the F2 peak, N e obtained from Model-3 (2.43 x 105 (238 km)) is ~ 1.4 times
that obtained from Model-4 (3.36 x 105(215 km)). The m ef f obtained at the satellite is 1.031 and
1.0002 for Model-3 and Model-4, respectively. The value of f h ,sat that is related to N e and mef f is
found to be 6.25 kHz for Model-3 and 6.61 kHz for Model-4. The altitude at which mef f rapidly
starts changing from low to high values could be described by O-H transition height. The transition
height is found to be 1108 km and 1411 km for Model 3 and 4 respectively. Other altitude that is
related to the O-H transition height is Rfih,max1. The maximum in f lh along B0 is found to be 10.05
and 9.9 kHz, and R f lhmax1 is 1740 and 1374 km for Model-4 and Model-3, respectively.
Although the raytracing calculations for Models 3 and 4 agree within the experimental limits,
note that the answers are not the same. For example, the upper cutoff of MR echo is 9.3 khz for
Model-3 and 9.45 kHz for Model-4. The lower cutoff of OI is 9.55 kHz for Model-3 and 9.63 kHz
for Model-4. This lower cutoff cannot be discriminated within the 300 Hz boundary. Moreover,
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the time delay generated by the OI echo at this frequency exceeds the time delay allowed by the
experiment. But it is conceivable that experimental conditions may be different.
As noted earlier, NI echoes were not observed on this day. But in principle, three WM echoes,
MR, OI, and NI, are predicted for smooth magnetosphere when the satellite is above or below
R f lhmax1 altitude, except when the satellite is close to the F2 peak (~ 300 km). The NI echo time

delays were calculated for the two models 3 and 4 over the 6-33 kHz frequency range. Figure
2.11(d) shows the time delays calculated for NI echoes (grey curves) for Model-3 (solid) and
Model-4 (dashed). From Figure 2.11(d) it can be seen that although both tg calculated for MR
and OI echoes from Model-3 and Model-4 fit with the experimental data, these two models give
different time delays for the NI echoes. The difference in the time delays for NI echoes calculated
from Model-3 and Model-4 is ~ 20 ms. Had NI echoes been observed with a time delay spread
at each frequency less than 20 ms, to choose between the two models we could have used the
measured tg of these two NI echoes.
The reason the time delays for MR and OI echoes are the same for the two models within
experimental constraints but are quite different for NI (as much as 20 ms) is that the ray paths
are different and the way the time delays are accrued by these three echoes is different. Consider
the time delays accrued by MR echoes in Model-3 and Model-4; In Model-3, R f lhmax1 is lower
than that of Model-4, which implies that the echo path length is larger and hence the time delay
collected should be more. But this expected increase in time delay is compensated by a lower value
of electron density along the ray path. Similarly, Model-4 R f ihmax1 is higher, which implies the
echo path length is smaller, but the electron density is greater compared to that of Model-3, so they
compensate each other. The same thing is true for OI echoes. For Model-4 more tg is collected
at higher altitude; in the other case more tg is collected at lower altitude. This explains how these
two different models can fit the observed MR and OI echoes.
The NI echo that is generated at small WN angle and traverses a different path (~ 0.3L away)
than those of MR and OI echoes accrues relatively more time delay at lower altitude near F2 peak.
The larger time delays collected by the echo because of greater electron density at higher altitudes
in Model-2 could not be compensated by the smaller electron density at lower altitude near F2
peak. So although the tg for MR and OI could be same for the two models, time delays are not
the same for the NI. Also note that the NI time delays vary smoothly and monotonically from
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frequencies below f hmax1 to above f h ,max1. This is because for small wave normal angles the
refractive index does not depend on m ef f and thus on f lh (see Appendix-B of Sonwalkar et al.
[2011b] for details).
The results from the above example indicate that WM radio sounding can provide a unique
set of density parameters if all three (MR, OI, and NI) WM echoes were observed and time delay
spread at each frequency is small enough (i.e., they are discrete echoes). But, as noted in Sonwalkar
et al. [2011a], there are only two observations of three echoes occurring simultaneously. The
reasons for this are discussed in Sonwalkar et al. [2011a]. When only two echoes (MR and OI/NI)
are observed, this example shows that there can be a different set of electron density and ion
effective mass models that will explain the observed WM echo features.
One way to estimate the accuracy of the measured plasma parameters is by comparing all the
models considered here for ray tracing analysis. Table 2 shows the electron density, ion compo
sition, m ef f , and f h at certain key altitudes for all four ray tracing models. Because parameters,
such as r b, T , N b, a i are different for each model, all four models can be compared at 1000 km
to determine the uncertainty in the measured parameters. Note that Model-1 and Model-2 do not
provide a complete match between measured and calculated parameters. Model-4 is not realistic
since it is known that He+ is present in the region of interest. Given that only Model-3 provides a
complete match between observed and calculated parameters, it can be stated that Ne within ~1015%, a H+ within 10%, a He+ within 25%, a O+ within 20%, and transition height within 15% have
been determined.

2.5.4

U ncertainty in the m easurem ent of ion composition

In this subsection we discuss the uncertainty resulting from the nature of the dependance of whistler
mode propagation on ion composition. Despite assuming a parametric model of density and com
position (e.g., ray tracing density model), whistler mode radio sounding in the frequency range
ft i < < f fundamentally limited for determination of ion composition when there are more than

two ions. As shown in Appendix B of Sonwalkar et al. [2011b] this limitation is a consequence of
the fact that the expression for the whistler mode refractive index depends on f pe, f ce, and m ef f , but
not on the details of the ion composition. Thus, while WM sounding provides remote sensing of
f pe and m ef f along the field line, additional assumptions are needed to determine ion composition.
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If we assume only H + and O+ ions to be present in the magnetosphere, then we can determine the
individual ion densities from the measurement of mef f and Equations (2) and (3).

0

ion composition
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

1

meff (amu)
Figure 2.12. Effective ion mass obtained from Model-3 (three ion model) and Model-4 (two ion
model). Also shown in the figure are unique values of O+ and H+ calculated using the mef f
obtained from Model-3 and Model-4 and assuming that magnetospheric plasma is composed of
only two ions.
Figure 2.12 shows that if we assume only two ion species, then from the mef f obtained from
Model-3 (three ion model) and Model-4 (2 ion model) we get unique values for O+ and H + with
each model. Note here that the values of H+ and O+ obtained from Model-4 (shown in Figure
2.12) are the same as those shown in Figure 2.11, but the values of H + and O+ obtained from the
m ef f of Model-3 (shown in Figure 2.12) are different from the values of H + and O+ shown in

Figure 2.9. This is because the values of H + and O+ shown in Figure 2.9 are obtained under the
assumption of a three ion model, whereas the values shown in Figure 2.11 are obtained using the
same m ef f of Model-3 but assuming only two ions. These values are calculated using Equations
(2.2) and (2.3) and substituting 0 for He+. The O+ /H + transition height from Model-3 is ~1200
and that from Model-4 is ~ 1400. The values of H+ and O+ obtained from Model-3 (shown in
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Figure 2.12) cannot be obtained within the limitations of ray tracing density parameters. But, such
a density model will give us the same solution.
If it is considered that three ion species are present in the magnetosphere, Equations (2.2) and
(2.3) are not sufficient to determine the individual densities (or fractional abundances) from the
measured mef f . The mef f as calculated from Model-3 and Model-4 gives the range of uncertainties
in the measurement of ion composition that are possible in principle based on equations (2.2) and
(2.3). The resulting uncertainty places limits on the maximum and minimum fractional abundances
of each species. Figure 2.13 shows this uncertainty for the possible range of fractional abundances
for H +, He+, and O+ assuming the values of m ef f obtained from Model-3 (Figure 2.13a) and
Model-4 (Figure 2.13b) above. The uncertainty is smallest for H + and greatest for He+.
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Figure 2.13. Uncertainty in the measurement of relative ion compositions assuming that the magnetospheric plasma is composed of three ions. (a) and (b), respectively, show the uncertainty for
the possible range of fractional abundances for H +, He+, and O+ assuming the values of m ef f
obtained from Model-3 and Model-4
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2.5.5

Rem ote sensing of small scale field-aligned irregularities

The magnetosphere is a highly structured and dynamic system. Field-aligned irregularities of scale
sizes from meters to hundreds of kilometers in the direction perpendicular to the geomagnetic field
are present in all parts of the magnetosphere [Fejer and Kelley, 1980; Carpenter et al., 2002;
Hunsucker and Hargreaves, 2003]. Plasma density and density structures are believed to play an
important role in many physical processes at low and high latitudes. In a recent review, Sonwalkar
[2006] described how whistler mode waves, both natural in origin and manmade, are profoundly
affected by FAIs of scale sizes from meters to tens of kilometers.
This thesis, Figures 2.3 and 2.4, Sonwalkar et al. [2011a] and Sonwalkar et al. [2004] have
given many examples of WM echoes whose characteristics are dramatically changed by the pres
ence of FAIs on their propagation paths from IMAGE and back again. FAIs affect propagation
of WM signals transmitted by the RPI in a fundamental manner: they modify the accessibility
of WM ray paths to different regions of the magnetosphere. This has several consequences: (1)
Generation of multipath and diffuse echoes depending on if multiple path propagation resulted
from mild refraction of waves by large scale irregularities or resulted from scattering of waves by
small scale FAI, (2) Generation of echoes at certain frequencies that in a smooth magnetosphere
would not result (bending or rays such that paths return to the satellite). (3) Absence of echoes at
all or some (e.g., patchy echoes) of the transmitted frequencies; these echoes would be obtained
in a smooth magnetosphere (in the absence of FAIs). (4) Generation of forward scattered echoes
that have undergone MR or SR reflections. (5) Generation of back scattered echoes which do not
involve reflections. The observed dispersion of echoes is so different from any of the standard echo
types, that they cannot be conceived as mere modifications of those types (MR or SR) of echoes.
These echoes start with minimum time delays or often do not show a sharp cutoff (for MR) and
can be best interpreted as scattering of RPI signal by FAIs close to the satellite.
Sonwalkar et al. [2011b] provides a method to estimate scale sizes of FAIs from the spread
in time delays. Application of this method to multipath and diffuse echoes may provide (1) better
ways to identify and classify effects of large scale (refraction) and small scale (scattering) FAIs
and (2) better ways to determine the distribution of FAI in space and time.
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2.5.6

A ugm entation of w histler m ode sounding results below f i hmmax1 altitude when only M R
echo is observed: 07 Septem ber 2005 case

As discussed earlier, when MR echo is observed but not SR echo, plasma density and composition
can only be measured from satellite altitude down to R f ihmax1 (~ 1500 km). Many ray tracing
density models that are significantly different from one another below the R f lhmax1 could explain
MR echo dispersion and cutoffs. For example, in the 22 October 2005 case, if it is assumed that
SR echo was not observed, then from Figure 2.9c both Model-1 and Model-3 can explain observed
MR time delays. However, the N e at F2 peak from Model-3 is about twice that from Model-1. In
such a case, when only MR echoes were observed, WM sounding results can be augmented with
near simultaneous in situ measurements from other satellites and/or bottomside sounding results
to determine plasma density below R f lhmax1 altitude.
Figure 2.14 shows results of ray tracing simulations augmented by DMSP and CHAMP satellite
measurements to determine N e and Ni along B0 on 07 September 2005, 04:14 UT. Figure 2.14a
shows the MR echo, from 6.6-9.6 kHz, observed on 07 September 2005 at 04:14 UT. No SR echo
was observed at this time. Using the procedure outlined in subsection 2.5.1.3 a ray tracing density
model can be obtained that will explain the observed MR time delays and cutoffs.
For the 07 September 2005 case, at 04:45 UT the DMSP-F13 satellite was at MLT = 17.5
(IMAGE MLT = 14.2) and was on the same L-shell as that of IMAGE. At 04:24 UT, the CHAMP
satellite was on the same L-shell as that of IMAGE and at MLT = 11.0 (IMAGE MLT = 14.2). The
closest ionosonde station to the footprint of B0 through IMAGE was at Petropavlovsk (Xg = 53°,
§g = 158.7°) at L=2.06. The station is at a distance of of 471 km from the footprint of B0 through

IMAGE. Earlier work by Sonwalkar et al. [2014a] found that relative to WM sounding results,
the F2 peak obtained from ionosondes is almost always greater. Therefore, in the 07 Sep 2005
case, the density model that explains MR echo time delays and cutoffs is further adjusted so that
N e above R f ihmax1 remains about the same, but N e below R fihmax1 agrees within 20% of plasma

density obtained from DMSP and CHAMP satellites.
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Figure 2.14. Results of ray tracing calculations augmented by the DMSP and CHAMP satellite
measurements to determine electron density and ion composition along Bo on 07 September 2005
at 04:14 UT. (a) Plasmagram showing MR-WM echo observed by RPI. (b) Field-aligned elec
tron (green) and H+ (pink), He+ (brown), and O+ (cyan) ion densities. (c) Plasma parameters
corresponding to the model shown in (a): plasma frequency f pe (green), gyrofrequency f ce (blue),
effective ion mass m ef f (black), lower hybrid frequency f ik (red). The black dashed vertical dashed
line shows the measured upper cutoff of the MR echo f MRmax < fik,max1 • The solid green circles
in (a) and (b), respectively, shows the in situ electron density and plasma frequency obtained from
RPI passive recordings. (d) Comparison of the measured time delays (dark red) of the MR echoes
with those from the ray tracing calculations (black curve) using the model shown in (a). (e) Calcu
lated time delays for OI (black curve) and NI echoes (gray curve) using the density model shown
in (a).
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Figures 2.14(b) and 2.14(c), respectively, show the resulting density model and the charac
teristic plasma frequencies as a function of altitude along the field line passing through IMAGE.
Electron density obtained from the DMSP satellite is shown by the green triangle, and that ob
tained from the CHAMP satellite is shown by the green square in Figure 2.14(b). The electron
density at F2 peak from the ionosonde, shown by a star in Figure 2.14(b), is about two times that
obtained from WM sounding results augmented by DMSP and CHAMP measurements. The green
circle near the satellite altitude in Figure 2.14(b) shows the in situ electron density deduced from
the upper hybrid frequency emissions seen at a nearby time. In general, raypaths similar to those
shown in Figure 2.9(c) are obtained for the MR echoes. The black curve in Figure 2.14d shows
the calculated time delays for simulated MR echoes, the black curve in Figure 2.14(e), the time
delays for the simulated OI echo (not observed), and the gray curve in Figure 2.14(e) shows the
time delays for an NI echo (not observed). The time delays calculated at specific frequencies are
shown by black diamonds. The red vertical bars give the range of the measured time delays for
each transmitted frequency at which an echo was observed.
This example demonstrates that WM sounding results augmented by near simultaneous in situ
measurement from other satellites and/or bottomside sounding results provide field-aligned plasma
density and/or composition measurements from satellite altitude down to 90 km. Chapter 3 of this
thesis presents variations of plasma density and composition during storm time. Most of the cases
observed during storm time are MR. The approach discussed in this subsection is used to determine
field-aligned plasma density and composition and to study their variation.

2.5.7

D eterm ination of field-aligned electron density when only SR echo is observed: 14
Septem ber 2005 case

When SR echoes are observed without MR echoes, many ray tracing density models that are sig
nificantly different from one another could in principle explain observed SR echo time delays [Li,
2004]. For example, in the 22 October 2005 case, if it is assumed that MR echo was not observed
then both Models-2 and Model-3 can explain observed SR time delays (see Figure 2.9(e)). The
N e from these two models is different by ~ 10-20%. Note that in 22 October 2005 case, N e at the

satellite altitude was constrained so that it agrees with measured f ik . When only SR echoes are
observed, there will be more flexibility to choose Ne at the satellite altitude as will be no constraints
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on local fik. Li [2004] has studied various density models that explain observed SR dispersion. He
found that the models could be different by as much as 50%. In cases where only SR echoes are
observed, WM sounding results can be augmented with near simultaneous in situ measurements
from other satellites, and/or bottomside sounding results. The in situ measurements from other
satellites, and/or bottomside sounding results can be used to put constraint on the density model
that can explain the observed SR echo dispersion.
Figure 2.15 shows results of ray tracing simulations augmented by the DMSP and CHAMP
satellite measurements to determine field-aligned N e on 14 September 2005, 07:08 UT. The SR
echo, from ~ 15-60 kHz, observed on 14 September 2005 at 07:08 UT is shown in Figure 15a. No
MR echo was observed. Using the procedure outlined in subsection 2.5.1.3, a ray tracing density
model that can explain the observed SR time delays is obtained.
In the 14 Sep Oct 2005 case, at 08:10 UT the DMSP-F13 satellite was at MLT = 17.74 (IMAGE
MLT = 14) and was on the same L-shell as that of IMAGE. At 07:28 UT, the CHAMP satellite
was on the same L-shell as that of IMAGE and at MLT = 1 1 .0 (IMAGE MLT = 14). The closest
ionosonde station to the footprint of the field line passing through IMAGE was Pruhonice (Xg =
50°, (j)g = 14.6°) at L=2.38 and at a distance of ~5200 km. Sonwalkar et al. [2014a] found that
relative to WM sounding results, the N e at the F2 peak obtained from ionosondes was almost always
greater. Therefore, in the 14 September 2005 case, the density model that explains SR dispersion
is further adjusted so that N e at ~ 850 km and ~ 300 km, respectively, is within ~20% of that
measured by DMSP and CHAMP satellites. Figures 2.15(b) and 2.15(c), respectively, show the
resulting density model and the characteristic plasma frequencies as a function of altitude along the
field line passing through IMAGE. Electron density obtained from the DMSP satellite is shown by
a green triangle, and that obtained from the CHAMP satellite is shown by a green square in Figure
2.15(b). The electron density at the F2 peak from the ionosonde, shown by a star in Figure 2.15(b),
is within 20% of that obtained from WM sounding results augmented by DMSP and CHAMP
measurements.
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Figure 2.15. Results of ray tracing calculations augmented by DMSP and CHAMP satellite mea
surements to determine electron density along Bq on 14 September 2005 at 07:08 UT. (a) Plasma
gram showing SR-WM echo observed by RPI. (b) Electron (green) and H + (pink), He+ (brown),
and O+ (cyan) ion densities along Bo through the satellite. (c) Plasma parameters corresponding
to the model shown in (a): plasma frequency fpe (green), gyro frequency fce (blue), effective ion
mass mef f (black), lower hybrid frequency f ik (red). (d) Comparison of the measured time delays
(dark red) of the MR echoes with those from the ray tracing calculations (black curve) using the
model shown in (a). (e) Calculated time delays for OI (black curve) and NI echoes (gray curve)
using the density model shown in (a).
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2.5.8

A pplication of w histler m ode sounding m ethod for selected cases: 06 O ctober 2005
a n d 02 Septem ber 2005

Whistler mode radio sounding technique was applied to two cases, one observed during quiet
geomagnetic conditions, the other during disturbed geomagnetic conditions. In both cases MR and
OI echoes were observed.
Figures 2.16 and 2.17, respectively, show results of ray tracing simulations performed to obtain
electron densities for the 06 October 2005 05:40 UT case, a quiet day, and for 02 September
2005 10:25 UT case, a disturbed day. Figure 2.16(a) shows a plasmagram displaying MR (in the
frequency range 8.4-10.5 kHz) and SR (frequency range 41.1-54.9 kHz) echoes. The maximum
Kp in the past 24 hours was 1.33, indicating very low geomagnetic activity. Figure 2.17(a1) shows
a plasmagram displaying MR (in the frequency range 6.6-8.4 kHz) and Figure 2.17(a2) shows a
plasmagram displaying SR (frequency range 26.4-37.5 kHz) echoes. There was a major storm on
the night of 31 August 2005 (Dst=-128 nT Kp=7). This 02 September 2005 1025 UT case was
observed during the 31 August 2005 storm recovery phase.
For both 06 October and 02 September cases two density models one assuming that the plasma
is composed of 2 ions and the other assuming three ions that explain observed dispersion cutoffs
of WM echoes were obtained. Figures 2.16(b), 2.16(c) and 2.17(b), 2.17(c), respectively, show the
resulting density model and the characteristic plasma frequencies as a function of altitude along the
field line passing through IMAGE for the 06 October 2005 and 02 September 2005 cases. Solid
curves indicate densities and plasma parameters obtained assuming a three ion model. Dashed
curves are used for the two ion model. In the 02 September 2005 case, upper hybrid frequency
emissions were available. The electron density calculated from these emissions is shown by a
green circle in Figure 2.17(c). Also shown in Figures 2.16(c) and 2.17(c) are in situ electron
density obtained from DMSP (~850 km, triangle) and CHAMP satellites (~350 km, square) and
Ne at F2 peak obtained from nearby ionosonde stations (station name=Novosibirsk L-shell=2.05

and station name=Rostov at L=1.85) by a star. In general, ray paths similar to those shown in
Figures 2.9(c) and 2.9(d) were obtained for the MR and OI echoes. The red vertical bars in Figures
2.16(d) and 2.17(d) give the range of the measured time delays for transmitted frequency at which
an echo was observed. The black curve in Figure 2.16(d) and 2.17(d) shows the calculated time
delays for simulated MR echoes. The black curve in Figures 2.16(e) and 2.17(e) shows the time
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Figure 2.16. Results of ray tracing simulations performed to determine field-aligned electron den
sity and ion composition on 06 October 2005, 0540:02 UT, a quiet day. (a) Plasmagram showing
MR and OI-SR echoes observed when satellite was located at Alt=2682 km, Mlat=30.2 o N, L=1.9,
and MLT=13. These echoes were observed during quiet geomagnetic conditions. (b) Density mod
els, three ion (solid) and two ion (dashed), along B through the satellite for electron (green), H +
(pink), He+ (brown), O+ (cyan). Both models give agreement between the ray tracing simulation
results and experimental measurement. (c) Plasma parameters corresponding to the two models
shown in (b). (d) Comparison of the measured time delays (dark red) of MR echoes with those
calculated from ray tracing simulations for three ion model(solid) and two ion model (dashed).
(e) Comparison of the measured time delays (dark red) of SR echoes with those calculated for OI
echoes from ray tracing simulations for three ion model(solid) and two ion model (dashed). Also
shown by grey curves (solid and dashed) are time delays obtained for NI echoes from ray tracing
calculations.
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delays for the simulated OI echo, and a gray curve in Figures 2.16(e) and 2.17(e) the time delays
for an NI echo (not observed). Solid curves are time delays obtained using a three ion model
and dashed curves show time delays for two ion model. The time delays calculated at specific
frequencies are shown by black diamonds.
In the 06 October 2005 0540 UT case, the transition height from the three ion model is 1040 km
and that from the two ion model is 1190 km. Electron density obtained from both models is within
in 2-3% at altitudes greater than ~1100 km (transition height), and that at F2 peak is within 13%.
In the 02 September 2005 1025 UT case, the transition height from the three ion model is 1440 km
and that from the two ion model is 1520 km. Electron density obtained from both models is within
in 13% at altitudes greater than ~1100 km (transition height), and that at F2 peak is within 2%.
Comparison of the electron and ion densities obtained for the 06 October and 02 September
cases shows that (1) at altitudes greater than the transition height (~1500 km), electron density
obtained for the 02 September case is about 30% lower than that from the 06 October 2005 case, (2)
electron density at F2 peak is almost the same, and (3) transition height in 02 September 2005 case
is ~400 km greater than that of 06 October 2005 case. Although both of these cases are at similar
L-shells and MLTs, it is suspected that the density models are very different because geomagnetic
conditions on both of these days were different. One case was observed during quiet geomagnetic
conditions, whereas the other one was observed during the recovery period of a storm. Chapter 3
presents variations of field aligned electron density and ion composition during geomagnetically
quiet and disturbed periods.
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Figure 2.17. Results of ray tracing simulations performed to determine field-aligned electron den
sity and ion composition on 02 September 2005, 1025:21 UT, a disturbed day. (a1, a2) Plasmagrams showing MR and OI-SR echoes observed when satellite was located at Alt=3663 km,
Mlat=27.0o N, L=1.9, and MLT=14.8. These echoes were observed during the recovery period of
a major storm. (b) Density models, three ion (solid) and two ion (dashed), along B through the
satellite for electron (green), H + (pink), He+ (brown), O+ (cyan). Both models give agreement
between the ray tracing simulation results and experimental measurement. (c) Plasma parameters
corresponding to the two models shown in (b). (d) Comparison of the measured time delays (dark
red) of MR echoes with those calculated from ray tracing simulations for three ion model(solid)
and two ion model (dashed). (e) Comparison of the measured time delays (dark red) of SR echoes
with those calculated for OI echoes from ray tracing simulations for three ion model(solid) and
two ion model (dashed). Also shown by grey curves (solid and dashed) are time delays obtained
for NI echoes from ray tracing calculations.
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2.5.9

C om parison of w histler m ode sounding results w ith em pirical models prediction

Figure 2.18 shows a comparison of electron density obtained from WM sounding for the 22 Oct
2005 case with predictions from IRI-2012 [Bilitza et al., 2014], GCPM [Gallagher et al., 2000],
and Ozhogin et al. [2012] models. Electron density along the same field line as that of IMAGE
(L=2.13) is obtained from these empirical models. Figures 2.18(a) and 2.18(b), respectively, show
comparison of electron density obtained using the three ion model (Model-3) and the two ion
model (Model-4) with those predicted by empirical models.
The IRI model is based on most of the available and reliable observations of the ionospheric
plasma from the ground and from space. It describes monthly averages of electron density, electron
temperature, ion temperature, ion composition, and several additional parameters in the altitude
range from 60 km to 2000 km. A disadvantage of empirical models is their strong dependence on
the underlying database. There is diminished reliability of the model in regions and time periods
not well covered by the database [Bilitza et al., 2014].
An issue with IRI-2001 was an overestimation of electron densities in the upper topside (from
about 500 km above the F-peak upward) that increases with altitude reaching about a factor of
3 at 1000 km above the peak. This problem was apparently corrected in the IRI-2007 model by
incorporating over 150,000 topside profiles from Alouette 1 and 2, and ISIS 1 and 2 [Bilitza and
Reinisch, 2008]. The IRI-2012 includes a new model for the region between the F2 and F1 heights
[Bilitza et al., 2014]. With the three ion model, we find that the electron density predicted by IRI is
greater than that obtained from WM sounding at all altitudes. The difference is greatest at the F2
peak, where the N e obtained from IRI is roughly three times that from WM sounding. For the two
ion model, electron density predicted by IRI agrees well above ~ 500 km. However, at F2 peak N e
obtained from IRI is roughly three and half times that from WM sounding.
The global core plasma model (GCPM) provides empirically derived core electron and ion den
sities (H +, H e + , and O+) as a function of geomagnetic and solar conditions throughout the inner
magnetosphere. The model is based on data from DE/RIMS, DE/PWI, and ISEE/PWI and merges
with the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI) at low altitudes. It is composed of separate mod
els for the plasmasphere, plasmapause, trough, and polar cap [Gallagher et al., 2000]. The dashed
curves in Figure 2.18 represent N e predicted by GCPM. At altitudes below 2500 km, the electron
density predicted by GCPM is greater than that obtained from WM sounding results using Model-3
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Figure 2.18. Comparison of electron density obtained from Model-3 (a), three ion model, and
Model-4 (b), two ion model, for the 22 October 2005 case with GCPM and Ozhogin et al. [2012]
empirical models.
(three ion model) and Model-4 (two ion model). The difference is greatest at the F2 peak where
the N e obtained from GCPM is roughly 3-3.5 times that from WM sounding. The GCPM at lower
altitudes is expected to overestimate N e relative to WM sounding results because, as noted above,
GCPM merges with IRI at lower altitudes. Above ~ 2500 km, the electron density predicted by
GCPM is ~ 1.4 times greater than that obtained from WM sounding results using Model-3 and it
is within ~10% of that obtained from WM sounding results using Model-4.
The Ozhogin et al. [2012] empirical model estimates field-aligned electron density inside the
plasmasphere from equator down to 2000 km. This model is based on more than 700 density
profiles along field lines derived from active sounding measurements made by the radio plasma
imager on IMAGE between June 2000 and July 2005. This model does not include dependence
on geomagnetic and solar conditions. The dash dot curves in Figure 2.18 represent N e obtained
from the Ozhogin et al., 2012 model. Note that the N e predicted by GCPM above 2000 km altitude
and Ozhogin et al. [2012] are within 2-3% of each other. The electron density predicted by the
Ozhogin et al. [2012] model is ~ 1.4 times greater than that obtained from WM sounding results
using Model-3 and it is within ~10% of that obtained from WM sounding results using Model-4.
Figure 2.19 shows for the 22 October 2005 case a comparison of ion densities obtained from
WM sounding using Model-3, three ion model; Figures 2.19(a-c), and Model-4, two ion model;
Figures 2.19(d-f), with those predicted by GCPM. The solid curves in Figure 2.19 represent ion
densities obtained from ray tracing calculations. As discussed in sections 2.5.3 and 2.5.4, the
ion composition obtained from WM sounding is not unique. The dotted curves in Figure 2.19
represent the maximum and minimum ion density possible for the mef f obtained using Model-3
and Model-4. Note that in Figures 2.19(d-f), one of the dotted curves overlaps with the solid curve
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Figure 2.19. Comparison of ion densities N i obtained from WM sounding with those predicted by
GCPM empirical model. (a-c) and (d-f) respectively show comparison of N i predicted by GCPM
with those obtained from WM sounding assuming that magnetospheric plasma is composed of
three ions (Model-3) and two ions (Model-4). The solid curves indicate N i obtained from WM
sounding method. The dotted curves indicate the maximum and minimum possible N i calculated
from the m ef f obtained form WM sounding. The dotted curves indicate the N i predicted by GCPM.
because Model-4 is a two ion model and hence the ion composition obtained from ray tracing is
maximum H + and maximum O+. In the case of H e+, Figure 2.19(b) and 2.19(e), there is only
a dotted curve because the minimum He+ possible is zero. The dashed curves in Figure 2.19
represent the ion densities predicted by the GCPM empirical model. Relative to the ion densities
obtained from WM sounding using both three ion and two ion model: (1)At altitudes lower than
~2000 km GCPM overestimates hydrogen ion density (NH+). The NH+ predicted by GCPM is
more than the maximum possible NH+ from WM sounding. (2) Above ~2000 km NH+ from
GCPM is comparable. The NH+ predicted by GCPM is within 20-30% and 1-3%, respectively,
of that from WM sounding using Model-3 and Model-4. (3)At altitudes below ~ 500 km, GCPM
underestimates NHe+ relative to WM sounding of NHe+ using Model-3. (4) Above ~500 km, NHe+
from GCPM is comparable to that obtained from WM sounding using Model-3. (5) At altitudes
below ~500 km, GCPM overestimates oxygen ion density (NO+). From GCPM N O+ is about 2
times and 3 times, respectively, that from WM sounding using Model-3 and Model-4. (6) Above
~500 km, N O+ from GCPM is comparable to that obtained from WM sounding using Model-3
(Figure 19(c) solid curve). Above ~500 km, N O+ obtained from WM sounding using Model-4 is
greater than that predicted by GCPM.
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Figure 2.20 shows for 22 Oct 2005 case a comparison of relative ion concentrations obtained
from WM sounding using Model-3, three ion model; Figures 2.20(a-c), and two ion model, two
ion model; Figures 2.20(d-f), with those predicted by IRI-2012. The solid curves in Figure 2.20
represent ion composition obtained from ray tracing calculations. The dotted curves in Figure
2.20 indicate the maximum and minimum ion concentrations possible for the mef f obtained using
Model-3 and Model-4. In Figures 2.20(d) and 2.20(f), the solid curve overlaps with the dotted
curve representing the maximum possible a H+ and a O+. This is because Model-4 is a two ion
model and the a H+ and a O+ obtained from Model-4 are already maximized. The dashed curves
in Figure 2.20 represent the ion composition predicted by the IRI-2012 empirical model along the
same field lines as that of IMAGE. The triangles in Figure 2.20 indicate the DMSP-F15 satellite
measurements of relative ion concentrations. The a H+ obtained from the three ion model and that
predicted by IRI are in good agreement. At all altitudes, IRI predictions of a H+ are greater than
those from the 2 ion model. The IRI model substantially underestimates a He+ at all altitudes. The
a He+ from IRI is almost zero at all altitudes and is in agreement with the two ion model. The
a O+ predicted by IRI agrees with the maximum O+ possible from Model-3. The IRI predictions

of O+ lie between the maximum and minimum O+ possible obtained from Model-4. The DMSP
measurements of a H+ and a O+ are in general agreement with those measured by the sounder,
assuming 3 ions, and predicted by IRI. The DMSP measurements of a He+ are in better agreement
with those measured by WM sounding than with those predicted by IRI.
From the above discussion we can say that GCPM overestimates H + and O + at lower altitudes
and that the IRI model substantially underestimates He+ at all altitudes. On the basis of the work
by Craven et al. [1997], GCPM estimates the relative concentrations of H +, He+ , and O+ ions
in the plasmasphere. Improvements in the description of ion concentrations in the GCPM can
be accommodated in future versions [Gallagher et al., 2000]. The ion composition has been the
step-child of IRI development activities, partly because of the limited amount of available data
and the still existing discrepancies between ground and space observations, and partly because
of the much smaller community of IRI users that require information about the ionospheric ion
composition [Bilitza et al., 2014]. WM sounding provides a new method to generate improved
empirical models of ion composition.
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Figure 2.20. Comparison of relative ion concentrations obtained from WM sounding with those
predicted by IRI-2012. (a-c) and (d-f) respectively show comparison of a i predicted by IRI with
that obtained from WM sounding assuming that magnetospheric plasma is composed of three ions
(Model-3) and two ions (Model-4). The solid curves indicate a i obtained from WM sounding
method. The dotted curves indicate the maximum and minimum possible a i calculated from the
m ef f obtained form WM sounding. The dotted curves indicate the a predicted by IRI.
2.6

Sum m ary and conclusions

The RPI on IMAGE has observed magnetospherically and specularly reflected whistler mode
echoes. The MR echoes are reflected at altitudes where the local lower hybrid frequency ( lh)
is equal to the transmitted pulse frequency f . The SR echoes are reflected at the Earth-ionosphere
boundary at 90 km, either with wave vector at normal incidence (the NI echo) or, more commonly
at oblique incidence (the OI echo). The MR and SR echoes are further categorized as discrete, mul
tipath, and diffuse echoes based on their spectral forms. The discrete WM echoes with relatively
small spreading in time delays (< 5 -1 0 ms)at each frequency are a result of WM waves propa
gating in smooth magnetosphere. The multipath echoes with medium spreading in time delays
(~ 10-30 ms) at each frequency and diffuse echoes with large spreading in time delays (>30-40
ms) at each frequency are a result of refraction and scattering of WM waves by large and small
scale field-aligned irregularities present along the WM echo propagation path.
Magnetospherically and specularly reflected whistler mode echoes were observed at altitudes
below 5000 km and at all latitudes. The largest fraction of discrete SR echoes was observed at
the lower latitudes; and the largest fraction of diffuse SR echoes at higher latitudes. The largest
fraction of discrete and multipath MR echoes was observed at the lower latitudes. Diffuse MR
echoes were found in large numbers at all latitudes.
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Observed MR echo’s lower and upper cutoffs and time delay versus frequency characteristics
combined with ray tracing analysis provide measurement of field-aligned electron and ion den
sities from satellite altitude down to ~1000 km where f lh reaches its maximum along B0. The
observed time delay versus frequency characteristics of SR echo combined with ray tracing anal
ysis provide measurement of field-aligned electron density from satellite altitude down to 90 km.
Simultaneously observations of MR and SR echoes allow determination of field aligned electron
and ion densities from satellite altitude down to 90 km. When only MR echoes or only SR echoes
are observed, WM sounding results can be augmented with in situ measurements from DMSP and
CHAMP satellites and/or bottomside sounding results. Analysis of multipath and diffuse echoes
provides information on the location and scale sizes of plasma density irregularities over 10 m to
10 km scale sizes.
A systematic and efficient iterative procedure for implementing the WM radio sounding method
to determine field-aligned electron and ion densities was discussed. When we consider the propa
gation characteristics (tg — f ) of MR, OI, and NI echoes and the general features of the ray tracing
density model, typically, in 2-3 iterations, the procedure leads to a density model that provides a
close match between the simulated and observed properties of WM echoes, including time delays
and cutoffs. With the help of one case study, this procedure of whistler mode radio sounding of
electron density, effective ion mass, and ion composition was illustrated.
The uncertainty in the measurement of N e, m ef f and a was discussed with the help of multiple
models that can explain observed time delays and cutoffs of observed whistler mode echoes. The
measurement of effective ion mass depends on the number of ion species assumed in the ray tracing
density model. This assumption leads to uncertainty in the measurement of mef f . The uncertainty
in mef f was illustrated with two different density models that explain observed WM echo features.
For one model it was assumed that the magnetospheric plasma is composed of three ions (H + ,
H e + , and O + ; three ion model). For the other it was assumed that the plasma is composed of two

ions (H + and O+; two ion model). Once mef f was obtained, individual ion concentrations were
determined using the equation of mef f and that the sum of fractional abundance of all ion species is
equal to 1. In the two ion model case, there is no uncertainty in the measurement of ions once mef f
is obtained. However, in the three ion model case additional assumptions are needed to determine
individual ion concentrations. The uncertainty in the measured ion composition when three ion
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species are assumed in the density model is discussed. With the help of the two models, two ion
and three ion, the uncertainty in the measurements of electron density is also discussed.
Whistler mode radio method was applied to two selected cases, one observed during quiet
geomagnetic conditions and the other during the recovery period of a major storm, to determine
field-aligned electron and ion densities and the uncertainty in their measurement. With the help
of two case studies, one when only MR echo was observed and the other when only SR echo was
observed, augmentation of whistler mode radio sounding results by DMSP, CHAMP satellite data,
and/or bottomside sounding results was demonstrated.
Whistler mode sounding results were in agreement with those measured by DMSP and CHAMP
satellites. The bottomside sounding results overestimate electron density at F2 peak relative WM
sounding results. Whistler mode sounding results are also compared with GCPM, Ozhogin et al.
[2012], and IRI-2012 empirical model predictions. Relative to WM sounding results: (1) Both
GCPM and IRI models overestimated electron density at lower altitudes; (2) GCPM and Ozhogin
et al. [2012] predictions of electron density above 2000 km were comparable; (2) GCPM overes
timated H + and O+ at lower altitudes, and IRI substantially underestimated H e + at all altitudes.
Analysis of whistler mode echoes will lead to new empirical models of plasma density, den
sity structures, and ion composition as functions of geophysical conditions. These new empirical
models can be used for gaining new understanding of mechanisms important to magnetosphereionosphere coupling, and in space weather predictions.
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C h ap ter 3
Field-Aligned E lectron Density and Ion Com position Inside the Plasm asphere as a Function
of G eom agnetic Storm Activity
The objectives of this chapter are: (1) to study the signatures of frequency cutoffs, and field-aligned
irregularities during geomagnetically quiet and disturbed periods; (2) to determine the variation of
average electron density and ion composition along different L-shells during geomagnetically quiet
times; (3) to determine using WM radio sounding data from IMAGE how field-aligned electron
density and ion composition vary during the onset, main, and recovery phases of geomagnetic
storms; and (4) to compare the response of field-aligned electron density and ion composition
obtained from WM sounding during quiet and disturbed periods with in situ measurements from
other satellites and bottomside sounding results.

3.1

Geom agnetic an d solar conditions d u ring IM A G E lifetime: identification of quiet and
disturbed periods

Sun is the main source of energy for the processes taking place in the Earth’s ionosphere and
magnetosphere system and the interaction between the two systems [e.g., Hargreaves, 1992]. The
geomagnetic and solar indices provide global and/or specific information on the physical state of
the entire system. Solar flux is used as the basic indicator of solar activity, and to determine the
level of radiation being received from the Sun. Solar flux measured in solar flux units (SFU), is the
amount of radio noise or flux that is emitted at a frequency of 2800 MHz (10.7 cm). The Penticton
Radio Observatory in British Columbia, Canada, reports this measure daily at local noon (1700
GMT). It is found that radiation received from the sun increases with sunspot number. Sunspots
increase and decrease in number over time in a regular, approximately 11-year cycle, the solar or
sunspot cycle.
Solar activity changes the geomagnetic activity. Geomagnetic indices are measures of the
geomagnetic activity that occurs, typically over periods of less than a few hours. This activity is
recorded by magnetometers at ground-based observatories [Mayaud, 1980]. Geomagnetic indices
may be grouped into three categories according to the region from which the records come, namely:
(1) auroral zone; (2) mid-latitude; and (3) low-latitude. In these categories, the indices most often
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used are: AE (incuding the related indices AU and AL); Kp and Ap; and equatorial Dst. Auroral
electrojet or AE was introduced to characterize the auroral zone where the fluctuations of the
magnetic field are much stronger that those at mid- and low- latitudes. Planetary-scale magnetic
activity is measured by the Kp index. The Kp index is expressed in quasi-logarithmic scale. It
is derived from the average of fractional K indices at 13 observatories located in the mid-latitude
region in both the northern and the southern hemisphere. Planetary index, Kp can take values
between 0 to 9. The time interval for Kp is 3 hrs. The Ap index was introduced to obtain a linear
index from Kp. The time interval for Ap is a day. Disturbance storm time or Dst represents the
general behavior of a typical geomagnetic storm. The Dst is derived using the horizontal magnetic
field component from a network of low-latitude stations. The time interval for Dst is 1 hr.
This chapter mainly deals with analysis of whistler mode echoes observed on the IMAGE
satellite in the low to mid latitude region as a function of storm activity. Hence the geomagnetic
indices Kp, Ap, and Dst were used as indicators of geomagnetic conditions.

3.1.1

V ariation of solar flux an d sunspot nu m b er d u ring 2000-2005 period

The IMAGE satellite was operational during March 2000 to December 2005. This period approx
imately covers the last half of the 23rd solar cycle. Figure 3.1 shows the variation of solar flux
and sunspot number during those years. Solar activity was high during the years 2000-2002 and
it decreased during the years 2003-2005. The average solar flux during 2000-2001 was ~200.
It decreased to ~ 80 in 2005. Sudden increases in solar flux (e.g., year 2003; day 230) indicate
intense changes in solar activity leading to coronal mass ejections, large solar flares, or high speed
wind streams. The average sunspot number was ~ 200-250 during the years 2000 and 2001. It
decreased to ~ 60 during 2005. Figure 3.1 shows that during IMAGE’s operational period there
were periods of high and low solar activity. Analysis of whistler mode echoes observed during this
period should provide variations of field-aligned electron density as a function of solar activity.

3.1.2

V ariation of Kp, D st during 2000-2005 period

Figure 3.2 shows the plot of Kp every three hours and hourly Dst for the years 2000-2005. As
noted earlier, Kp can take values from 0 to 9. Values of 0-2 indicate that the magnetosphere
is relatively quiet; 2 < K p < 4 + indicates a moderate geomagnetic activity, -5< K p< 6 indicates
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Figure 3.1. Solar conditions during the 2000-2005 period. The solid curve represents the solar flux
variation and the grey lines indicate the sun spot number.
a minor storm; and K p>6 indicates a major storm. As Kp increases, the severity of the storm
increases. The Dst provides a quantitative measure of geomagnetic disturbance. During quiet
periods the Dst value typically varies between -20 to 20 nT. Values of -20 to -50 nT indicate
moderate conditions in the magnetosphere; -100 nT <D st<-50 nT indicates a minor geomagnetic
storm; and D st<-100 nT indicates a major storm. During a typical geomagnetic storm, the level
of Dst remains above its typical value for a period of 2-3 hours. This is called the storm onset.
The onset phase is not necessarily seen for all geomagnetic storms. The onset phase is followed
by a sudden decrease in the value of Dst, which is called the development of the main phase of
the storm. The magnitude decrease represents the severity of the disturbance. The approximately
twelve days of time for Dst to get back to its typical value is the recovery phase of the storm. In
the year 2000 there were fifteen major (K p^ 6 and/or D st< -100 nT) geomagnetic storms, two of
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which were super storms with Dst going below -250 nT and Kp of -9 or greater. In 2001 there were
twelve major geomagnetic storms: two were super storms and one was an extreme storm with Dst
close to -400 nT and Kp of -9. In 2002 there were eleven major geomagnetic storms. In 2003
there were six major geomagnetic storms, three of which were extreme with Dst below or close to
-350 nT and Kp -9 or greater. In 2004 there were six major geomagnetic storms, and one out of
those was an extreme case where Dst went below -350 nT and Kp of -9. In 2005 there were nine
major geomagnetic storms, two of which were severe with Dst below -200 nT and a Kp of 8. It
can be seen from Figure 3.2 that the magnetospheric conditions are quite variable and years 2003
and 2004 are relatively quiet compared with other years.
A survey of WM echoes during geomagnetically disturbed conditions was performed and WM
sounding data were available for ~ 40 geomagnetic storms. The WM sounding data were not
available for all the storms because either there were no active soundings during the storm time or
frequencies in the WM sounding range were not transmitted.
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Figure 3.2. Geomagnetic conditions during the 2000-2005 period. The black curve represents Dst
and the grey bars represent Kp.
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3.1.3

Exam ples of quiet and disturb ed periods

Figure 3.3 shows an example of a quiet to moderate period. If geomagnetically quiet/moderate
conditions prevail for two or more days, it is called a quiet to moderate period. In Figure 3.3
there is one quiet period (days 339-344) and two moderate periods, one preceding the quiet period
and one following. Analysis of whistler mode echoes observed during quiet to moderate periods
allows determination of nominal field-aligned electron and ion densities against which storm time
variations can be compared.

Figure 3.3. Example of a geomagnetically quiet to moderate period. The ~ 5 day quiet period (Day
#339-344) is preceded and followed by geomagnetically moderate activity.
Figure 3.4 shows examples of disturbed periods. A disturbed period includes the onset, main
and recovery phases of one or more geomagnetic storms (Kp>-5 and D st<-50 nT). Figure 3.4a
shows an example of a disturbed period that includes one moderate geomagnetic storm. The storm
is preceded (days 91-94) and followed (98-100) by a quiet period. Figure 3.4b shows another
example of a disturbed period that includes two geomagnetic storms. These two storms occurred
in a period of five days.
As noted earlier there were ~ 40 geomagnetic storms for which WM data were available. From
these was selected one prolonged, 31 day, disturbed period (24 August to 24 September 2005;
Day #228-280) that included one severe storm (24 August), two major storms (31 August, 11-14
September), 5 moderate storms (02-03 September, 04 September, 10 September, 15 September)
and one minor storm (18 September) was selected to determine electron density, ion composi
tion, and FAI occurrence and properties as a function of L-shell during onset, main, and recovery
phases of the storms. Figure 3.5 shows the variation of Kp and Dst during this disturbed period.
Geomagnetic storms that occurred during this period are shown by arrows. This 31 day disturbed
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Day no.

Figure 3.4. Examples of disturbed periods. Top panel shows disturbed period that included a
moderate storm. Bottom panel shows disturbed period that included two storms that occurred in
succession.
period was preceded by a week long quiet-moderate period (16-23 August 2005) and followed by
a quiet-moderate period of 2 weeks (24 September - 06 October 2005). This selected time period
of 52 days (16 August to 06 October 2005) had many advantageous features, including whistler
mode echoes that allowed measurements of both plasma density and ion composition. In addition,
complementary in situ electron and ion density data from DMSP (850 km) and CHAMP (350 km)
satellites, and vertical sounding data from the network of ground ionosondes was available.

3.2

Interplanetary, solar, an d geomagnetic conditions d u ring the 16 A ugust to 24 Septem ber
2005 storm activity

The solar and interplanetary origin of intense geomagnetic storms has been widely studied [e.g.,
Tsurutani et al., 1992; Gonzalez et al., 1999; Echer et al., 2008]. Figures 3.6, 3.7, and 3.8, respec
tively show the interplanetary, solar, and geomagnetic observations that resulted in 24 Aug 2005,
31 August 2005, and 10-15 September 2005 geomagnetic disturbances. The information on in
terplanetary conditions during these geomagnetic disturbances was obtained from NASA website
(http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/form/dx1.html). The geomagnetic and solar conditions are obtained
from the NOAA website (http://spidr.ngdc.noaa.gov/). The information on CMEs and solar flares
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Figure 3.5. Variation of Kp, Dst and Ap during the 16 August to 06 October 2005 (Day #228-280)
period. This period included one severe, two major, four moderate and one minor geomagnetic
storm. This 52 day long period is selected to determine variations in electron density and ion
composition as a function of geomagnetic storm activity.
is obtained from the NASA website (http://umbra.nascom.nasa.gov/newsite/data.html).
The severe geomagnetic storm recorded on 24-25 Aug 2005, with a Kp maximum of -9 and
a Dst index of -216 nT, was known to be result of interplanetary shock caused by coronal mass
ejection [Echer et al., 2008]. The Dst (See Figure 3.6 second panel from bottom) was observed
to maintain a quiet response from 18 August to 20 August (days 228-232). On 21 August (Day
#233) Dst increased to 32 nT and shortly afterwards Kp value increased to -5, indicating disturbed
conditions. This increase in Kp and Dst coincides with increased proton density. Sun spot number
increased and did solar flux during this period. During the 22 August to early 24 August 2005
period, Dst again remained quiet . This quiet period was followed by the onset phase of the 24
August 2005 storm, Dst increased to 30 nT. Around the same time IMF Bz value reached -40 nT
while the solar wind speed increased to over 700 km/s. The proton density increased to 56 /cc and
there was an excitement of proton temperature to higher magnitude. The electric field increased to
27 mV/m. Shortly afterwards, the Kp value increased to 7 and then to 9, and the Kp value remained
at minor- to- severe storm levels until early 25 August.
The major geomagnetic storm recorded on 31 August 2005, a storm with a Kp maximum of
-7 and a Dst index of -131 nT, was known to be the result of a corotating interplanetary region or
high speed solar wind streams [Echer et al., 2008]. The Dst remained quiet from 25 to 30 August
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2005. At the end of 30 August, the Dst increased to -6 nT indicating the onset phase of the 31
August storm. At the onset IMF Bz value was 18.6 nT, and solar wind speed increased to 512
km/s. Proton density increased to 27 /cc. There was little increase in proton temperature. The
electric field increased to 6 mV/m. There were no sunspots during this period, and the solar flux
remained close to 90 indicating quiet solar conditions. Although the storm onset was at the close of
30 August, it developed toward the middle of 31 August and reached the level of a major magnetic
storm.
Following the major storm on 31 August 2005 there were two moderate storms, one on 03
September with a Kp maximum of 5+ and Dst index of -68 nT, the other on 04 September with
a Kp maximum of -5 and Dst index of -76 nT. Note that Kp indicated moderate storm levels by
the close of 02 September 2005. At the time of Kp increase, IMF Bz was 8 nT while the solar
wind speed increased to 659 km/s. The Kp remained high on 03 September. The proton density
remained almost the same while proton temperature decreased. The electric field decreased to -5.36
mV/m. On 04 September around the moderate storm time, no significant changes in interplanetary
conditions were observed. The solar wind speed increased to 743 km/s.
The geomagnetic storms recorded during the 10-12 September period were a result of CMEs,
associated with the large solar flares of this period. An increased sunspot number and solar flux
form ~90 to ~120 were observed during this period. On 09 September the solar wind speed
jumped from 350 to 500 km/s and the IMF Bz dipped to -9 nT. In the proton density an increase
to 24 /cc was seen prior to the increase in solar wind speed and the dip in IMF Bz. There was
an excitement in proton temperature to higher values. The electric field decreased to -5 mV/m.
On 10 September the Kp index increased to 5, Dst decreased to -70 nT. On 11 September, the Bz
decreased to -6.4 nT and the maximum solar wind speed was 1059 km/s. No increase in proton
density was seen, but there was excitement in proton temperature to higher values. The electric
field decreased to -3.6 mV/m. The Kp reached a peak value of 9 and Dst reached a minimum of
-147 nT. Later, on 12 September, the IMF Bz value dipped to -10 nT and the solar wind speed
increased from 700 to 993 km/s. No increase in proton density was seen, but there was excitement
in proton temperature to higher values. The electric field decreased to -6.5 mV/m. The Kp index
reached a value of -6.
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Figure 3.6. Variation of interplanetary conditions, solar parameters, and geomagnetic conditions
during the 16 August (Day #228) to 02 September (Day #245) period.
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Figure 3.7. Variation of interplanetary conditions, solar parameters, and geomagnetic conditions
during the 28 August (Day #240) to 12 September (Day #255) period.
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On 15 September 2005 there was another moderate storm, a result of CME, with a Kp maxi
mum of 7 and a Dst minimum of -78 nT. At the time of the storm, the solar wind speed rose from
550 to 862 km/s, and IMF Bz dipped to -7 nT. No increase in proton density was seen but there
was increase in proton temperature. The electric field decreased to -7 mV/m.
On 18 September the Dst indicated a minor geomagnetic disturbance, but no significant changes
in interplanetary or solar conditions were seen.

3.3

O ccurrence pattern s of w histler m ode echoes

In the following subsections occurrence patterns in space and time of whistler mode echoes ob
served during the 16 August to 06 October 2005 period are discussed.

3.3.1 Locations of IM A G E in m agnetic m eridional plane d u ring the 16 A ugust to 06 O cto
b er 2005 period when W M echoes were observed
Figure 3.9a shows the locations of IMAGE in the magnetic meridional plane when whistler mode
(WM) echoes were observed during the 16 August to 06 October 2005 period. Red and green dots,
respectively, indicate the locations of IMAGE when MR and SR echoes were observed. There
were 101 WM echoes observed for L <10 during the day-time (13-15 MLT) and 48 WM echoes
observed for L < 10 during the night-time (2-4 MLT). There were 30 echoes observed for L > 10. In
this chapter WM echoes observed inside the plasmasphere below L=2.4 are analyzed. Figure 3.9b
shows locations of IMAGE in the magnetic meridional plane when WM echoes were observed
below L=2.4.

Figure 3.9. Locations of IMAGE in the magnetic meridional plane during the 16 August to 06
October 2005 period when WM echoes were observed
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3.3.2

Locations of IM AGE in equatorial plane du rin g Aug 16-Oct 06 period when W M
echoes were observed

Figure 3.10a shows the locations of IMAGE in the equatorial plane when whistler mode (WM)
echoes were observed during the 16 August to 06 October 2005 period. Red and green dots,
respectively, indicate locations of IMAGE when MR and SR echoes were observed. Figure 3.10b
shows locations of IMAGE in the equatorial plane when WM echoes were observed below L=2.4.
As seen in Figures 3.9 and 3.10 WM echo data on the night-side (MLT 2-4) is sparse. This
is because of the IMAGE satellite orbit. As discussed in Chapter 2, WM echoes were observed
at altitudes below 5000 km. The altitude of IMAGE is greater on the night-side compared to the
day-side and hence fewer echoes were observed. Note that the night-side WM echo data are noisy
compared to that of the day-side, challenging the identification of echoes on the night-side as well
as the measurements of time delay versus frequency. For most of the night-side cases, the upper
cutoff of MR echo is unclear.
MLT=6

MLT=6

RE

RE
MLT=18

MLT=18

Figure 3.10. Locations of IMAGE in equatorial plane during 16 August to 06 October 2005 period
when WM echoes were observed
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3.3.3

Tem poral p attern of W M echoes observed du rin g Aug 16-Oct 06 period on day-side
an d night-side

Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show, respectively, temporal patterns of WM echoes observed for L<3.5 as
a function of geomagnetic activity, as indicated by Kp, Ap and Dst indices, for the 16 August to
06 October 2005 period.
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Figure 3.11. Temporal pattern of WM echoes observed on the day-side in the L-shell range 1.7-3.5
during the period 16 August (Day #228, 15 MLT) to 07 October 2005 (Day #280, 13 MLT) as a
function of geomagnetic activity. Also shown are the variation of geomagnetic indices Kp (gray
bars), Dst (black curve), and Ap (bottom panel). The black lines on the time axis indicate times
when 6-63 kHz transmissions from IMAGE were made. From these VLF/LF transmissions WM
echoes result. The red vertical lines on the top axis indicate presence of MR echoes; green lines
SR echoes. The super storm (Dst<-200 nT) occurred on Day #236, major storms (Dst<-100 nT)
on days 243 and 254, moderate storms (Dst<-50 nT) on Day #246, #247, and #258, and a minor
storm on Day #261.
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Figure 3.12. Temporal pattern of WM echoes observed on the night-side in the L-shell range 1.7
3.5 during the period 16 August (Day #228, 2 MLT) to 07 October 2005 (Day #280, 4 MLT) as a
function of geomagnetic activity. Also shown are the variation of geomagnetic indices Kp (gray
bars), Dst (black curve), and Ap (bottom panel). The black lines on the time axis indicate times
when 6-63 kHz transmissions from IMAGE were made. From these VLF/LF transmissions WM
echoes result. The red vertical lines on the top axis indicate presence of MR echoes; green lines
SR echoes. The super storm (Dst<-200 nT) occurred on Day #236, major storms (Dst<-100 nT)
on days 243 and 254, moderate storms (Dst<-50 nT) on Day #246, #247, and #258, and a minor
storm on Day #261.
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3.4

M easurem ents of locations of plasm apause, cutoffs of M R echoes, and locations of large
scale FAIs

3.4.1

V ariation of plasm apause on day-side a nd night-side du rin g the 16 August-06 O ctober
2005 period

Upper hybrid emissions observed in the passive recording of naturally occurring waves on IMAGE
were used to determine plasmapause (Lpp) location during quiet and disturbed periods. Figure 3.13
shows variation of plasmapause location as a function of geomagnetic activity for the 16 August to
06 October 2005 period. The black vertical bars represent Lpp obtained from the passive recording
of naturally occurring waves on IMAGE. As can be noted from Figure 3.13 the length of the
black bars representing the possible range of Lpp varies. This length depend on the time between
successive passive recording on IMAGE. When the gap between two passive recordings is large,
the satellite moves greater distances, hence the range of Lpp will be large.
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I Lpp from upper hybrid emissions « Lpp from Carpenter and Anderson [1992]
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Figure 3.13. Variation of plasmapause location as a function of geomagnetic storm activity ob
tained from RPI passive recordings and that predicted by Carpenter and Anderson [1992] empirical
model.
On the day-side (Figure 3.13a) during the quiet period preceding the storm, Lpp location in
creased from ~3.8 to ~5.8. During the onset phase (Day #235) of the severe storm that occurred on
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24 August (Day #236), Lpp moved to ~3. During the main phase of the storm, Lpp was not avail
able. Before the onset phase (Day #242) of second major storm on 31 Aug 2005 (Day #243) Lpp
was ~ 4. Plasmapause location roughly moved to L=2.3 during the onset phase. It then increased
to ~3.5 during the main phase, and then decreased to ~2.3 during the early recovery phase of the
storm. Before the onset phase (Day #252), of the moderate storm on 10 September (Day #253)
Lpp was ~ 4 . Plasmapause continuously decreased from 4 to L~2.1 during the 09 September to 11

September period (days 252-254). During the quiet period following the storm, Lpp was ~ . On
the night-side the location of Lpp showed similar variation to that on the day-side. In short, (1) on
the day-side, plasmapause moved from L~4.5 during the quiet time to L ~ 2.4 during the disturbed
time; (2) on the night-side, plasmapause moved from L ~ 4 during the quiet time to L~2.5 during
the disturbed time.
With grey cross marks, Figure 3.13 also shows the locations of Lpp obtained using the Carpen
ter and Anderson [1992] empirical model given as Lpp = 5.6 —0.46(Kpmax), where Kpmax is the
maximum in Kp in the past 24 hours. The trend in the variation of Lpp obtained from the empirical
model is in agreement with that obtained from upper hybrid emissions. The minimum Lpp obtained
form the empirical model was 1.8 on both day-side and night-side on day #236 (main phase of the
first major storm). The maximum difference in Lpp obtained from f uh and that from the empirical
model is about 1L on Day #243 on the night-side and on Day #261 on the day-side.

3.4.2

V ariation of lower an d u p p er cutoffs of M R echoes as a function of geomagnetic storm
activity

As demonstrated in section 2.5, the upper cutoff, f MR,max, of an MR echo is close to but lower than
flh,max1 along B 0 . Figure 3.14 shows variation of lower (fMR,min) and upper cutoffs (fMRmax) of

MR echoes, which give the local f lh and the maximum f h along B0, as a function of geomagnetic
activity for the 16 August to 06 October period. Typically, flh calculated from independently ob
tained values of f pe and f ce, is within 0.3-0.6 kHz of measured f MR,min [Sonwalkar et al., 2011a]
and, as discussed in Chapter 2, maximum in f lh along B0 was found to be greater than but within a
few hundred Hz of f MRmax and close to f o i min. Thus f MRmax can be used to place a lower bound
on f lh ,max1.
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Measurement of f MR,max is significant because it determines the upper frequency cutoff of
nonducted WM waves, of manmade or natural origin, that are magnetospherically reflected and
can remain trapped in the magnetosphere. It also provides an indirect measure of the O+ / H +
transition height where O+ and H + ions are in equal numbers. The mid-latitude O+ / H + transition
height is of importance because it corresponds to the transition from the main ionosphere to the
plasmasphere [Sonwalkar et al., 2011a; Lemaire and Gringauz, 1998]. As seen from Equation (1)
and its discussion in Chapter 2; section 2.1.1, f lh,max1 occurs when m ef f starts increasing rapidly.
This can also be noticed in Figure 2.9a. Assuming f ce and f pe roughly the same, a lower value of
f lh,max1 indicates increase in m ef f and implies an increase in the number of heavy ions and thereby

an increase in O+ / H + transition height.
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Figure 3.14. Variation of lower and upper cutoffs of MR echoes as a function of geomagnetic
storm activity
In Figure 3.14 the lower cutoffs (Figure 3.14a) do not show any pattern with geomagnetic
activity. This is expected since f h decreases with altitude and the echoes were observed at a range
of altitudes below 4000 km, the variation in f lh will be random. The upper cutoffs (Figure 3.14b)
show a decrease during the early recovery period of the storms, followed by a recovery. The
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average upper cutoff during quiet periods is on the order of 10 kHz. The decrease in the upper
cutoffs during storm recovery phase is indicative of increase in the transition height or heavy ions
during storm time.

3.4.3

Locations of large scale irregularities as obtained from patchy SR echoes d u ring the
16 August to 06 O ctober 2005 period

At all latitudes including low- and mid-latitudes, plasmapause, auroral, and polar regions FAIs
occur [Kelley, 2009; Schunk and Nagy, 2000; Hunsucker and Hargreaves, 2003]. They are gen
erated by various processes including plasma instabilities, particle precipitation, and plasma drifts
occurring in the ionosphere [Kelley, 2009]. These plasma processes are enhanced during disturbed
solar and geomagnetic conditions, leading to the generation of plasma density structures. Mea
surement of irregularities is important because they contribute to the fading of high frequency
trans-ionospheric signals and to the degradation of ground-satellite communications.
As noted in section 2.2.2 of Chapter 2 large scale FAIs can deflect the ray paths of echoes and
can lead to no detection of echoes. These large scale FAIs can lead to patchy echoes (absence
of echoes at some frequencies). Since WM waves propagate close to the field lines, measuring
frequencies at which echoes are absent and obtaining the L-shell of the satellite when those fre
quencies were transmitted gives the field lines along which large scale FAIs are present. Figure
3.15 shows the field lines along which large scale FAIs are present during quiet and disturbed
periods. The locations of these FAIs are obtained from the measurements of patchy SR echoes
observed during the 6 August to 06 October 2005 period. As can be noted from the figure, large
scale FAIs are present on the day-side as well as the night-side during both quiet (top panel) and
disturbed periods (bottom panel). Relative to quiet time, FAIs are more on the night-side during
disturbed periods. It is well-known from the literature that FAIs respond to geomagnetic storms.
For example, Pfaff et al. [2008] found close relation between development of a storm as indicated
by Dst and the increased ambient density and the region of irregularities. Mendillo [2006] often
found large increases in the mid-latitude ionospheric density and TEC in the local dusk sector
during magnetic storms.
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3.5

Field-aligned electron density an d ion composition a t 1.7< L < 2.4 as a function of geo
m agnetic storm activity

3.5.1

Baseline electron densities a t different L shells on day-side an d night-side

As noted in Chapter 1, geomagnetic storms can dramatically change plasma density and compo
sition. Measurement of field-aligned plasma density and composition is critical to understanding
the dynamic processes that determine distribution of plasma along a field line. To study the storm
time variations in the plasma density and composition, a subset of 63 whistler mode echoes from
the day-side and ~18 whistler mode echoes from the night-side observed in the 1.7<L<2.4 Lshell range during 16 August to 06 October 2005 were selected . These L-shells remain within the
plasmasphere throughout the 53-day period because the minimum plasmaspause location observed
was L=2.4, obtained from the passive measurements.
By applying the whistler mode radio sounding method to echoes observed during the two quiet
periods, one preceding and the other following the disturbed period, average density models and
ion composition at different L-shells was determined. Figure 3.16 shows average electron density
along different L-shells. At altitudes below 1500 km, electron density did not show any trend in
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variation with L (Figure 3.16a). Electron density increased from L=1.8 to L-2.0 and decreased
from L=2.0 to 2.2. Electron density at L=2.2 and 2.4 is within 1-2%. At altitudes above 1500 km,
average electron density decreased with L (Figure 3.16b).
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Figure 3.16. Quiet time field-aligned average electron density at different L on the day-side. (a)
Electron density below 1500 km. (b) Electron density above 1500 km. At altitudes below 1500
km, the average quiet time N e did not show any trend in variation with L. Above 1500 km, N e
decreased with L.
Figures 3.17-3.19 show, respectively, variation in average a H+, a He+ and a O+ ion concentra
tions with L. Average a H+ decreased with L from 1.8-2.2, and it is almost the same at L=2.2 and
2.4. Average a He+ at L=1.8 and 2.0 is comparable, it increased from L=2.0 to 2.2. Average a He+
at L=2.2 and 2.4 is comparable. Average a O+ increased from L=1.8 to 2.0 and it remained almost
the same in the L shell range 2.0 to 2.4.

Altitude, km
Figure 3.17. Quiet time average field-aligned a H+ at different L on the day-side. The average a H+
decreased with L.
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Altitude, km
Figure 3.18. Quiet time average field-aligned a He+ at different L on the day-side. The average
a He+ did not show any trend in variation with L.

Altitude, km
Figure 3.19. Quiet time average field-aligned a O+ at different L on the day-side. The average a O+
increased with L.
On the night-side during quiet periods (Figure 3.12) there were: (1) no echoes observed in the
L-shell range 1.7-1.8; and (2) only four cases observed in the L-shell range 1.9-2.2. Of these
four cases, three were in the quiet period preceding the storm period, and one followed the storm
period. All three cases observed during the quiet period before the disturbed period were noisy,
and it was not possible to obtain electron and ion densities reliably. (3) There were three echoes
observed in the L-shell range 2.2-2.4 during the quiet period preceding the storm period and two
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echoes during the quiet period following the storm period. The latter two cases were noisy, and it
was not possible to obtain electron and ion densities reliably.
Figure 3.20 shows field-aligned electron density for the four quiet time cases: three observed
during the quiet period before the storm in the L-shell range 2.2-2.4 and one observed during the
quiet period after the storm in the L-shell range 1.8-2.2. Figure 3.20(a) shows N e below 1500
km and Figure 3.20(b) shows N e above 1500 km. The electron density did not show any trend in
variation with L. The N e at the F2 peak on all four days was different. Also note that the scale
height with which N e decreases is high on August 18 (Day #230) relative to other quiet days. Of
the four days, the minimum N e at the F2 peak was on 16 August (Day #228), and the maximum
N e at the F2 peak, about three times that of 16 August, was on 18 August (Day #230). The N e

above 1500 km altitude also did not show any trend in L-shell. The electron density obtained on
16 August (Day #228) and that on 19 August (Day #231) was almost the same (within 5%). The
electron density obtained on 18 August (Day #230) was within 10% of that on 03 October (Day
#276). The N e on all four days was within 30-40%.
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Figure 3.20. Field-aligned electron density obtained during quiet time on the night-side. (a) Elec
tron density below 1500 km. (b) Electron density above 1500 km.
Figure 3.21 shows ion composition obtained from the four quiet cases observed on the nightside. The ion compositions obtained from three cases (18 August, 19 August, and 03 October)
were similar. Relative to the ion composition obtained from these three cases, on 18 August (Day
#230, dashed curve) a H+ was substantially low, and a He+ and a O+ were high.
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Figure 3.21. Field-aligned ion composition obtained during quiet time on the night-side. From left
to right is a H+, a He+, and a O+.
3.5.2

V ariation of field-aligned electron density and ion com position d u ring the 23-30 Au
gust 2005 disturbed period th a t included a severe storm

During the 23-30 August 2005 disturbed period, a severe storm occurred on 24 August 2005 (Day
#236). On 24 August Dst minimum was -220 nT (at 12 UT) and Kp maximum was -9. The onset
of 24 August 2005 storm was at 7 UT (Dst increased to 32 nT) and main phase (decrease in Dst)
started at 10 UT. Figure 3.22(a) shows the temporal pattern of WM echoes observed in the L-shell
range 1.7-2.45 during the 16 August to 02 September 2005 period. After the main phase of the
storm, the first WM echo (labeled N) was observed on 26 Aug 2005 (Day #238), but that case was
noisy: electron and ion densities could not be obtained reliably. On 23 August 2005 (labeled Q1)
an SR echo was observed at 08:34 UT. The electron density obtained from this case is shown by
red curve in Figures 3.22(b) and 3.22(c). Figures 3.22(b) and 3.22(c) show electron densities (solid
curve) obtained below 1500 km and above 1500 km during the recovery period of the 24 August
2005 storm.
Relative to the electron density obtained on 23 August 2005 (Q1), the electron densities ob
tained at all altitudes during the recovery period are either close or greater indicating recovery of
electron density. For altitudes above 1500 km the electron density at L ~ 2 was within 20% and the
electron density at L~2.3 was within 5%. On 31 August 2005 (R4), electron density obtained at
L=2 and 2.4 are respectively ~ 2 times and 1.5 times greater than the electron density obtained on
23 August 2005.
Figures 3.23, 3.24, and 3.25 respectively show the variation of a H+, a He+, and a O+ during
the 23 August to 31 August 2005 period. The red curves in these figures indicate ion composition
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Figure 3.22. Variation of the electron density during the recovery phase of 24 August 2005 severe
storm.
obtained on 23 August 2005. The blue curves represent ion composition on 31 August 2005 at
L=2 (solid curve) and L=2.4 (dashed curve).
There was substantial decrease in a H+, relative to ion composition obtained on 23 Aug 2005,
on 28 Aug 2005 (R1). The a H+ on R2 and R3 is comparable to that on 23 August 2005. On
31 August 2005 (R4) there was decrease in a H+. On 28 August 2005 (R1) there was substantial
increase in a He+. The a He+ on R2 and R3 is comparable to that on 23 August 2005. On 31 August
2005 (R4) there was increase in a He+. On all four days a O+ is comparable to that on Q1. It is
speculated that the decrease in a H+ and increase in a He+ on 31 Aug 2005 (R4) could be because
of another major storm that occurred on 31 August 2005 with onset was ~ 11 UT. The R4 case is
in the onset phase of the major storm on 31 August 2005.
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Figure 3.23. Variation of the a H+ during the recovery phase of the 24 August 2005 severe storm.
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Figure 3.24. Variation of the a He+ during the recovery phase of the 24 August 2005 severe storm.
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Figure 3.25. Variation of the a O+ during the recovery phase of the 24 August 2005 severe storm.

Figure 3.26 shows the temporal pattern of WM echoes observed on the night-side in the 1.7-.4
L-shell range during the 16 August to 02 September 2005 period. As can be seen from the figure,
two MR echoes are observed during the recovery period of the 24 August 2005 storm, but both
cases are noisy and electron and ion densities could not be measured reliably.
L=2.2-2.4
L=1.8-2.2
L=1.7-1.8

I

I

I
I

No echoes

Figure 3.26. Temporal pattern of echoes on the night-side during the 16-31 August 2005 period.
Both the cases observed during the recovery phase of the 24 August storm were noisy and reliable
electron density and ion composition could not be obtained.
From the WM radio sounding results, the variations of field-aligned N e and at resulting from
the 24 August 2005 storm can be summarized as follows: the day-side densities recovered by or
before 28 August 2005, within four days of the storm. On 28 August, the a H+ was lower and
a He+ was greater than the quiet time values preceding the storm, which indicates that these ions
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did not recover after the disturbance. On 29 August, five days after the storm, a H+ and a He+ were
comparable to quiet values before the storm. The a O+ recovered by 28 August 2005. No whistler
mode sounding data was available before 28 August on the day-side to get estimates of density
depletions or enhancements during the main and early recovery phases of the storm.

3.5.3

V ariation of field-aligned electron density and ion composition d u ring the 30 August10 Septem ber 2005 disturbed period th a t included one m ajo r storm and two m oderate
storm s

Following the severe storm on 24 August 2005, there was another major storm on 31 August 2005
(Day #243). The minimum in Dst on Day #243 was -131 nT (at 20 UT) and the maximum in Kp
was 7. The storm onset was on 30 August at the end of the day (18 UT). The storm developed
by midday of 31 August 2005 (14 UT). Three days after the major storm, on 03 September (Day
#246),there was a moderate storm. The minimum in Dst was -68 nT and the maximum in Kp
was 5+. Note that although Dst did not indicate any disturbance on 02 September, Kp indicated
moderate geomagnetic disturbance by the close of the 02 September 2005. The moderate storm
on 02-03 September was followed by another moderate storm on 04 September (Day #247). The
minimum in Dst on 04 September was -76 nT and the maximum in Kp was -5.
Figure 3.27(a) shows the temporal pattern of WM echoes observed during the Day #240-255
period, which included one major and two moderate storms. Given at the top of the figure are the
date and time at which these echoes were observed. The vertical bars labeled N indicate noisy
echoes that could be used to obtain reliable electron and ion density measurements. Figures 3.27b
and 3.27c, respectively, show variation of electron density below and above 1500 km during 31
August to 03 September 2005 (Day #243-246) period. The electron density obtained on 31 August
2005 at ~01:30 UT (O1, O2), during the onset phase of the major storm, at L=2 and 2.4 is shown
respectively by solid and dashed red curves. The electron density at the F2 peak on 01 and 02
September (R1, R2) was comparable to that during the onset phase. On 03 September (R3) the
electron density at the F2 peak decreased by ~40% . Above 1500 km, relative to onset phase
electron density, on 01 September (R1) electron density increased by ~50% and on the second day
of recovery (02 September, R2) electron density was comparable. On the third day of recovery
(03 September, R3) electron density again increased by ~35% . As noted earlier, on 02 September
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at 18 UT Kp indicated moderate disturbance and on 03 September there was a moderate storm
as indicated by Dst. The case R3 was observed in between these two disturbances of 02 and 03
September. It is probable that the decrease in the N e at F2 peak and increase in N e at altitudes
above 1500 km is due to the plasma flowing up from the ionosphere to plasmasphere in the early
phases of the storm. It should be noted that enhancement of electron densities in the plasmasphere
during the storm recovery phase were not observed earlier until recently by Chi et al. [2005].
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Figure 3.27. Variation of field-aligned electron density on the day-side during the recovery phase of
31 August 2005 storm. (a) Temporal pattern of WM echoes during the 28 August to 11 September
205 period. (b) Variation of N e below 1500 km during the 31 August-03 September 2005 period.
(c) Variation of N e above 1500 km during the 31 August-03 September 2005 period.
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Figure 3.28 shows the variation of electron density during the 03 September to 10 September
disturbed period (Day #246-253). The top panel shows N e variation during the recovery of mod
erate storm on 03 September, bottom two panels shows N e variation during the recovery of 04
September moderate storm. In Figures 3.28(a) and 3.28(b) the red dash dot curve represents elec
tron density obtained on 03 September at 00:40 UT (R3). Relative to the electron density obtained
on R3, on R4 (03 September; 1450 UT) N e at all altitudes increased. The N e increased by ~40%
at the F2 peak and by ~30% at altitudes above 1500 km. On 04 September (R5), N e at the F2 peak
increased further (almost 2 times) where as N e at altitudes above decreased by about ~45% .
In Figures 3.28(c) and 3.28(d) the red dash dot curve represents electron density obtained on
04 September at 05:00 UT (R5) before the moderate storm on the same day occurred. Relative
to the densities on R5, on R6 (05 September; 09:30 UT) electron density below 1500 km was
comparable. Above 1500 km, electron density increased by ~20% . On 07 September (R7), there
were two WM echoes observed one at L=1.8 and other at L=2. At both L-shells electron density at
the F2 peak decreased and electron density above 1500 km increased indicating plasma flow from
the ionosphere to the plasmasphere.
Figures 3.28(e) and 3.28(f) show electron density obtained during the 08-10 September 2005
period. In red dashed and dotted curves indicate electron density obtained on R7 at L=1.8 and L=2.
Below 1500 km, relative to the densities on R7, the F2 peak densities increased on 08 September
(R8) and 09 September (R9) and decreased on 10 September (R10). The N e above 1500 km
continued to increase indicating refilling state of the plasmasphere. Note that on 10 September
there was a moderate storm (Dst,min=-70 nT at 22 UT). Since case R10 falls in the onset phase
of the moderate storm on 10 September the increase in electron density could be the result of the
storm.
Figure 3.29 shows the variation of ion composition during the 31 August to 10 September 2005
period. The red solid and dashed curves in the top panel, respectively, represent ion composition
at L=2 and L=2.4 during the onset phase of 31 August 2005 major storm.
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Figure 3.28. Variation of the field-aligned electron density on the day-side during the 03-10
September 2005 disturbed period. The top panel shows Ne variation during the recovery phase
of 03 September moderate storm. Bottom two panels show Ne variation during the recovery phase
of 04 September moderate storm.
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The top panel shows the variation of a i during the 01-03 September 2005 period, recovery
phase of the major storm on 31 August 2005. Relative to the a i during the onset phase: a H+ was
higher on all three days (R1, R2, R3); a He+ was low on all three days; a O+ was comparable on
the first (R1) and third day (R3) and was higher on second day (R2). The a H+ increased on the
first day of recovery (01 September; R1) and then decreased on the second day (02 September;
R2). On the third day a H+ increased at altitudes below 1500 km and decreased at altitudes above
1500 km. The a He+ decreased substantially on R1 and it increased on R2 and R3. The a O+ was
comparable to that during onset phase on R1, it increased on R2 and then decreased to that on R1
on 03 September (R3).
The second panel shows the variation of a i on 03 and 04 September 2005, recovery phase of
the moderate storm on 03 September 2005. Note that 02 September was also a disturbed day as
per Kp. The a i on R3 falls in the onset phase of 03 September 2005 moderate storm or recovery
of 02 September 2005 moderate storm. The red dash dot curves in this panel represent a i on R3.
Relative to the a i obtained on R3: a H+ on R4 (03 September 450 UT) was comparable at altitudes
below 1500 km and it increased above 1500 km. On R5 (04 September) a H+ decreased at altitudes
below 1500 km and above 1500 km it was comparable to that on R4; a He+ on R4 (03 September
04:50 UT) was comparable at altitudes below 1500 km and it decreased above 1500 km. On R5
(04 September) a He+ decreased at altitudes below 1500 km and above 1500 km it was comparable
to that on R4; a O+ on R5 (03 September 04:50 UT) was comparable. On R5 (04 September) a O+
increased at altitudes below 1500 km and above 1500 km it was comparable to that on R5;
The third panel shows the variation of a i during the 05-07 September 2005 period, recovery
phase of 04 September 2005 moderate storm. The red dash dot curves in this panel represent
a i on R5 (04 September before the storm). Relative to the ion compositions obtained on R5:
a H+ increased at altitudes on R6 (05 September). On R7 (07 September; L=1.8) a H+ at altitudes

below 1500 km was comparable to that on R6 and it decreased at altitudes above 1500 km and is
comparable to that on R5. On 07 September at L=2 (R7) a H+ is comparable to that on R5. The
a He+ deceased at altitudes above 1500 km on R6. It increased at all altitudes on R7 at L=1.8.

On September 07 at L=2 (R7) it a He+ was comparable to that on R5. The a O+ decreased on R6
(L=1.8) at altitudes below 2000 km, and it further decreased on R7 at L=1.8.On R7 at L=2 (07
September) a O+ was comparable to that on R5 at L=1.8.
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Figure 3.29. Variation of field-aligned ion composition on the day-side during the 03-10 Septem
ber 2005 disturbed period. The top panel shows the variation of a i during the 01-03 September
2005 period. The second panel shows the variation of a i on 03 and 04 September 2005. The third
panel shows the variation of a during the 05-07 September 2005 period. The bottom panel shows
the variation of a i during the 08-10 September 2005 period.
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The bottom panel shows the variation of a t during the 08-10 September 2005 period. The
red solid and dashed curves in this panel, respectively, represent a t on 07 September at L=1.8 and
L=2 (R7). Relative to the ion compositions obtained on R7: a H+ increased on R8 (September
08) at altitudes greater than 1500 km. The a H+ on R9 (09 September) and R10 (10 September)
is almost the same, at lower altitudes it is greater than that on R6 and altitudes above 1500 km it
is comparable to that on R7. The a He+ on R8 (08 September) decreased at altitudes greater than
1500 km. On 08 September at altitudes above 1500 km and on R9 (09 September), and R10 (10
September) at altitudes it is comparable. a O+ was roughly the same on all three days, R10, R11,
and R2. It is lower than the a O+ on R6 at altitudes below ~1500 km and was comparable above.
Figure 3.30 shows the variation of electron density on the night-side during the 01-10 Septem
ber 2005 period. Figure 3.30(a) shows that only one WM echo was observed on 01 September at
2042 UT during the recovery phase of the 31 Aug 2005 major storm. In Figures 3.30(b-d), the red
solid and dashed curves, respectively, represent the quiet time maximum and minimum electron
density obtained on quiet days (16 August and 18 August 2005) on the night-side. The N e obtained
on 01 September 2005 falls between these two curves indicating that the N e recovered from the
31 August 2005 disturbance. After the two moderate storms on 03 and 04 September 2005, WM
echoes were observed on 05, 07 , 08, 09, and 10 September 2005. However, the cases on 05 and 09
September (labeled N in Figure 3.30(a)) were noisy, and reliable electron and ion densities could
not be obtained. Figures 3.30(c) and 3.30(d), respectively, show variation of N e below and above
1500 km during the 07 to 10 September 2005 period. The N e at the F2 peak remained within the
quiet time maximum and minimum F2 peak values on all days. The scale height with which elec
tron density falls off is greater on R2 (07 September 2005 L=2.3). At altitudes above 1500 km, on
R2 electron density was 10-40% lower than the minimum quiet time N e. On R3 (07 September;
L=1.9) N e is comparable to minimum quiet time N e. The electron density on R4 (08 September
L=2.3) and R5 (10 September L=1.9), respectively, is comparable to minimum and maximum elec
tron density during quiet time. The variations in Ne indicate there was significant loss of plasma
(more than 40%) on the night-side after the two moderate storms, one on 03 September and the
other on 04 September, and that the plasmasphere was in refilling stage on 07 September.
Figure 3.31 shows variation of ion composition during the 01-10 September 2005 period on
the night-side. The red solid and dashed curves, respectively, represent the quiet time maximum
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Figure 3.30. Variation of field-aligned electron density on the night-side during the 30 August to
10 September disturbed period.
and minimum ion concentrations. The top panel shows the ion composition obtained on R1 (01
September 2005). The ion concentrations obtained on this day fall between the maximum and
minimum ion concentrations obtained during quiet time, indicating that ions recovered from the
storm. The bottom panel shows the ion concentrations obtained during the 07-10 September 2005
period, recovery period after the 03 September and 04 September 2005 moderate storms. Relative
to the quiet time ion concentrations, on 07 September at L=2.3 (R2) there was decrease in a H+,
increase in a He+ at all altitudes. The a O+ increased at altitudes above ~1200 km. On R3 and
R4 a H+ increased,

a He+ decreased anda O+

decreased. On R5,a H+decreased,a He+anda O+

increased. The case R5 (10 September 2005; 18 UT) is observed during the main phase of another
moderate storm on 10 September 2005. It is probable that the change in the ions on R5 is due to
the moderate storm activity on 10 September 2005.
The field-aligned electron density and ion composition variations resulting from the 31 Aug
2005 disturbance and the two moderate storms that followed it on 02-03 September and 04 Septem
ber 2005 can be summarized as follows:
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Figure 3.31. Variation of field-aligned ion composition on the night-side during the 30 August to
10 September disturbed period.
On the day-side, an enhancement in electron density at all altitudes was observed in the onset
phase of the major storm on 31 August 2005. During the recovery phase, below 1500 km, N e re
mained comparable to that during the onset phase. Relative to the Ne during the onset phase, above
1500 km, the electron density increased on the first day (01 September) followed by a decrease
on the second day (02 September). By the close of the second day there was another moderate
disturbance, followed by another moderate disturbance on 03 September. After the disturbance on
02 September but before the one on 03 September, a decrease in electron density at the F2 peak
and an increase in electron density above 1500 km was observed. During the recovery phase of
03 September storm, the N e at the F2 peak as well as the N e above 1500 km increased on the first
day; on the second day (04 September) N e above 1500 km decreased. On 04 September, there
was another moderate disturbance, which did not seem to effect the electron density. The elec
tron density continued to increase on next 4 days (05-09 September) indicating the refilling of the
plasmasphere.
On the day-side, a H+ decreased in the onset phase of the major storm on 31 August 2005. It
increased on the first day after disturbance and decreased on the second day. The a He+ increased in
the onset phase, decreased on the first day, and increased on the second day of recovery phase. The
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a O+ was not affected in the onset phase and on the first day of recovery phase. It increased on the

second day. After the 02 September storm but before the 03 September storm, a H+ remained low,
a He+ increased and a O+ decreased. During the recovery of 03 September storm, a H+ increased

at all altitudes on the first day and it decreased at altitudes below 1500 km on the next day (04
September). The a He+ decreased on the first day and remained the same on the next day. The a O+
did not show any variation on the first day; it increased on the next day. On 04 September, there
was another moderate disturbance that did not seem to effect the ions. The a H+ increased and a O+
decreased indicating their recovery. The a He+ did not show any trend.
On the night-side, both electron density and ions recovered within a day (01 September 2005)
after the major storm on 31 August 2005. After the moderate storms on 02, 03, and 04 September,
neither the electron or ions recovered until 07 September 2005. On 07 September the electron
density above 1500 km was about 40% lower than quiet time, the a H+ was lower, a He+ and a O+
were greater than quiet time values. The electron density and all ions recovered to their quiet time
values on 08 September, four days after the 04 September storm.

3.5.4

V ariation of field-aligned electron density an d ion composition d u ring the 10 Septem 
b er to 24 Septem ber 2005 distu rb ed period th a t included one m ajor, two m oderate,
an d one m inor storm

The 10-24 September 2005 disturbed period included one major storm, two moderate storms and
a minor storm. Figure 3.32(a) shows the geomagnetic conditions using Kp and Dst during this
period. Shown in this figure are WM echoes (red and green vertical bars) observed as a function
of storm activity. The numbers at the top/bottom of labeled WM echoes give the date and time in
UT when the WM echoes were observed.
On 10 September 2005 there was a moderate storm (Dst minimum is -70 nT at 22 UT; Kp
maximum is -6). This moderate storm is followed by a major storm on 11 September (Dst mini
mum -147 nT, at 11 UT and Kpmax is 8-). The disturbed conditions that started on 11 September
2005 remained for 3 consecutive days until 14 September 2005. The Dst started recovering on 14
September 2005 but another moderate storm occurred on 15 September 2005 (Dst minimum -86
nT at 17 UT; Kp maximum is 7). Following this moderate storm there was another minor storm on
18 September 2005 (Dst minimum is -52 nT at 12 UT; Kp maximum is 3).
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Figures 3.32(b) and 3.32(c), respectively, show variation in electron density below and above
1500 km during the 10-14 September 2005 period. The red curve in these figures represents the
electron density obtained on 10 September 2005 at ~03:30 UT during the onset phase of the 10
September 2005 moderate storm. Relative to the density in the onset phase, on 11 September (R1,
R2), below 1000 km N e increased. The increase was maximum (about 2 times that during onset)
at the F2 peak. Above ~1000 km N e was comparable (within 10-12%) to that in the onset phase.
On 14 September (R3, R4) below ~ 1000 km N e was comparable to that in the onset phase. Above
1000 km, electron density decreased by ~ 35-40% at L=1.85 and by ~50% at L=2.3.

Figure

3.33 shows the variation of electron density during the 15-23 September 2005 period. The top
panel shows the electron density variation during the 15 September to 17 September 2005 period
(R5-R8): main and recovery phase of the 15 September 2005 moderate storm. The red solid
and dashed curves in the top panel indicate the electron density obtained on 14 September 2005
at L=1.85 (R3) and 2.3 (R4). Relative to R3 and R4, N e increased on 15 September (R5) at all
altitudes. The case R5 was observed around the beginning of the main phase of the 15 September
storm. On 16 September (R6) N e below 1500 km was comparable to that on 14 September (R3).
On 17 September (R7, R8) N e below 1500 km increased. Above 1500 km, electron density on
R6, R7, R8 was lower than that during the main phase and was greater that during the recovery
of major storm (R3). The densities on R6, R7 and R8 were very close (within 5%) indicating
recovered densities.
The middle panel of Figure 3.33 shows the variation in electron density during the 17-20
September 2005 period that included the recovery period of 18 September minor storm. The red
solid and dashed curves in Figures 3.33(c) and 3.33(d) indicate the electron density obtained on
17 September 2005 at L=1.7 (R7) and L=1.9 (R8). During the 18-23 September period N e below
~1000 km remained comparable to that on R7 and R8. Above 1000 km, on 18 September (R9)
during the main phase of the storm Ne was comparable to that on R7 and R8. Relative to Ne on R7
and R8, on 19 September at 1 UT (R10) N e increased by ~35-40% . On 19 September at 15 UT
(R11) N e further increased by ~5% . On 20 September (R12) N e was comparable to that on R7.
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Figure 3.32. Variation of the field-aligned electron density on the day-side during the 11-14
September 2005 period. (a) Shows the temporal pattern of WM echoes during the 10-23 Septem
ber 2005 period. (b) Variation of N e below 1500 km during the 11-14 September 2005 period. (c)
Variation of N e above 1500 km during the 11-14 September 2005 period.
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The bottom panel shows the variation of electron density during 20-23 September 2005. The
red curve in Figures 3.33(e) and 3.33(f) represents electron density on 20 September 2005 (R12).
Below ~1000 km the electron density obtained during the 21-23 September 2005 is lower than
that on 20 September 2005. The electron density below 1000 km did not vary much (within 30%
at F2 peak on all days) during this period. Above 1000 km, on 21 September 2005 at L=1.9 (R13)
the density is comparable to that on R12. On 20 September at L=2.4 (R14) N e is ~15% lower than
that at L=1.9 (R13). On 23 September (R15, R16) electron density increased. On 24 September
2005 (R17, R8, R19) N e further increased indicating refilling stage of the plasmasphere.
Figure 3.34 shows the variation of ion composition during the 10-24 September 2005 period.
In the top panel, the red solid curve represents ion composition on 10 September 2005 obtained
during the onset phase on 10 September 2005. Relative to the ion composition on 10 September
2005: On 11 September (R1, R2) a H+ remained comparable. On 14 September (R3, R4) a H+
decreased at lower L-shell (R3) and remained about the same as R1, R2 at higher L (R4). On 11
September a He+ was comparable to that on 10 September at lower L-shell (R1) but decreased at
higher L (R2). On 14 September a He+ increased at lower L (R3) and altitudes above 1500 km at
and was greater than that on 10 September 2005. At higher L (R4) a He+ was about the same as
on 11 September. On 11 September a O+ was comparable to that on 10 September at lower L (R1)
and increased at higher L (R2). On 14 September a O+ increased at lower L (R3) and it remained
about the same as that on 11 September at higher L (R4).
The second panel in Figure 3.34 shows the variation of ion composition during the 15-17
September 2005 period. The solid and dashed red curves, respectively, represent ion compositions
on 14 September 2005 at lower (L=1.85) and higher L (L=2.3). All the ions remained close to or
within the red curves indicating that the moderate storm on 15 September 2005 did not affect the
ions.
The third panel in Figure 3.34 shows the variation of ion composition during the 18-20 Septem
ber 2005 period. The solid and dashed red curves, respectively, represent ion compositions on 17
September 2005 at L=1.7 and L=1.9. All the ions during this period remained within the solid and
dashed curves indicating that the minor storm on 18 Sep 2005 did not affect the ions.
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The bottom panel in Figure 3.34 shows the variation of ion composition during the 21-24
September 2005 period. The red solid curve represents ai on 20 September 2005 (R12). From 21
to 23 and 24 September a H+ increased and a O+ decreased at a given L-shell. The a He+ did not
show any trend.
Figure 3.35(a) shows that only one WM echo was observed in the L-shell range 1.7-2.4 on
the night-side during the 11-24 September 2005 disturbed period (Day #254-267). This echo was
observed on 23 September 2005, five days after the minor storm on 18 September 2005. Figures
3.32(b-e) show that both the electron density and ion composition on this day were within the quiet
time values shown by red curves.

Altitude, km

Figure 3.35. Field-aligned electron density and ion composition on 23 September 2005, five days
after the minor storm, on the night-side
The day-side electron density and ion composition variations resulting from the major, mod
erate, and minor storms during the 10-18 September 2005 period can be summarized as follows.
In the onset phase of the moderate storm on 10 September 2005, electron density at F2 peak de-
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creased. Electron density above 1500 km increased. During the main phase of 11 September major
storm, N e at the F2 peak increased. Electron density above 1500 km remained close to the N e dur
ing the onset of 10 September storm. Three days after the major storm, on 14 September a decrease
in N e at a range of L-shells (1.85-2.3) was observed. On 15 September, at the beginning of the main
phase of another moderate storm electron density increased at all altitudes followed by a decrease
in N e at all altitudes on the next day (16 September). On the following day (17 September) N e at
the F2 peak increased and N e above 1500 km remained the same as that on 16 September. The
minor storm on 18 September did not affect N e at the F2 peak. The electron density above 1500
km remained the same as that on 17 September during the main phase of the storm but it increased
on the next day (19 September) and remained high for at least next 14 hours. On 20 September
electron density decreased relative to that before the 18 September storm.
The day-side ion composition did not vary during the onset phase of the moderate storm on 10
September. The a H+ was not affected during the main phase of 11 September storm. It decreased
at lower shells on 14 September (3 days after major storm) and remained the same as that on
10 September at higher L. The a He+ decreased at higher L-shells during the main phase of 11
September storm and it decreased at lower L-shells during the recovery period (14 September).
The a O+ increased at higher L-shells during the main phase of 11 September storm and it increased
at lower L-shells during the recovery period (14 September). The moderate on 15 September and
minor storm on 18 September did not affect the ions. The a H+ increased and a O+ decreased on 15
September and later indicating their recovery. The a He+ did show any trend.

3.5.5

V ariation of electron density and ion com position a t various altitudes

Electron density and ion composition vary smoothly with altitude. Therefore, plots of Ne and ai
at various altitudes provide another way to study the variations in Ne and ai as a function of storm
activity. Figure 3.36 shows variation of electron density at 1000, 2000, and 3000 km as a function
of geomagnetic storm activity. Figure 3.36 shows: (1) Electron density values after the severe
storm were greater than the average quiet time values. (2) There was enhancement in electron
density during the onset and main phase of the major and moderate storms. (3) The enhancement
is followed by depletion in the early recovery period of the storm.
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Figures 3.37-3.39 respectively show variation of a H+, a He+ and a O+ at 1000 and 2000 km as
a function of storm activity. These figures show: (1) the a H+ decreased during the onset phase of
all major storms and remained low until the early recovery period of storms and then increased,
(2) the a He+ increased during onset and main phase of all major storms and then decreased and (3)
the a O+ increased during the early recovery phase and decreased during during the recovery phase
of storms.
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3.5.6

V ariation of electron density a t F2 peak an d O+ / H + transition height d u ring the 16
August-06 O ctober 2005 period

This subsection presents the variation of the F2 peak, upper transition height (light ion to heavy
ion) and O+ / H + transition height as a function of geomagnetic activity.
Geomagnetic storms can dramatically alter the F2 region density in the ionosphere [e.g., Liu et
al., 2010; Mansilla, 2007; Danilov, 2001 and references therein]. The maximum electron density
at the F2 peak, NmF2, may increase or decrease, respectively, termed as positive and negative
ionospheric storms during these geomagnetic disturbances [Mansilla, 2007].
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Figure 3.40. Variation of the electron density at F2 peak as a function of geomagnetic storm
activity.
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Figure 3.40 shows the electron density at the F2 peak for the 16 August to 06 October 2005
period. The average quiet time F2 peak before the storm is about 2 x 105 and that after the storm
in about 2.5 x 105. The N e at F2 peak varied with changes in Kp and/or Dst. For e.g., on Day #254
Dst indicated quiet conditions but Kp was -5 indicating minor storm, an increase in F2 peak was
observed. On Day#242 both Dst and Kp indicated quiet conditions but there was a slight dip in
Dst indicating geomagnetic disturbance; an increase in the F2 peak was observed around the same
time. In 31 August and 10 September storm cases increase in the F2 peak was observed during the
onset phase followed by a decrease during the early recovery phase of storms. The Ne at F2 peak
remained high during the 15-20 September 2005 disturbed period that included a moderate and
minor storm. Enhancements in electron density at the F2 peak during the onset phase of have been
observed earlier at low-mid latitudes [e.g. Chi et al., 2000; Berube et al., 2005].
Figure 3.41 shows the variation of upper transition height as a function of geomagnetic activity.
Upper transition height is the altitude at which light ions (H +) are equal to heavier ions (H e + , O+).
The average upper transition height during quiet time before the disturbed period is about 1300 km
and that after the disturbed period is about 1200 km. Before the beginning of the major storm on
31 August and moderate storms on 10 September and 15 September an increase, ~300-400km, in
upper transition height was observed. The upper transition height remained high during the early
recovery period of all storms and then decreased to average quiet time value.
Figure 3.42 shows the variation of O+ / H + transition height as a function of storm activity. The
average O+ / H + transition height is about 1200 km. An increase in the transition height (200-300
km) in the onset phase and during the recovery phases of the storms was observed. The O+ / H +
transition height on the first day of recovery is lower than that during the onset phase. The O+ / H +
transition height continuously increased for 2 days or more during the recovery phase of all storms
and then decreased to the average quiet time value. Both the variation of upper transition height as
well as O + / H + transition height suggest an increase in heavy ion concentration during the onset
and recovery phases of major, moderate and minor storms.
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Figure 3.41. Variation of the upper transition height (light ion to heavy ion) as a function of
geomagnetic storm activity.
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Figure 3.42. Variation of the O+ / H + transition height as a function of geomagnetic storm activity.
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3.6

V ariation of plasm a param eters as obtained from other satellites an d bottom side sound
ing as a function of storm activity

In this section the response of plasma parameters including electron density, ion composition,
O + /H + ratio (proxy for O/H transition height) as obtained from CHAMP, DMSP F-13, and DMSP

F-15 satellites, and bottomside sounding is presented. These data sets provide complementary
information to that obtained from WM sounding.

3.6.1

E lectron density a t 350 km as a function of geomagnetic activity from the CH AM P
satellite

As noted earlier in Chapter 2, CHAMP satellite is in a circular near-polar orbit(87° inclination)
sampling the ionospheric plasma at ~350 km. Figures 3.43 and 3.44, respectively, show electron
density obtained from CHAMP on day-side and night-side as a function of geomagnetic activity
for the 53 day period (Day #228-280, 2005).
The average electron density on day-side during the quiet time is

1.5 x 105 /cc. CHAMP data

showed enhancement in electron density with geomagnetic activity. For example, on Day #234
Kp increased to 5 (Dst indicated quiet time) indicating disturbed conditions and CHAMP data
showed increase in N e. On Day #242 Kp indicated moderate geomagnetic conditions and there
was a dip in Dst from -20 nT to -42 nT, around the same time an increase in Ne from CHAMP
data is noticeable. CHAMP data showed an increase in Ne at the beginning of the main phase of
all major, moderate and minor geomagnetic storm. The level of enhancement in N e is correlated to
the intensity of the geomagnetic activity. Relative to the quiet time average density, CHAMP data
showed an enhancement of ~ 4 or more for major storms, ~ 2 .6 -4 for moderate storms, and ~ 2 for
minor storms.
The average electron density on the night-side from CHAMP during quiet time is ~ 1 .0 x 105
/cc, sightly lower than day-side average quiet time density. The spread in Ne on a given day is
more on the night-side relative to the day-side. As a result, variations in Ne for minor disturbances
is not clear. CHAMP data showed enhancement in Ne during the onset phase of all major storms.
The enhancement in Ne is followed by depletion during the main phase for two major storms (Day
#236 and Day #254-256). In the case of the major storm on Day #242, no depletion was observed.
Enhancement in Ne was observed during the onset phase of all moderate storms, excepting for
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Figure 3.43. Variation of the day-side electron density at 350 km as obtained from the CHAMP
satellite.
the one on Day #247 (04 September). The latter strom did not affect N e. No decrease in ne was
observed during the main phase of moderate storms. CHAMP data showed correlation between
the level of enhancement during the onset phase and the intensity of geomagnetic activity. Relative
to quiet time average night-side density, an enhancement of ~ 2 or more for major storms and ~ 2
for moderate storms is found.
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Figure 3.44. Variation of the night-side electron density at 350 km as obtained from the CHAMP
satellite.
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3.6.2

E lectron density an d ion composition a t 850 km as a function of geomagnetic activity
from the DM SP satellites

The DMSP spacecraft are in circular polar orbits (fixed in local time) sampling the ionospheric
plasma at about 850 km. The orbital period of DMSP spacecraft is 90 min. DMSP-F13 satellite
is in a 0545-1745 local time orientation and DMSP-F15 satellite is in a 0930-2130 local time ori
entation. Figure 3.45 and 3.46, respectively, show electron density and ion composition variation
at L=2 and 2.5 and at MLT ~ 17 (duskside) as obtained from DMSP-F13 spacecraft data. Figures
3.47 and 3.48, respectively, show electron density and ion composition variation at L=2 and 2.5
and at MLT ~ 9 (dawnside) as obtained from DMSP-F15 spacecraft data.
The DMSP spacecraft data showed increase in N e during the onset phase of all three major
storms on both dawnside (MLT~9) and duskside (MLT~17) at both L-shells, 2 and 2.5. The
moderate and minor disturbances did not affect Ne on the duskside (Figure 3.45 and 3.46) but an
increase in Ne in the onset phase was observed on the duskside. On both dawnside and duskside,
DMSP data showed, a decrease in a H+ and an increase in a O+ during the main phase of the storms.
An increase in heavy ions during storm time is reported earlier by Horwitz et al., 1984 and Berube
et al., 2005. The a He+ from DMSP did not show any trend in variation with geomagnetic activity.
These variations in electron density and ion composition obtained from DMSP data are consistent
with WM sounding results.
As noted earlier transition height is one of the important parameters as it roughly indicates
the transition from O+ dominated ionosphere to H + dominated plasmasphere. The O+ / H + ratio
from DMSP at 850 km can serve as a proxy for transition height. An increase in O+ / H + ratio
indicates increase in transition height and vice versa. Figures 3.49 and 3.50 show, respectively,
the variation in O+ / H + ratio on the duskside and dawnside as a function of geomagnetic activity.
The figures indicate an increase in O + / H + ratio indicating an increase in O+ / H + transition height
during the main phase of all major storms. The time period for which the O+ / H + ratio remained
high is different for all three storms. The moderate and minor storms did not affect the O+ / H +
ratio. Whistler mode sounding results also showed an increase in the transition height during the
onset,main and recovery phase of major storms.
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Figure 3.45. Variation of the duskside (MLT~17) plasma density and composition at 850 km and
L=2 as obtained from the DMSP-F13 satellite.
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Figure 3.46. Variation of the duskside (MLT~17) plasma density and composition at 850 km and
L=2.5 as obtained from the DMSP-F13 satellite.
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Figure 3.47. Variation of the dawnside (MLT~9-10) plasma density and composition at 850 km
and L=2 as obtained from the DMSP F-15 satellite.

Figure 3.48. Variation of the dawnside (MLT~9-10) plasma density and composition at 850 km
and L=2.5 as obtained from the DMSP F-15 satellite.
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3.6.3

E lectron density at F2 peak as a function of geomagnetic activity from ground based
Ionosonde stations

Bottomside sounding results were used to study the variation in electron density at the F2 peak dur
ing geomagnetic storms for decades. The reaction of the ionosphere as seen at different ionosonde
stations may be quite different during the same storm depending on the station coordinates, local
time, and some other parameters [Liu et al., 2010]. Figures 3.51-3.53 show variation of day-side
plasma frequency at the F2 peak at L~1.85, L ~ 2 and L~2.35 as obtained from different ionosonde
stations. Figures 3.54-3.57 show the plasma frequency at the F2 peak from the same stations on
the night-side.
Figure 3.51 shows f pe at F2 peak from Rostov and Pt. Arguello ionosonde stations for the
53 day period of 16 August to 05 October 2005. The f pe obtained from station Rostov did not
show any significant variation with geomagnetic activity. The f pe oscillated between ~ 5 and 6
MHz during the Day #233-264 period, it increased ~6.5 MHz on Day #265 and remained about
the same though the Day #265-280 period. The f pe obtained from Pt. Arguello station showed
decrease (~3.5 MHz) at the beginning of the main phase of 24 August 2005 (Day #236) storm.
Although both Kp and Dst indicated quiet to moderate geomagnetic conditions, there was sudden
increase in f pe to ~ 8 MHz on Day #240; recovery phase of 24 August 2005 storm. The f pe
increased from ~ 6 to 8 MHz during the main phase of 31 August 2005 storm (Day #243). The
f pe oscillated between 8 and 4 MHz during the 10-14 September 2005 disturbed period and it

remained high , ~ 8 MHz, during the 15-20 September 2005 disturbed period.
Figure 3.52 shows day-side f pe at the F2 peak at L ~ 2 as obtained from Petropavlovsk and
Novosibirsk ionosonde stations. The f pe obtained from these two stations did not show any signif
icant variation with geomagnetic activity. The f pe obtained from both stations oscillated between
~ 5 and 6 MHz during the Day #230-260 period. It then gradually increased to ~ 7 MHz by Day
#280.
Figure 3.53 shows day-side f pe at F2 peak obtained from Tomsk, Wallops, and Bear Lake
ionosonde stations. These stations are located, respectively, at L-shells of 2.14, 2.23 and 2.35. At
all three stations f pe first decreased then increased during the 24 August 2005 storm activity. The
f pe from Tomsk and Wallops stations oscillated between 5 and 6.5 MHz during the 31 August to 05

September 2005 disturbed period. Bear Lake station data was not available for this period. During
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Rostov L=1.85 day tim e fpe

Figure 3.51. Variation of the day-side N e at F2 peak at L=1.8 and 1.85, respectively, as obtained
from Rostov and Pt.Arguello ionosonde stations
Petropavlovsk L=2 day tim e fpe
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Figure 3.52. Variation of the day-side N e at F2 peak at L ~ 2 as obtained from Petropavlovsk and
Novosibirsk ionosonde stations
the 10 to 20 September 2005 (day#253-263) disturbed period, the f pe at Tomsk did not show any
variation. The f pe at Wallops decreased from ~ 6 to 4 MHz during the 11 September 2005 storm
main phase and then increased to ~ 8 MHz on 14 September 2005. The f pe at Wallops remained
high (~ 8 MHz) until 06 October 2005. The f pe at Bear lake data increased from ~ 6 to 8 MHz
during the onset phase of 10 September 2005 moderate storm and it decreased to ~ 4 MHz during
the main phase of the 11 September storm. On 14 September (Day #257) f pe increased to ~ 8 MHz
and it remained about the same till 06 October 2005 (Day #280) .
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Figure 3.53. Variation of the day-side N e F2 peak at L=2.13, 2.24 and 2.35, respectively, as ob
tained from Tomsk, Wallops, and Bear Lake ionosonde stations

Figure 3.54 shows the variation of f pe at the F2 peak at L~1.8 on the night-side from Rostov
and Pt. Arguello ionospnde stations. The f pe at Pt. Arguello decreased from ~ 5 to ~ 2 MHz
during the main phase of the 24 August 2005 storm (Day #236). It oscillated between ~3.5 and
4 MHz for the rest of the period (Day #236-280) and did not respond to other storms. The f pe at
Rostov decreased from ~ 6 MHz to 4 MHz during the main phase of 24 August storm. It recovered
to ~ 6 MHz before the onset of 31 August storm. It oscillated between 4 and 6 MHz during the
31 August to 04 September 2005 disturbed period. The stroms that occurred during the 10-20
September 2005 period did not affect fpe at Rostov.
Rostov L=1.85 n ig h t tim e fpe
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Figure 3.54. Variation of the day-side N e at F2 peak at L=1.8 and 1.85, respectively as obtained
from Rostov and Pt. Arguello ionosonde stations.
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Figure 3.55 shows the variation of f pe at the F2 peak at L ~ 2 from Petropavlovsk and Novosi
birsk stations on the night-side. The f pe from both stations decreased from ~4.5 to ~ 2 MHz during
the main phase of 24 August 2005 storm and from ~4.5 to ~ 3 MHz during the main phase of 31
August 2005 storm. The fpe at Petropavlovsk did not respond to other storms that occurred during
the 03 to 19 September 2005 period. The moderate storms on 03, 04 September did not affect
f pe at Novosibirsk. The f pe decreased from ~ 4 to 3 MHz during the main phase of 10 September

2005. It increased from ~ 3 Mhz to 5 MHz during the main phase and decreased from 5 Mhz to 2
MHz during the recovery phase of 11 September 2005 storm followed by a gradual increase to 4
MHz. The moderate and minor storms during the 15-20 September 2005 period did not affect f pe
at Novosibirsk.
Petropavlovsk L=2 n ig h t tim e fpe

Figure 3.55. Variation of the day-side N e at F2 peak at L ~ 2 as obtained from Petropavlovsk and
Novosibirsk ionosonde stations.
Figure 3.56 shows the night-side f pe at the F2 peak obtained from Tomsk, Wallops, and Bear
Lake Ionosonde stations. The f pe obtained from all three stations decreased from ~ 4 MHz to 2
MHz during the recovery phase of 24 August 2005 (Day#236) storm followed by a gradual increase
to 4 MHz. The other geomagnetic storms that occurred during the Day #243-280 period did not
affect f pe at these stations.
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Figure 3.56. Variation of the day-side N e at F2 peak at L=2.13, 2.24 and 2.35, respectively, as
obtained from Tomsk, Wallops, and Bear Lake ionosonde stations.
3.7

C om parison of the electron density an d ion composition obtained from W M sounding
with insitu m easurem ents from other satellites, bottom side sounding results, and p re 
dictions from em pirical model

In this subsection we compare WM radio sounding results obtained during the 16 August to 06
October 2005 period with in situ measurements from the DMSP and CHAMP satellites and pre
dictions from IRI-2012 empirical model. Figure 3.57 shows comparison of electron density and
ion composition obtained from WM sounding (green, magenta, brown, and cyan squares) with
in-situ measurements from DMSP (blue squares) and IRI-2012 predictions (red cross) at 850 km.
The Figure shows that the WM sounding results are in general agreement with DMSP measure
ments except for one case on Day #254. On this day relative to WM sounding results, DMSP
measured higher electron density and a H+, and lower a O+. IRI-2012 predictions of N e, a H+ and
a O+ are in general agreement with WM sounding results. But IRI predictions of a He+ (almost 0)

are substantially low relative to WM sounding results.
Figure 3.58 shows comparison of electron density obtained from WM sounding (green curve)
at 350 km with in situ measurements from CHAMP (blue squares) and IRI-2012 predictions (red
cross). The Figure shows that the WM sounding results are in general agreement (~20% ) with
CHAMP measurements during geomagnetically quiet to moderate periods. Some discrepancies
between WM sounding results and CHAMP were observed during the disturbed period. In the
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onset phase of 31 August 2005 storm WM sounding measurements showed increase in Ne but
CHAMP data did not. In the onset phase of moderate storms on 03 and 04 September 2005
CHAMP data showed increase in Ne but WM measurements did not. During the recovery period
of 18 September 2005 storm CHAMP data showed decrease in N e but WM measurements did
not. Except for these four cases WM sounding results and CHAMP measurements are in good
agreement.
x 104

Figure 3.57. Comparison of the electron density and ion composition obtained from WM sounding
at 850 km with in situ measurements from the DMSP satellite and predictions from IRI-2012
model.
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Relative to WM sounding results IRI overestimated N e at 350 km. The difference between IRI
predictions of N e and WM sounding results is more (roughly 2 times) during the 24 September06 October 2005 period. The trend in the variation of N e predicted by IRI is also different than
that obtained form WM. For e.g., on 03 September WM sounding results showed decrease in N e
whereas IRI showed increase in N e. Similarly after the moderate storm on 05 September, WM
sounding results indicated decrease in N e whereas IRI predicted increase in N e. Luhr and Xiong
[2010] also found that IRI model overestimates N e by 50-60% relative to CHAMP measurements;
CHAMP measurements are in better agreement with WM sounding results than IRI indicating that
IRI-2012 model needs improvement for better predictions of N e during quiet as well as disturbed
periods.

Figure 3.58. Comparison of the electron density obtained from WM sounding at 350 km with in
situ measurements from the CHAMP satellite and predictions from IRI-2012 model.
Figure 3.59 shows comparison of N e at the F2 peak obtained from WM sounding with that
obtained from nearby Ionosonde stations and that predicted by IRI-2012 model. Relative to WM
sounding results both bottomside sounding results and IRI predictions overestimated Ne at the F2
peak. Relative to WM sounding results IRI predictions agree better with bottomside sounding
results. This is consistent, because IRI empirical model uses data from all ionosonde station.
The trend in the variation of Ne obtained from WM sounding and bottomside sounding is similar
excepting on Day #265 where bottomside sounding indicated increase in N e at F2 peak but WM
sounding results did not.
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Figure 3.59. Comparison of the Ne at F2 peak obtained from WM sounding with that obtained
from bottomside sounding and that predicted by IRI-2012.
Figure 3.60 shows comparison of O+ / H + transition height obtained from WM sounding with
that predicted by IRI-2012 empirical model. Both WM sounding results and IRI predictions show
increase in O+ / H + transition height during disturbed period and are in general agreement.

3.8

Sum m ary, discussion an d conclusions

3.8.1

Sum m ary of m ajo r results

Whistler mode radio sounding from the IMAGE satellite during 16 August to 06 October 2005,
covering three major (24 August, 31 August, 11 September), four moderate (02-03 September, 04
September, 10 September, 15 September), and one minor (18 September) storms, has permitted the
first measurements of plasmaspheric field-aligned electron and ion densities (L=1.7-~2.4) below
~4000 km on the day-side (MLT~13-15) and the night-side (MLT~2-4) as a function of geomag
netic storm activity. Indices Kp, Ap and Dst and the sunspot number and solar flux parameters
were used to determine the geomagnetic and solar conditions during this period. The interplane
tary conditions were determined using IMF Bz, proton density, temperature, interplanetary electric
field and solar wind speed. The whistler mode sounding results were augmented by observations
from CHAMP, DMSP satellites, and ground ionosonde stations during the same period.
The salient features of storm time variations in plasma density and compostion presented be
low are based on certain reasonable assumptions that were based on past work [e.g., Lemaire and
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Figure 3.60. Comparison of the O+ / H + transition height obtained from WM sounding with those
predicted by IRI-2012 empirical model.
Gringauz, 1998; Berube et al., 2005]: (1) under quiet conditions and similar MLT’s electron den
sity in the L-shell range 1.8—2.2 changes of the order 20% or less; (2) electron density decreases
with L; (3) a H+ decreases with L; (4) a O+ increases with L. On the day-side WM echo data,
roughly at least one per orbit, were available only in the L-shell range 1.8—2.2 to study plasma
density and composition variations as function of storm activity. On the night-side, WM echo data
were available only at L~2.3 during the recovery phase of the moderate storm on 04 September
2005. The summary of variations in field-aligned plasma parameters inside the plasmasphere as a
function of geomagnetic storm activity presented below therefore are true at L ~ 2 on the day-side
and at L~2.3 on the night-side.
1. As a result of geomagnetic disturbances, the plasmapause moved from Lpp~4.5 during the
quiet time to Lpp~2.4 during the disturbed time. On the night-side, plasmapause moved
from L pp~4 during the quiet time to Lpp~2.5 during the disturbed time.
2. When storms affected plasma parameters, electron density, relative ion concentrations, and
O+ / H + transition height underwent temporal changes as a function of geomagnetic storm

activity, and each species has different temporal behavior thus indicating different recovery
times.
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3. On the day-side, when major and moderate or moderate storms occurred in succession in an
interval of roughly less than a day, the latter storms had little or no effect on electron density
and ion composition. On the night-side, WM echo data was sparse and the affect of storms
that occurred in succession on electron density and ion composition could not be studied.
4. On the day-side, the minor storm did not effect ions. On the night-side no WM echo data
was available during the minor storm activity.
5. The WM sounding results on the day-side showed an increase in the O+ / H + transition
height by ~200-300 km during the onset, main and early recovery phases of the storms.
Data from DMSP (~850 km) on the dawn and duskside showed increase in O+ / H + ratio
during the onset, main, and recovery phases of storms. This is indicative of an increase in
O+ / H + transition height.

6. On the day-side, variations in the electron density below the O+ / H + transition height were
different than those above. For example, the minor storm on 18 September did not effect N e
at F2 peak but enhancement in N e was observed above O+ / H + transition height. The ion
composition did not show any general trend with respect to O+ / H + transition height.
7. On the day-side, WM sounding results indicated an increase in Ne at F2 peak during the
onset/main phase followed by a decrease in F2 peak during the recovery phase. Consistent
with WM sounding results, in situ measurements from CHAMP at ~ 350 km and from DMSP
at ~850 km, respectively, showed increase in N e beginning main phase and onset phase of
all major and moderate storms. The CHAMP satellite data correlation between the level of
enhancement in N e at ~350 km and the strength of the geomagnetic disturbance.
8. On the day-side and above 1500 km, WM sounding results showed an enhancement in N e in
the onset and main phase followed by depletion in the early recovery phase of all major and
moderate storms excepting the 04 September 2005 moderate storm. The latter storm did not
effect N e above 1500 km. In the minor storm case, there was no onset phase; an enhancement
in N e during the recovery phase was observed.
9. When ions were effected by storm, on the day-side, decrease in a H+ was observed in the
early phases of storms (onset, main, and first one to two days of recovery); increase in a O+
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was observed in the recovery phase of the storm; The a He+ varied in a complex manner.
Increase in a He+ in the onset phase and decrease in a He+ in the recovery phase was more
common. The variations in a H+ and a O+ ion composition obtained from DMSP were con
sistent with those obtained from WM sounding results. The a He+ from DMSP did not show
any trend.
10. On the night-side, at L~2.3 WM sounding results showed decrease in N e above 1500 km
in the recovery phase of the 04 September moderate storm. Not sufficient WM data was
available to study the plasma density and composition variations in the case of other storms
and at altitudes below 1500 km and other L-shells as a function of storm activity.
11. On the night-side in situ measurements from CHAMP at ~350 km showed increase in N e
during the onset phase of all major and moderate storms excepting the 04 September 2005
moderate storm. The increase in Ne is followed by depletion only in the case of 24 August
and 11 September major storms. The 04 September 2005 storm did not affect N e at 350
km. The level of enhancement in N e at ~350 km showed correlation to the strength of the
geomagnetic disturbance. The DMSP satellite data showed increase in N e at ~ 850 km during
the onset phase of only major storms. Other storms did not affect N e at 850 km.
12. The apparent recovery times of electron density and ion composition at L~2.3 on the dayside are different than those on the night-side.
The temporal variations of field-aligned electron density and ion composition presented here
coupled with a physics-based model allow: (1) investigation of the role of thermospheric winds,
dynamo electric fields, and storm time electric fields in causing the variations and (2) the test
ing of current theories and the validating of physics-based models of thermosphere-ionospheremagnetosphere coupling.

3.8.2
3.8.2.1

Discussion
R eduction in the plasm apause radius

Consistent with past work, plasmapause measurements obtained from RPI passive recording indi
cate reduction in the plasmapause radius during disturbed geomagnetic conditions. The past work
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indicated that the plasmapause position on the night-side (22 to 06 MLT) was closely correlated
with the average magnetic activity over the preceding 2 to 6-hour period [Chappell et al., 1970a;
1970b] where as the plasmapause position on the day-side (06 to 15 MLT) did not immediately
respond to changes in magnetic activity, but its position depended instead on the level of activ
ity present when that region previously corotated through the night-side region [Chappell et al.,
1971]. The day-side and night-side measurements of Lpp obtained from RPI passive recordings
showed the shrink and recovery of plasmapause around similar time. No lag in the response of the
plasmapause on the day-side was noticeable from RPI passive resording. Possible reason for not
observing the difference in the response of day-side and night-side plasmapause to geomagnetic
activity is insufficient temporal resolution plasmapause measurements. The resolution of Lpp mea
surements is 14.2 hrs (IMAGE orbital period) or greater. The plasmapause measurements obtained
from RPI are consistent with that obtained from Carpenter and Anderson [1992] empirical model.

3.8.2.2

On the response of electron density an d ion composition to geomagnetic storm s

Whistler mode sounding results show day-side enhancement in Ne at F2 layer in the storm onset
phase followed by a depletion in the recovery phase. The maximum electron density of F2 layer,
may increase or decrease, respectively, termed as positive and negative ionospheric storms during
these geomagnetic disturbances [Mansilla, 2007]. The reaction of the ionosphere as seen at dif
ferent ionospheric stations may be quite different during the same storm depending on the station
coordinates, local time, and other parameters [Liu et al., 2010]. Negative ionospheric storm effects
are most often seen in the morning sector and positive storm effects in the afternoon and evening
sectors. Also, at mid-latitudes, positive storm effects are more often seen, or last longer in winter,
and negative storm effects prevail in summer [Buonsanto 1999]. WM sounding results indicated
increase in F2 peak followed by a decrease, a positive ionospheric storm followed by a negative
ionospheric storm. Past studies have shown that winds created by heating at high latitudes will
lead to positive storms at mid-latitudes [e.g. Jones and Rishbeth, 1971] and negative storms at
mid-latitudes are explained by changes in neutral composition [e.g. Davies and Ruster 1976].
WM sounding results, in the altitude range of ~ 1000-4000 km, showed enhanced day-side
field-aligned electron densities inside the plasmasphere (L~1.9-2.1) in the onset or main or on
the first day of recovery phase followed by depletion in the recovery phase of major and moder
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ate storms. Although enhancements in N e were commonly observed in the F2 peak and at low
latitudes from TEC measurements, incoherent scatter radar measurements, and GPS [Jones and
Rishbeth 1971; Foster and Rideout 2005; Foster et al., 2002; Chi et al., 2005], enhancements in
electron density in the plasmasphere were not commonly observed [Chi et al., 2005]. Depletion in
the electron density inside the plasmasphere due to geomagnetic storms is a more common phe
nomenon that was reported in the past [Park 1970; Chi et al., 2000; Berube et al., 2005; Reinisch
et al., 2004; Obana et al., 2010]. Whistler mode sounding results showed commonly an enhance
ment in plasmaspheric field-aligned electron density in the ~ 1000-4000 km altitude range during
the onset and main phase by a depletion and recovery in the case of major and moderate storms.
In minor storm case only enhancement in Ne was observed. We believe because of the temporal
resolution of WM data (~14.2 hrs) decrease in N e following enhanced N e may not have been ob
served in the minor storm case . Consistent with WM sounding results, Chi et al., 2005 reported
enhanced electron density in the mid-latitude region following the 30 Oct 2003 Halloween geo
magnetic storm. The density enhancements lasted for few hours. WM sounding results showed
that the density enhancements lasted for a day or more (See Figures 3.37, 3.28, 3.32 and 3.33).
These enhancements suggest an up-flow of plasma from ionosphere to plasmasphere in the early
stages of storm and then loss of plasma to the ionosphere in the recovery phase.
Whistler mode sounding results show decrease in a H+ during early stages of storm (onset or
main phase). It remained low during the first and/or second day of the recovery phase. An increase
in O+ in the recovery phase was observed. Whistler mode sounding results of ions are consistent
with past measurements, a decrease in the a H+ in the mid-latitude topside ionosphere [Banks et
al., 1971] and increase in heavy ions at mid-latitudes and in the outer regions of the plasmasphere
[Horwitz et al., 1984; Fraser et al., 2005; Berube et al., 2005; Obana et al., 2010] were observed
earlier. Past observations indicate that no trend in a He+ was observed during storm time [Darrouzet
et al., 2009]. WM sounding results indicate complex variation of a He+; increase in a He+ in the on
set phase and decrease in a He+ in the recovery phase was more common. The past observations of
ion variations resulting due to storms are based on in situ measurements [e.g. Horwitz et al., 1984]
or ground based magnetometer measurements [e.g. Berube et al., 2005] that give information on
the overall changes in mass density at a field line or coordinated ground and space measurements
[Dent et al., 2006]. Field-aligned plasma density and composition measurements are critical to
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the understanding of the dynamic processes that effect the ionospheric-plasmaspheric composi
tion along a field line. Whistler mode sounding measurements of field-aligned plasma density and
composition will be useful for better understanding of the plasma flow from ionosphere to magne
tosphere and vice versa that is important for thermosphere-ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling as
well as for testing the predictions from various physics-based models.
Storm time neutral winds and electric fields are generally considered as the two main sources
that cause variations in plasma density and composition. During geomagnetic storms, the dis
turbed solar wind compresses the Earths magnetosphere, and intense electric fields are mapped
along geomagnetic field lines to the high latitude ionosphere. At the same time, energetic parti
cles precipitate to the lower thermosphere and below, expanding the auroral zone, and increasing
ionospheric conductivities. Intense electric currents couple the high latitude ionosphere with the
magnetosphere, and the enhanced energy input causes considerable heating of the ionized and
neutral gases. The resulting expansion of the thermosphere produces pressure gradients that drive
strong neutral winds. These disturbed neutral winds flow from high latitudes to mid- and low- lat
itudes where they alter the neutral composition, and move the plasma up and down magnetic field
lines, changing thermospheric composition [Jones and Rishbeth, 1971; Buonsanto, 1999; Balan et
al., 2013]. Also, the electric fields of solar origin can penetrate to lower latitudes [e.g. Rastogi,
1977]. The penetration of these electric fields is very fast and they have been called “prompt pene
trating electric fields” or PPEFs. Disturbed neutral winds also cause F region electric fields by the
disturbance dynamo mechanism [Blanc and Richmond, 1980]. These electric fields redistribute
the plasma, affecting production and loss rates. Dawn to dusk PPEFs are known to cause positive
ionospheric storms on the day-side and negative ionospheric storms on the night-side. Day-side
PPEFs also cause oxygen ion uplift [Tsurutani et al., 2008].
Figure 3.61 shows the variation of interplanetary electric field and thermospheric neutral winds
as function of geomagnetic activity during the 16 August to 06 October 2005 period. The inter
planetary electric field data used for the plot shown in Figure 3.61(a) was obtained from NASA
website (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/form/dx1.html). The interplanetary electric field is a de
rived quantity. It is the product of solar wind speed and meridional component of interplanetary
magnetic field (Bz) in the Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric (GSM) system. There were substantial
variations, increase or decrease, in the electric field at the time of all major and moderate storms.
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Figure 3.61b shows the neutral wind speed at ~350 km at L=2 ( X ~43°) and L=4 ( X ~59°) field
lines as obtained from CHAMP. The STAR accelerometer on the CHAMP satellite allows deter
mination of neutral wind speed [Sutton et al., 2005]. The blue curve represents the wind speed
at L=2 and red at L=4 at MLT,«'m12. There was substantial increase in the wind speed at L=2
at the time of intense storm on 24 Aug 2005. Changes in the wind speed were observed at L=4
during the disturbance time in the case of all major storms. Whistler mode sounding results of the
positive ionospheric storms followed by negative ionospheric storms, enhancements seen in the
plasmasphere in the early stages of storm, and increased a O+ during the storm recovery phase may
be due to the plasma redistribution and changes in the thermospheric composition resulting from
both neutral winds and electric fields of solar origin. Further work involving physics-based models
simulations of WM sounding results are needed to determine the role of neutral winds and dynamo
and storm time electric fields in causing the variations in electron density and ion composition.
The response of the electron density and ions to geomagnetic storms must depend on the pre
vious state of the magnetosphere. For example, the most dramatic plasmasphere erosion events
are precipitated by exceptionally large convection enhancements that follow prolonged intervals of
quiet geomagnetic conditions. If the convection increase is mild, and/or the plasmasphere has very
recently been eroded, little or no erosion may occur [Goldstein, 2006]. In the study presented here,
the moderate storms on 04 September and 15 September and the minor storm on 18 September
occurred after a series of major and/or moderate storms, and they had little or no effect on the
electron density and ions. We speculate that this may be a result of recently eroded plasmasphere.
Future work involving reproduction of WM sounding results using physics based model simula
tions is needed to explain the response of electron density and ions to geomagnetic storms that
occur in succession.
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Dst, nT

Day No.
Figure 3.61. Variation of interplanetary electric field and thermospheric wind during the 16 August
to 06 October 2005 period
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The recovery times of electron and ion densities may depend on the rate of energy input from
solar origin into the earth’s magnetosphere. For example, when a high amount of energy is input
over short duration (as with the storm on 24 August 2005) the ionosphere and plasmasphere may
respond impulsively and the response could also decay faster. Whereas, if a small amount of energy
is input over long duration (as with the 01-03 September or 10-14 September 2005 storms) the
ionosphere and plasmasphere may respond slowly but the decay could be longer. In this context,
measurements of the rate of energy release during CMEs and or high speed streams seem useful to
predict the severity of space weather events [Balan et al., 2013].

3.8.2.3

C ontribution of therm al O+ inside the plasm asphere to O+ rich ring c u rre n t during
storm time

As noted above, WM radio sounding results as well as DMSP in situ measurements indicate an
increase in O+ during the storm main phase and recovery phase. The enhanced O+ decreases
later in the recovery phase. The source of these ions is the ionosphere. During storm time the
plasmaspheric thermal electrons get heated. The resultant heat is conducted down to the under
lying ionosphere and it raises the temperatures of ionospheric ions and electrons. This results in
increases of the scale height of ionospheric plasma causing upward diffusion of O+ ions. These
enhanced O+ ions should be observed in the ring current population as warm O+ . In fact, Hamil
ton et al. [1988] found greatly increased concentrations of O+ in the ring current during disturbed
periods. Daglis et al. [1999a, 1999b] showed that ionospheric origin ions contribute a large part
of ring current particles during large storms. Fu et al., 2001 using CRRES data for four selected
storms found energetic particle enhancements at very low equatorial altitudes (L=3-4) during large
storms with significant delays relative to the storm sudden commencement times. They also found
that fractional number density of O+ ions increases with the intensity of the storm. We believe
observing the spatial and temporal variations of the density of ions (H+, He+, O+) will shed light
on understanding the role they play in controlling the properties of the ring current.
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3.8.2.4

C om parison of W M sounding results w ith other satellite m easurem ents, bottom side
sounding results and em pirical model predictions

Whistler mode sounding results are compared with in situ measurements from other satellites, bottomside sounding results, and empirical model predictions. Electron density obtained from the
DMSP (~850 km) and CHAMP (~350 km) satellites was within ~20-30% of that from WM
sounding. Ion compositions obtained from DMSP were within ~0.5-2 times of that from WM
sounding at respective altitudes. The bottomside sounding results from ionosonde stations consis
tently overestimated electron density at F2 peak by ~2-3 times relative to WM sounding results.
Predictions from GCPM and IRI-2012 models overestimated electron density at lower altitudes
relative WM sounding results. The difference is maximum at the F2 peak where the N e obtained
from GCPM and IRI is roughly 2-3 times that from WM sounding. This is consistent because
IRI-2012 uses N e obtained from bottomside sounding and GCPM uses IRI model to predict N e at
lower altitudes. GCPM and Ozhogin et al. [2012] predictions of electron density above 2000 km
are within ~30% of WM sounding results. Relative to WM sounding results, GCPM overestimates
N h + and N O+ by ~ 1.4 and ~ 2 times, respectively, at lower altitudes and IRI substantially underes

timated a He+ (almost 0) at all altitudes. Empirical model predictions of ions are based on limited
amount of available data on ion measurements. Furthermore, the ion measurements are either in
situ or from incoherent scatter radar that may not represent field aligned ion densities. Whistler
mode sounding of N e and ai can be used to develop new empirical models of field-aligned elec
tron density and ion composition. These new empirical models can be used in the development of
physics-based models as well as for testing and validating physics-based models.

3.8.3

Conclusions

The WM sounding has permitted first measurements of field-aligned electron density and ion com
position inside the plasmasphere as a function of geomagnetic storm activity. Whistler mode
sounding results indicated that the electron density, relative ion concentrations, and O+ / H + tran
sition height underwent temporal changes as a function of geomagnetic storm activity, and each
species has different temporal behavior, thus indicating different recovery times. Also, the recov
ery times of electron density and ion composition on the day-side is different than that on the
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night-side. The variations in the plasma parameters obtained from WM sounding results are con
sistent with the past observations and in situ measurements from CHAMP and DMSP. Based on
the past knowledge and the measurements of thermospheric neutral wind and interplanetary elec
tric field it appears both winds and electric fields may have contributed to the temporal variations
of electrons and ions. Further work involving coupled WM sounding results and physics-based
model simulations will allow investigation of the role of thermospheric winds, dynamo electric
fields, and PPEF in causing the storm time variations in electron density and ion composition.
Such studies will also test current theories and validate physics-based models of thermosphereionosphere-magnetosphere coupling.
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C h ap ter 4
Sum m ary, Discussion, F u tu re W ork an d Conclusions
4.1

Sum m ary

Observations of magnetospherically and specularly reflected whistler mode echoes by RPI/IMAGE
has permitted for the first time measurement of field-aligned electron density, ion composition, ion
effective mass and field-aligned irregularities [Sonwalkar et al., 2004; Sonwalkar et al., 2011a;
Sonwalkar et al., 2011b]. The WM radio sounding method involves an iterative procedure. In
this method, a ray tracing density model is assumed and simulations are carried out to calculate
tg — f and cutoffs for each of the observed echoes. The calculated tg — f is then compared with the

measured ones. If the time delays and cutoffs do not agree, a new density model is assumed and the
process is repeated until a match is obtained. Sonwalkar et al. [2011b] demonstrated the WM radio
sounding method, but certain important aspects of it including: (1) an efficient approach to adjust
the density model during the iterative process; (2) uncertainties in the measurement of effective ion
mass; and (3) augmentation of WM sounding results with near simultaneous in situ measurements
from other satellites and/or bottomside sounding results were not adequately addressed.
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, a systematic and iterative procedure for implementing the WM
radio sounding method is presented. This procedure was demonstrated with a case study. The
measurement of effective ion mass depends on the number of ion species assumed in the ray tracing
density model. This assumption leads to uncertainty in the measurement of mef f . The uncertainty
in m ef f was illustrated with two different density models that explain observed WM echo features.
For one model it was assumed that the magnetospheric plasma is composed of three ions (H + ,
H e + , and O + ; three ion model). For the other it was assumed that the plasma is composed of two

ions (H + and O+; two ion model). Once m ef f was obtained, individual ion concentrations were
determined using the equation of m ef f and that the sum of fractional abundance of all ion species is
equal to 1. In the two ion model case, there is no uncertainty in the measurement of ions once mef f
is obtained. However, in the three ion model case additional assumptions are needed to determine
individual ion concentrations. Also discussed in Chapter 2 is the uncertainty in the measured ion
composition when three ion species are assumed in the density model.
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To cover larger altitude ranges and choose one amongst many density models that can ex
plain observed echo features, whistler mode radio sounding results can be augmented with nearsimultaneous in situ measurements from other satellites and bottomside sounding results . Mag
netospherically reflected WM echoes allow measurement of plasma density and composition from
satellite altitude down to ~1500 km. Specularly reflected WM echoes allow measurement of
plasma density from satellite altitude down to 90 km. Magnetospherically reflected WM echoes
accompanied by specularly reflected WM echoes allow measurement of both electron density and
ion composition from satellite altitude down to 90 km. When only MR or SR echoes were ob
served, as discussed in Chapter 2, there can be large uncertainties in the measurement of Ne at
altitudes below ~1500 km. In such cases in situ measurements from DMSP, CHAMP, and/or bottomside sounding results from ground based ionosonde stations can be used to augment whistler
mode sounding results below ~1500 km. This method of augmenting WM sounding results was
discussed in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3, the WM radio sounding method was applied to determine, for the first time, the
response of plasmaspheric field-aligned electron and ion densities to several geomagnetic storms
that occurred in succession during the 16 August to 06 October 2005 period. The Kp and Dst
indices and the sunspot number and solar flux parameters were used to determine the geomagnetic
and solar conditions during this period. The interplanetary conditions were determined using IMF
Bz, proton density, temperature, interplanetary electric field, and solar wind speed.
Using WM radio sounding data from IMAGE, the variation of plasmaspheric field-aligned
electron density and ion composition was determined during the onset, main and recovery phases
of geomagnetic storms. The variations in the plasma density and composition were obtained in the
L-shell range 1.7-2.4 on the day-side for all storms and at L~2.3 on the night-side for one moder
ate storm. The WM radio sounding results were augmented by in situ measurements from DMSP,
CHAMP, and measurements from ground based ionosonde stations. The following results were
found as a function of geomagnetic storm activity: (1) The plasmapause moved from Lpp~4.5
during the quiet time to Lpp~2.4 during the disturbed time. (2) On the day-side at L ~ 2 when
major and moderate or two moderate storms occurred in succession in an interval of roughly less
than a day, the latter storms had little or no effect on the electron density and/or ion composi
tion. (3) When storms affected the plasma parameters on both day-side and night-side the electron
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density, relative ion concentrations, and O+ / H + transition height underwent temporal changes as
a function of geomagnetic storm activity, and each species had different temporal behavior thus
indicating different recovery times. (4) On the day-side, the O+ / H + transition height increased by
~200-300 km during the onset, main, and early recovery phases of the storms. (5) Variation in the
electron density below the O+ / H + transition height was different from that above. (6) Electron
density at F2 peak increased during the onset or main phase of storms followed by a decrease in
the recovery phase. (7) Electron density above 1500 km increased either in the onset or on the first
day of recovery phase followed by a decrease. (8) a H+ decreased during the onset, main and/or
early recovery phases of storms; a O+ increased in the early recovery phase of the storm; a He+
varied in a complex manner but an increase in a He+ in the onset phase and decrease in a He+ in the
recovery phase was more common. (9) On the night-side, WM sounding results showed decrease
in N e above 1500 km in the recovery phase of the 04 September moderate storm. Not sufficient
WM data was available to study the plasma density and composition variations in the case of other
storms and at altitudes below 1500 km and other L-shells as a function of storm activity. (10)
Variations in plasma parameters measured by CHAMP (350 km) and DMSP (850 km) were in
agreement with those obtained from whistler mode sounding.
The WM sounding measurements of field-aligned plasma density and composition presented
here will lead to better understanding of plasma flow from the ionosphere to the magnetosphere
and vice versa that is important for thermosphere-ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling, as well as
for testing the predictions from various physics-based models.

4.2

Discussion

The WM radio sounding method has many advantages over free space and Z mode sounding meth
ods from RPI/IMAGE. The N e measurements along B0 by R-X and L-O mode (free space modes)
sounding by RPI are possible only down to ~2000-3000 km because of the spatial resolution of
the 3.2 ms pulse [Reinisch et al., 2004]. The N e measurements along B0 by Z mode sounding are
limited to altitudes above ~1000 km, the minimum reflection altitude of Z mode waves transmit
ted by RPI/IMAGE [Sonwalkar et al., URSIGA 2014b; Carpenter et al., 2003]. Neither free space
mode sounding nor Z mode sounding permits the measurement of ion composition. Whistler mode
radio sounding is a powerful new method that provides measurement of both field-aligned electron
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density and ion composition from the satellite altitude (<5,000 km) down to 90 km, including the
important region of transition from the O+dominated ionosphere to the light ion regime above.

4.3

Recom m endations for future w ork

The rich whistler mode echo data set and the new whistler mode radio sounding method provide
many opportunities for future research.
First, the whistler mode sounding method discussed here can be improved in several ways.
Used as tool in the WM radio sounding method, the Stanford 2D ray tracing density model, has
sufficient parameters that provide flexibility to adjust and obtain desired Ne but not ion composi
tion. The density model assumes that scale heights of ions are inversely proportional to their atomic
mass resulting in rapid decrease of He+ and O+ above Rbase (~1000 km). This is the result of
assuming the same temperature for all ion species in the density model. It is therefore suggested
that results from past ion measurements and recent empirical models should be used to construct
a new parametric ray tracing density model for use in determining ion composition and electron
density from whistler mode sounding. One more way to strengthen WM sounding method would
be to augment the WM sounding results with results from empirical models that provide electron
density at the equator [e.g., Carpenter and Anderson, 1992]. Such a method will provide electron
density measurements from the equator down to 90 km.
Second, the study presented here on the evolution of plasma parameters as a function of storm
activity can be extended to other regions of the magnetosphere including the plasmapause, auroral,
and high latitude regions. Approximately 2500 WM echoes observed on IMAGE at all latitudes
and MLT’s [Sonwalkar et al., URSIGA 2014a] are available for this study. Theoretical explanation
of the plasmapause phenomenon, as a boundary or as a boundary layer [Carpenter and Lemaire,
2004], its evolution with time, associated erosion processes, and various features such as plumes
remains poorly understood. Earlier theoretical work included studies of the stability of the plasma
pause profile (e.g., Richmond [1973]; Lemaire [1975]), and more recently, theoretical work has
included development of physics-based fluid and kinetic models of the plasmasphere and its ero
sion and recovery (e.g., Pierrard et al. [2009] and references therein). Further progress toward
understanding the erosion processes would clearly depend upon the ability of the observations to
cover larger regions of the plasmasphere boundary, including underlying the ionospheric plasma,
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so as to elucidate its topology. For example, Pierrard and Voiculescu [2011] have recently coupled
the 3D dynamic model of the plasmasphere developed by Pierrard and Stegen (2008) with the iono
spheric IRI model with encouraging results. However, IRI suffers from a serious drawbacks: its
ion composition model is built from measurements with large uncertainties [Bilitza and Reinisch,
2008]; its electron density model overestimates by 50-60% near the F2 peak [Luhr and Xiong,
2010]; it is limited to <2000 km. A better ionospheric model is needed to couple with the plasmaspheric model. Whistler mode sounding results will provide a better plasma model (<5000 km),
including electron density and ion composition, to couple with an overlying plasmaspheric model,
and thus improve the predications of simulations. On the other hand, simulation predications can
be compared with specific WM sounding results when direct measurements are not available.
During storm times, energetic particles from the plasmasheet guided along magnetic field lines
are precipitated in the auroral ionosphere. The particle precipitation can effectively ionize the
F-region and elevate ionospheric ion supply to higher topside altitudes. Subauroral polarization
streams (SAPS), westward ion flows equatorward of the auroral boundary in the night-side, result
from differences in the electron and ion precipitation from the plasmasheet; due to the low conduc
tivity equatorward of the auroral region, this results in polarized electric fields, driving eastward
ion flows. Less frequent are latitudinally narrow (1-3°) regions of fast ion drift (over 1000 m/s)
in the pre-midnight region. These particular enhancements result from recombination chemical
reactions that locally deplete ion density, leading to larger polarization electric fields and larger ion
drifts [Anderson et al., 1993]. Whistler mode sounding results on plasma density and composition
obtained in the auroral region will be useful for understanding the physics of the auroral processes.
They will also improve physics-based models (e.g., DyFk) that are used to study the ion outflow in
this region.
Knowledge of high latitude plasma density and composition is important because they are
intimately tied to the physics of the auroral acceleration processes, including auroral precipitation,
visible and radar aurora, and magnetic storm and substorm activity [e.g., Kelley, 2009; Schunk
and Nagy, 2000). Plasma density and composition are important parameters in many theories of
auroral acceleration and polar ion outflow, two key processes at high latitude [e.g., Hargreaves,
1992]. Whistler mode echoes observed in the high latitude region provide an excellent opportunity
to study plasma density and composition in the high latitude region.
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Whistler mode sounding can provide the distributions of plasma density irregularities in space
and time throughout the plasmasphere [Sonwalkar et al., 2004; Sonwalkar et al., 2011b]. The gen
eration of plasma density structures is an important manifestation of the injection of energy and
momentum originating at the sun into the earth’s atmosphere and physical processes occurring in
the underlying neutral atmosphere and in the overlying ionosphere and magnetosphere. FAIs occur
at all MLT in all parts of the magnetosphere [Kelley, 2009; Schunk and Nagy, 2000; Hunsucker
and Hargreaves, 2003] and are generated by various processes including plasma instabilities, par
ticle precipitation, and plasma drifts occurring in the ionosphere [Kelley, 2009]. These plasma
processes are enhanced during disturbed solar and geomagnetic conditions, leading to the genera
tion of plasma density structures. Thus FAIs are one of the key indicators of space weather and of
physical processes occurring as a result of changing space weather conditions.
The large number of WM echoes observed under quiet as well as disturbed conditions provide
a new method to study FAI dependence on geomagnetic activity at higher altitudes. Measurement
of FAIs at higher altitudes are not directly accessible to low altitude satellites or the ground radars.
Geomagnetic storms can dramatically alter the plasma density and density structures in the iono
sphere. For example, the observations from ionospheric sounding, DMSP satellites and GPS TEC
during the 2003 Halloween storm indicate that the equatorial ionospheric irregularities or plasma
bubbles (EPBs) extend to the Argentinean station Rawson (Am=33.1° S) and map at the magnetic
equator at an altitude of about 2500 km [Sahai et al., 2009]. Huang et al., [2009] have shown
that EPBs develop during main phase of the storm and are suppressed during the recovery phase
for several hours to days. Observations from the DEMETER satellite (710 km) have provided a
general framework showing how low-, mid-, and subauroral-latitude plasma density structures and
associated electric field irregularities respond to geomagnetic storms [Pfaff et al., 2008]. These
authors found a close relation between the development of a storm as indicated by Dst and the
increased ambient density and the region of irregularities. Using the data from ROCSAT satellite,
Su et al. [2006] distinguished the mid- and low-latitude irregularities on the basis of solar and
geomagnetic disturbances.
At low altitudes, IMAGE has observed VLF ground transmitter signals on almost every RPI
plasmagram. The transmitted power of the VLF ground transmitted signals is hundreds of kilo
watts and the bandwidth is a few hundred Hz. These observations of VLF ground transmitter
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signals by RPI can be used to detect small scale FAIs. The signal from the transmitter propagates
in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide. A part of this signal couples to the ionosphere as a wave prop
agating in the whistler mode. In the presence of small scale (10 m -1 km) FAI, the VLF signals
are forward scattered. The scattered waves containing a range of wave normals lead to spectrally
broadened (f~ 1-2 kHz) signals on a moving satellite [Bell et al., 1983; Bell and Ngo, 1988, 1990].
These spectrally broadened signals can be used to detect FAI. Note that the FAI that lie between the
ground and the IMAGE are illuminated by RPI signals at large wave normal angle coming down
and ground transmitter signals at relatively small wave normal angles (roughly vertical) from be
low. Thus simultaneous observations of diffuse WM echoes and spectrally broadened transmitter
signals could potentially be a new diagnostic method to study FAI.
Comparison of WM sounding results with the data from past missions allows determination
of how accurately the statistical data represents field-aligned measurements and comparison of
plasma parameters obtained by different techniques. Data on the plasma density and composition
is available from past missions including Alouette-1 (Altitude range~1000 km) and Alouette2 (Altitude range~500-3000 km), AE-c,-d,-e (Altitude range~ 150-4000 km), ISIS-1 (Altitude
range~500-3500 km) and ISIS-2 (Altitude range~1400 km) topside sounders, and OGO-6 (Alti
tude range~400-1100 km) spacecraft covering the period 1962-1979. The WM sounding results
can also be compared with incoherent scatter radar data that provides plasma density and com
position from about 90-1000 km. The results from such comparisons can be used to improve
measurement techniques.
Whistler mode sounding measurements of field-aligned electron and ion densities, combined
with simulations using a physics-based thermosphere-ionosphere-magnetosphere dynamics model
(e.g., SAMI2), provide a unique approach to study the role of thermospheric winds, dynamo elec
tric fields, and PPEFs in modifying the ionosphere-magnetosphere. Such studies also validate and
improve physics-based models of magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere coupling. The SAMI2
[Huba et al., 2000] models plasma and chemical evolution of seven ion species in the altitude range
85 km-20,000 km in the low-mid latitude region. The model solves electron and ion (H +, He+ and
O+) temperature and momentum equations and takes into account ExB drift. It uses an offset tilted
dipole magnetic field model. The inputs to SAMI2 include F10.7 flux, Ap, and scaling factors for
neutral wind, ExB drifts, neutral densities that are specified by empirical models. The outputs from
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SAMI2 include ion densities, ion drift velocities, neutral winds, and ExB drifts. Preliminary stud
ies [Sonwalkar et al., AGU 2013] comparing SAMI2 simulation results with field-aligned electron
and ion densities obtained from whistler mode sounding demonstrate that such studies can poten
tially provide information on neutral density, wind, and electric field. It can also be used to validate
and improve the performance of the SAMI2 model. Such a study, however, poses many challenges
that need to be addressed in the future: (1) The solution found for the tuning parameters that al
lows SAMI2 to match the whistler mode data may not be unique. (2) SAMI2 by default uses the
Scherliess and Fejer [1999] (SF) empirical model to specify electric fields. The magnitudes and
time evolutions of the electric fields at L=2-3 are not expected to follow that SF empirical model.
Therefore, a new electric field model is needed to specify the ExB drifts and improve SAMI2. (3)
Storm time electric fields that are of solar origin are not included in SAMI2. The SMAI2 model
has to be combined with other existing models, such as the Rice Convection Model to take into ac
count the effect of disturbed time electric fields. How these challenges can be addressed is beyond
the scope of this work.

4.4

Conclusions

Whistler mode sounding has permitted the first measurements of field-aligned electron density and
ion composition inside the plasmasphere as a function of geomagnetic storm activity. Whistler
mode sounding results show that the electron density, relative ion concentrations, and O+ /H +
transition height undergo temporal changes as a function of geomagnetic storm activity, and each
species has a different temporal behavior thus indicating of different recovery times. The apparent
recovery times of electron density and ion composition on the day-side is different than that on
the night-side. The variations in the plasma parameters obtained from WM sounding results are
consistent with past observations. In the past, in order to study the variations in plasma density
and composition at a range of altitudes, it was necessary to piece together data obtained on mul
tiple satellites and from the ground. Such coordinated measurements were infrequent and did not
provide the field-aligned plasma distributions that are critical to understand the physical processes
that influence plasma flow along field lines during disturbed conditions. Whistler mode sounding
allows study of the dynamics of field-aligned electron density and ion composition as function
of geomagnetic storm activity in the ~5000 km to 90 km altitude range, including the important
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region of transition from the O+dominated ionosphere to the light ion regime above. The tempo
ral variations of field-aligned electron density and ion composition obtained from WM sounding
coupled with physics-based models provide a unique way to investigate the role of thermospheric
winds, dynamo electric fields, and storm time electric fields in causing the variations in electron
density and ion composition. Such studies will also test current theories and validate physics-based
models of thermosphere-ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling.
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A ppendix A

In addition to time delays, the ray-tracing simulations provide quantitative information on wave
characteristics along the echo ray path including wave-normal angle, refractive index, wavelength,
group velocity, amount of group delay accrued as a function of distance along the ray path, MR
echo reflection altitude, f lh at this altitude, and details of the magnetospheric and specular reflec
tions. This information, coupled with the satellite motion and the transmission format, explains
many features of the observed echoes.
This appendix discusses the initial, reflection, and arrival parameters for MR and SR whistler
mode echoes obtained from ray tracing calculations for the 22 October 2005 case assuming three
ion model (Model 3).
Tables A.1 to A.3 respectively give ray parameters, at initial, reflection and arrival points for
MR echoes. Tables A.4-A.7 give ray parameters, at initial, reflection and arrival points for OI-SR
echoes. And Tables A.8-A.11 give ray parameters, at initial, reflection and arrival points for NI-SR
echoes.
Table A.1. Initial ray parameters of 22 Oct 2005 MR echo ray tracing. Table includes the fre
quency (f), altitude(Alt), geomagnetic latitude (Mlat), L shell value (L), wave normal angle (0),
resonance cone angle (0res), Gendrin angle (0gen), local fih (fih,local), ray direction(0ray),refractive
index (^)and effective ion mass at the location of satellite
f
(kHz)
6.6
7.2
7.8
8.4
9
9.15
9.3

Alt
(km)
3410
3408
3406
3404
3402
3402
3401

Mlat
(°)
31.92
31.94
31.96
31.99
32.01
32.01
32.03

L

0
(° )

0res
(° )

2.1309
2.13168
2.13246
2.13324
2.13403
2.13403
2.13442

90.57
91.03
91.41
91.77
92.07
92.09
92.03

90.44
90.75
90.98
91.17
91.35
91.4
91.44
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0gen
(°)
90.99
91.55
91.99
92.37
92.72
92.81
92.89

flh,local
(kHz)
6.25
6.26
6.26
6.27
6.27
6.27
6.27

0ray
(°)
-179.67
-179.52
-179.45
-179.42
-179.36
-179.3
-179.15

294
166
123
100
88
88
95

Table A.2. Ray parameters at reflection point; 22 Oct 2005 MR echo ray tracing. Table includes the
frequency (f), reflection altitude (RefAlt), geomagnetic latitude (Mlat),L shell value(L), time delay
(tg), flh (flh ,ref ), ray direction(0ray),refractive index (M)and effective ion mass at the reflection
point of the ray
Mlat (°)
33.22
35.20
36.92
38.52
40.14
40.59
40.91

L
2.1309
2.13168
2.13246
2.13324
2.13403
2.13403
2.13442

tg (ms)
45.8
47.1
49.1
52.4
60.4
68.3
93.1

6.75
7.57
8.34
9.06
9.73
9.85
9.99

kH
z

RefAlt (km)
3129
2697
2311
1949
1574
1471
1396

fer
f hl

f (kHz)
6.6
7.2
7.8
8.4
9.0
9.15
9.3

M
310
192
155
136
130
135
148

m e ff
1.04
1.06
1.1
1.16
1.26
1.32
1.4

Table A.3. Ray parameters at arriving point for 22 Oct 2005 MR echo ray tracing. Table includes
the frequency (f), L shell value(L), time delay (tg), wave normal angle (0), resonance cone angle
(9res), ray direction(0ray), and refractive index (m) at the location of satellite
f (kHz)
6.6
7.2
7.8
8.4
9.0
9.15
9.3

L
2.13089
2.13169
2.13248
2.13324
2.13403
2.13415
2.13446

tg (ms)
89
93
98
104
120
136
185

0(°)
89.42
88.95
88.55
88.18
87.88
87.86
87.94

0res(°)
89.54
89.24
89.01
88.82
88.64
88.6
88.56

0ray(°)
-0.354
-0.49
-0.55
-0.56
-0.61
-0.68
-0.84

176

M
290
162
120
98
85
86
93

Table A.4. Initial ray parameters of 22 Oct 2005 OI-SR echo ray tracing. Table includes the
frequency (f), altitude(Alt), geomagnetic latitude (Mlat), L shell value (L), wave normal angle (0),
resonance cone angle (0res), ray direction(0ray), and refractive index (u) at the location of satellite
f (kHz)
9.6
9.9
10.2
11.4
14.4
16.2
17.7
18.9
22.2
33.3

Alt (km)
3400
3399
3398
3393
3379
3371
3366
3361
3348
3310

L
2.13495
2.13548
2.13601
2.13813
2.14377
2.14703
2.14937
2.15144
2.15718
2.17442

Mlat (°)
32.05
32.07
32.08
32.15
32.33
32.43
32.51
32.58
32.76
33.28

0(°)
-88.04
-87.86
-87.72
-87.21
-86.11
-85.49
-84.99
-84.58
-83.53
-80.01

0res(°)
-88.48
-88.4
-88.32
-88.01
-87.31
-86.91
-86.58
-86.32
-85.63
-83.37

0ray (°)
1.09
-1.07
1.09
1.19
1.49
1.68
1.83
1.94
2.28
3.27

109
97
90
74
53
46
42
39
32
21

Table A.5. Ray parameters at the point of incidence at the earth ionosphere boundary for 22 Oct
2005 OI-SR echoes. Table includes the frequency (f), reflection altitude(RefAlt), geomagnetic
latitude (Mlat), L shell value (L), time delay (tg), incidence wave normal angle (01), refractive
index at the point of in c id e n c e ^ ), angle w.r.to vertical (51), n 1sin(81), Angle between B and
vertical (AngB0) and resonance cone angle (0res)
f
(kHz)
9.6
9.9
10.2
11.4
14.4
16.2
17.7
18.9
22.2
33.3

RefAlt
(km)
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

Mlat
(◦ )
46.43
46.45
46.46
46.5
46.6
46.66
46.7
46.75
46.86
47.23

L
2.1354
2.13630
2.13702
2.13998
2.14789
2.1527
2.15644
2.16019
2.16888
2.19904

tg
ms
114
92
83.9
71.2
62.6
60.72
59.7
59
57.9
55.7

01
(◦ )
-89.06
-88.97
-88.7
-88.11
-87.78
-87.46
-87.25
-86.67
-84.61
-89.06

177

n1

213.4
198.57
162.02
117.2
101.5
91.36
84.43
70.6
44.72
213

S
(◦ )
65.5
65.6
65.9
66.6
66.9
67.3
67.6
68.2
70.6
65.5

n 1sin(S1)
194.3
180.9
147.9
107.5
93.4
84.3
78.0
65.6
42.2
194.3

A ngB 0
(◦ )
25.42
25.42
25.39
25.31
25.26
25.23
25.19
25.11
25.82
25.42

Table A.6. Ray parameters at the point of reflection at the earth ionosphere boundary for 22 Oct
2005 OI-SR echoes. Table includes the frequency (f), resonance cone angle (0res), reflection wave
normal angle(02), refractive index at the point of reflection(n2), angle of incidence w.r.to vertical
(§ 2), n2sm(&2)
f (kHz)
9.6
9.9
10.2
11.4
14.4
16.2
17.7
18.9
22.2
33.3

0res (°)
89.66
89.64
89.62
89.54
89.36
89.27
89.19
89.12
89.95
89.66

02 (°)
89.07
88.99
88.71
88.05
87.81
87.53
87.35
86.72
84.24
89.07

n2
216.8
202
165.5
121
105.2
95.2
88.3
74.5
48.99
216.8

§2(°)
63.66
63.57
63.32
62.74
62.55
62.30
62.16
61.62
59.41
63.66

n2sin(&2)
194.3
180.9
147.9
107.5
93.4
84.3
78.0
65.6
42.2
194.3

Table A.7. Ray parameters at arriving point for 22 Oct 2005 OI-SR echoes. The table includes
frequency (f), L shell value(L), time delay (tg), wave normal angle (0), resonance cone angle (0res),
ray direction(0ray), and refractive index (m ) at the location of satellite
L
2.13487
2.13551
2.13598
2.13814
2.14376
2.14707
2.14943
2.15237
2.1573
2.1747

tg (ms)
228.5
184.1
167.8
141.9
124.1
119.9
117.6
116.2
113.4
108.4

0(°)
-91.95
-92.12
-92.25
-92.73
-93.79
-94.37
-94.84
-95.21
-96.18
-99.31

0res(°)
-91.52
-91.61
-91.69
-91.99
-92.7
-93.1
-93.42
-93.68
-94.38
-96.63

°)
(ya
r
0

f (kHz)
9.6
9.9
10.2
11.4
14.4
16.2
17.7
18.9
22.2
33.3

178.92
178.9
178.88
178.76
178.4
178.19
178
177.86
177.43
176.04

178

M
110.3
99
92.32
75.95
55.83
48.8
44.32
41.19
35.01
23.39

Table A.8. Initial ray parameters of 22 Oct 2005 NI-SR echo ray tracing. Table includes the
frequency (f), altitude(Alt), geomagnetic latitude (Mlat), L shell value (L), wave normal angle (0),
resonance cone angle (0res), ray direction(0ray), and refractive index (m ) at the location of satellite.
Mlat (◦ )
-31.89
-31.92
-31.95
-32.01
-32.05
-32.07
-32.08
-32.15
-32.34
-32.44
-32.51
-32.58
-32.76
-33.28

L
2.13
2.13
2.13
2.13
2.13
2.14
2.14
2.14
2.14
2.15
2.15
2.15
2.16
2.17

0(°)
21.94
21.92
21.93
21.94
21.88
21.88
21.87
21.85
21.76
21.70
21.66
21.62
21.51
21.20

0res(°)
89.56
89.13
88.73
88.48
88.40
88.32
88.01
87.31
86.91
86.58
86.32
85.63
83.37

o

Alt (km)
3411.74
3410.13
3407.23
3403.37
3400.16
3398.87
3397.59
3392.45
3378.99
3371.31
3365.88
3361.09
3348.02
3310.25

ya
r
0

f (kHz)
6
6.6
7.5
8.7
9.6
9.9
10.2
11.4
14.4
16.2
17.7
18.9
22.2
33.3

10.35
10.31
10.28
10.23
10.17
10.15
10.14
10.07
9.91
9.81
9.73
9.67
9.48
8.88

M
12.47
11.91
11.21
10.45
9.97
9.82
9.68
9.18
8.22
7.78
7.46
7.23
6.71
5.59

Table A.9. Ray parameters at the point of incidence at the earth ionosphere boundary for 22 Oct
2005 NI-SR echoes. Table includes the frequency (f), reflection altitude(RefAlt), geomagnetic
latitude (Mlat), L shell value (L), time delay (tg), incidence wave normal angle (01), refractive
index at the point of incidence(n1), angle w.r.to vertical (S1), n 1sin(S1), and Angle between B and
vertical (AngB0)
f
(kHz)
6
6.6
7.5
8.7
9.6
9.9
10.2
11.4
14.4
16.2
17.7
18.9
22.2
33.3

RefAlt
(km)
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90
90

Mlat
(◦ )
-42.01
-42.04
-42.06
-42.09
-42.13
-42.14
-42.15
-42.19
-42.32
-42.39
-42.44
-42.48
-42.61
-42.99

L

tg

1.84
1.84
1.84
1.84
1.84
1.84
1.84
1.85
1.85
1.86
1.86
1.86
1.87
1.90

111.41
106.34
99.87
92.88
88.58
87.24
85.97
81.47
72.86
68.92
66.10
64.13
59.53
49.73

01
(◦ )
29.05
29.01
29.00
28.99
28.92
28.91
28.91
28.87
28.78
28.72
28.68
28.64
28.53
28.22
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n1
29.20
28.11
26.61
24.47
23.22
23.20
22.67
21.41
19.14
18.03
17.15
16.67
15.48
12.70

S
(◦ )
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

n 1sin(S 1)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

A ngB 0
(◦ )
29.03
29.01
29.00
28.97
28.94
28.93
28.92
28.88
28.78
28.72
28.67
28.63
28.53
28.20

Table A.10. Ray parameters at the point of reflection at the earth ionosphere boundary for 22 Oct
2005 NI-SR echoes. Table includes the frequency (f), resonance cone angle (0res), reflection wave
normal angle(02), refractive index at the point of reflection(n2), angle of incidence w.r.to vertical
(§ 2), n2sin(§2)
f (kHz)
6
6.6
7.5
8.7
9.6
9.9
10.2
11.4
14.4
16.2
17.7
18.9
22.2
33.3

0res (°)

89.93
89.80
89.70
89.63
89.61
89.59
89.51
89.34
89.23
89.15
89.08
88.91
88.32

02 (°)
29.01
29.01
29.00
28.95
28.95
28.94
28.93
28.88
28.78
28.72
28.67
28.63
28.53
28.19

n2
29.20
28.11
26.61
24.46
23.23
23.20
22.67
21.41
19.14
18.03
17.15
16.67
15.48
12.69

§2(°)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

n 2sin
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table A.11. Ray parameters at arriving point for 22 Oct 2005 NI-SR echoes. The table includes
frequency (f), L shell value(L), time delay (tg), wave normal angle (0), resonance cone angle (0res),
ray direction(0ray), and refractive index (u) at the location of satellite
L
2.13
2.13
2.13
2.13
2.14
2.14
2.14
2.14
2.14
2.15
2.15
2.15
2.16
2.17

tg (ms)
222.79
212.64
199.70
185.76
177.12
174.46
171.94
162.95
145.68
137.81
132.20
128.23
119.03
99.46

0(°)
21.90
21.93
21.93
21.90
21.92
21.91
21.90
21.86
21.76
21.71
21.67
21.63
21.53
21.17

0res(°)
90.00
89.56
89.13
88.73
88.48
88.40
88.32
88.01
87.31
86.91
86.58
86.32
85.62
83.37

°)
(ya
r
0

f (kHz)
6
6.6
7.5
8.7
9.6
9.9
10.2
11.4
14.4
16.2
17.7
18.9
22.2
33.3

10.33
10.31
10.27
10.21
10.18
10.16
10.15
10.08
9.91
9.81
9.74
9.67
9.49
8.86
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12.47
11.91
11.21
10.45
9.97
9.82
9.69
9.19
8.22
7.78
7.46
7.24
6.71
5.58

